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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The first OSCE Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting (SHDM) in 2006 on Human 
Rights Defenders and National Human Rights Institutions: Legislative, State and Non-
State Aspects took place on 30-31 March in Vienna.1 This meeting brought together 252 
participants, including 101 representatives of 86 non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs). Forty governmental delegations were present.2 A distinguished group of 
Introducers and a Keynote Speaker participated in the Meeting.3  
 
In October 2001 a SHDM devoted to the topic of Human Rights: Advocacy and 
Defenders was held for the first time under the OSCE auspices. The 30-31 March 
Meeting was organized five years later after the aforementioned SHDM and presented 
one more opportunity to reaffirm the OSCE�s continuing commitments to the issues 
relating to human rights defenders and national human rights institutions. During the 
Meeting participants, with valuable contributions from representatives of the civil 
society, examined concrete ways for making OSCE commitments and decisions more 
effective and better implemented in practice.  
 
In addition to the Opening and Closing Sessions, the SHDM was comprised of three 
Working Sessions: 
- Human rights defenders in the OSCE region: challenges, obstacles and 

opportunities; 
- Synergies and co-operation between state organs, national human rights institutions 

and human rights defenders; 
- Human rights defenders: pertinent legislation and implementation of OSCE 

commitments. 
 

A number of side events took place on the margins of the SHDM.4
 
Introductory remarks at the Opening Session were delivered by Ambassador Frank 
Geerkens, Head of the OSCE Chairmanship Unit in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Belgium, and Ambassador Christian Strohal, Director of the OSCE Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR). 
 
Representing the Chairman-in-Office, Ambassador Frank Geerkens noted that the 
Belgian OSCE Chairmanship planned an ambitious human dimension agenda for 2006.5 
He stressed the importance that the OSCE attached to intensive exchanges between 
international organisations, state institutions and civil society and emphasized that the 
Belgian Chairmanship viewed such close cooperation as vital to the promotion of the 

                                                           
1  Please see Annex I for the Agenda and Annex II for the Annotated Agenda of the Meeting. 
2  Please see Annex IX for Statistics on participation and Annex X for List of participants. 
3  Please see Annex IV for texts of introductory speeches and Annex V for biographical information 
on the speakers. 
4  Please see Annex VIII for the list and description of the side events. 
5  Please see Annex VII for Opening remarks by Ambassador Geerkens. 
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OSCE values and the achievement of its objectives. Ambassador Geerkens noted with 
regret that the difficulties that human rights defenders faced appeared to be on the rise. 
Security concerns, notably related to terrorism, were increasingly used to legitimise a 
crackdown on human rights and their defenders. Human rights defenders were accused of 
propagating so called �Western� values. Ambassador Geerkens underlined the 
importance that international organizations, including the OSCE, played in promoting 
exchanges and partnership between governmental and non-governmental human rights 
defenders and supporting their work. He noted that the European Union�s Guidelines on 
Human Rights Defenders and the Council�s of Europe Fundamental Principles on the 
Status of NGOs in Europe could provide valuable additions to the body of the OSCE 
commitments. Ambassador Geerkens encouraged participants of the SHDM to promote 
positive practices and explore the ways for concrete improvements of the human rights 
situation on the ground.  
 
The Director of the ODIHR, Ambassador Christian Strohal, noted that national human 
rights institutions and human rights defenders contributed to the stability and overall 
security in the OSCE region6. He said that it was an important commitment of each 
OSCE participating State to respect the right of the individual to assist others in 
defending human rights and fundamental freedoms. He emphasized that the primary 
responsibility for implementing commitments, in the case of the Meeting the promotion 
and protection of human rights, lied with states. Ambassador Strohal stated with 
disappointment that recently a number of the participating States introduced new 
legislation placing further restrictions on the activities of civil society. He stressed that it 
was precisely the curtailment of civil society that threatened an important pillar of 
security. 
 
Ambassador Strohal emphasized that the OSCE field operations played a crucial role in 
assisting human rights defenders. Projects aimed at civil society capacity building, 
including trainings for human rights defenders were useful tools in this regard. 
Encouraging closer consultation between the legislature and civil society in the 
legislative process and assisting inclusive political decision-making processes through 
workshops and roundtables were further examples of potential OSCE�s involvement.  
 
Ambassador Strohal compared the current state of human rights affairs in the OSCE 
participating States with the situation five years ago. He noted positively that the 
recognition and awareness about human rights defenders in societies became stronger. 
He also added with regret that the gap between human right defenders and government 
authorities had been widening in a number of the participating States. An important 
factor that contributed to the gap were measures taken by some governments to combat 
terrorism, which were not always compatible with the respect for human rights.  
 
Ambassador Strohal said that this SHDM would certainly identify a number of 
shortcomings and difficulties faced by individuals and groups, but he also expressed hope 
for the forum to provide opportunities for networking and the exchange of good practices 
and solutions, and to contribute to finding a common platform for the joint fruitful work.  

                                                           
6  Please see Annex VI for the Opening and Closing remarks by Ambassador Strohal. 
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Keynote speech was delivered by Ms. Hina Jilani, the Special Representative of the 
United Nations Secretary General on Human Rights Defenders7. She emphasized a 
significant role, which civil society played in inducing recognition of the concepts of 
participatory democracy, transparency and accountability. She spoke about the 
difficulties human rights defenders faced in their work. She noted that defenders whose 
work challenged social structures, economic interests, traditional practices and 
interpretation of religious perceptions faced greater risks. Women human rights 
defenders, in particular, were targeted by various social and private actors. 
 
Ms. Jilani underlined that national laws in many countries did not provide for favourable 
conditions conducive for the full respect and enjoyment of human rights. Freedom of 
association was increasingly being targeted in many countries, and restrictions were 
placed on freedom of expression and assembly, as well as on freedom to seek and 
disseminate information on human rights. She stressed that these freedoms were essential 
for human rights defenders.  
 
Ms. Jilani highlighted the important role of National Human Rights Institutions in 
ensuring that human rights norms were reflected in laws, and also in raising an alarm 
when these were threatened in practice. 
 
Ms. Jilani noted that the protection of human rights defenders was a shared responsibility 
of States, civil society and international community. She mentioned the EU Guidelines on 
Human Rights Defenders as a positive action that promised support to defenders both in 
policies of the EU member States and in more practical ways, that would contribute to 
defenders� safety and security. National level initiatives to strengthen access to justice 
and to ensure judicial independence, creation of complaints mechanisms and procedures, 
as well as programs aimed at raising accountability of law enforcement agencies also 
promised more benefits for the work of human rights defenders. The impact of many of 
the undertaken initiatives still remained to be seen. 
 
Ms. Jilani called on the OSCE participating States and the broader international 
community to give due regard to the voices of human rights defenders and respect their 
aspirations of achiving the goal of bringing about real and genuine changes. 
 
The Opening Plenary was followed by three Working Sessions. They were moderated by 
Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International Programs and Human Rights Defenders 
Program at the Human Rights First. 
 
In Session 1 introductory speeches were delivered by Ms. Natasha Kandic, Director of 
the International Humanitarian Law Centre in Belgrade, and Mr. Sergei Kovalev, 
Chairperson of the International Human Rights and Humanitarian Society �Memorial� in 
Moscow.   
 

                                                           
7  Please see Annex III for the text of key note speech. 
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The discussion focused on the situation of human rights defenders in the OSCE 
participating States. NGO representatives from various States identified a damaging 
regional trend with closing of the space for the independent operation of human rights 
defenders. This trend was brought about by a combination of state policies, including 
defamation and smearing of human rights defenders by government officials, 
parliamentarians and the media; physical attacks on human rights defenders that often 
remain unpunished; restrictive NGO laws; limitations of freedom of association; 
interference by governments in the functioning of NGOs; creation of GONGOs (NGOs 
created by the government), which undermined the idea of independent NGO activity; 
restriction on access to information; restrictions to freedom of movement placed on 
human rights defenders; difficulties with access to funding; etc.. The lack of 
understanding the importance of the work of human rights defenders by national 
authorities was also pointed out. 
 
It was noted that human rights defenders played a particularly important role in conflict 
and emergency situations. Participants also discussed the double victimization of women 
human rights defenders who were subject to persecution in the same way that their male 
counterparts, and were also additionally vulnerable to particular types of persecution, and 
faced hostility as women who were challenging accepted social norms. Roma and LGBT 
(lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) activists spoke about their difficulties in having 
their work recognized as human rights activities. 
 
It was emphasized by the participants that the OSCE participating States already 
recognized the role of human rights defenders as of �fundamental actors� in the 
promotion of democracy, peace and security. In that respect a reference was made to the 
UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, European Union�s Guidelines on Human 
Rights Defenders, Council�s of Europe Fundamental Principles on the Status of Non-
Governmental Organizations in Europe, and the OSCE human dimension commitments.  
 
Many speakers made reference to the need for States to work harder in implementing the 
existing commitments to support the work of human rights defenders, and for 
international organizations, including the OSCE, to do more in assisting the governments 
in building national institutions that would lead to better implementation of the relevant 
commitments.   
 
Session 2, focused on synergies and co-operation between state organs, national human 
rights institutions and human rights defenders.  
 
Introductory speeches were delivered by Ms. Albina Radzevičiūtė, Seimas Ombudsman 
of Lithuania; Ms. Mary Lawlor, Director, Front Line - the International Foundation for 
the Protection of Human Rights Defenders; and Mr. Michel Forst, Acting Chairperson of 
the Coordinating Committee of European National Institutions for the Promotion and 
Protection of Human Rights.  
 
The participants reiterated that national human rights institutions (NHRIs) could be 
beneficial for human rights in general and for the situation of human rights defenders. 
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Speakers stressed that in order for NHRIs to fulfill their functions, firstly, their 
composition should reflect their independence. The participants stressed that it was not 
acceptable if NHRIs were silent in the face of persecution of human rights defenders. 
Such silence could indeed serve as an indication that a NHRI was not fulfilling its 
mandate. Examples of such negative cases were given by several participants. 
 
Positive examples were heard from the NGO �Frontline� with respect to its co-operation 
with the Irish government. Representatives of several government delegations spoke 
about the benefit and importance of high-level diplomatic intervention aimed at 
protecting human rights defenders who suffered or were at risk of persecution. It was 
underlined that there were possibilities for the governments to contribute actively to the 
creation of new mechanisms that would better support the work of human rights 
defenders. The process of development and adoption of the EU Guidelines on Human 
Rights Defenders was mentioned as an example of such support.  
 
The participants were reminded by a representative of the UNHCR (UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees) of the important role of NHRIs in ensuring that states could 
meet their commitments of protecting the rights of non-citizens, including by promoting 
enjoyment of the right to asylum, by playing a role in the development of legislation in 
the field of immigration, as well as by promoting the rights of refugees and immigrants in 
order to counter racism and xenophobia. 
 
The participants discussed the important role of NHRIs in human rights education and in 
specialized human rights training for law enforcement personnel. The need for sustained 
long-term efforts to achieve results in this area was stressed. 
 
It was also pointed out that NHRIs had a particular role in promoting gender equality and 
in ensuring that women occupy positions of leadership within NHRIs and throughout 
government structures. 
 
During Session 3, participants examined pertinent legislation and implementation of the 
OSCE commitments relevant to the activities of human rights defenders.  
 
Introductory speeches were delivered by Mr. Antoine Bernard, Executive Director of the 
International Federation for Human Rights in Paris, and Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean, 
Programmes Director of the European Region of the International Lesbian and Gay 
Association. 
 
The participants stressed that the OSCE participating States had an obligation to bring 
their laws and practices into compliance with applicable international standards. . 
Freedom of association and assembly were identified as areas, where some OSCE 
participating States did not implement their commitments in practice. The participants 
gave examples of new laws restricting freedom of expression in order to prevent the 
discrediting of the state power. Moreover, examples of restrictions on freedom to 
assemble, on NGO registration, on foreign funding, etc. were mentioned. New legislation 
included laws on extremism, which hindered activities of NGOs and threatened civil 
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society members to be accused of conducting extremist activities. All those legislative 
developments were noted as negative trends diverting the OSCE participating States 
further from the OSCE commitments.  
 
The participants highlighted that compliance of national legislation with international 
obligations and standards was important, and that national security should not be used by 
States as a pretext to deny human rights. It was also noted that legislation was often 
tailored taking into account exclusively the interest of the State, excluding any 
possibilities, i.e. mechanisms and consultation processes, for  the views of civil society to 
be taken into account.  
 
In addition to the country-specific examples and exchanges of best practices, concrete 
recommendations were voiced by the participants during the SHDM8. 
 
Closing remarks at the Closing Plenary were delivered by Ambassador Bertrand de 
Crombrugghe, Chairman of the OSCE Permanent Council9, and Ambassador Christian 
Strohal, Director of the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights 
(ODIHR). 
 
Ambassador Bertrand de Crombrugghe said that it was an intention of the Belgian OSCE 
Chairmanship to put the role of the NGO community in the spotlight, while at the same 
time focusing on the important interaction between state and non-state actors in the 
protection and promotion of human rights. He underlined several elements, which were 
brought up during the Meeting. He suggested considering the possibility of more 
structured and direct information exchanges between NGOs and the participating States 
inside the Hofburg - as a first step to support human rights defenders in their actions on 
the ground. He also mentioned long term proposals voiced by the SHDM participants. 
Many participants felt that the OSCE should follow the footsteps of the EU in working 
out Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders. Others called for a Special Representative 
on Human Rights Defenders. Ambassador de Crombrugghe assured that 
recommendations made at the SHDM would be considered in the capitals of the OSCE 
participating States. 
 
Ambassador Christian Strohal noted that discussions during the SHDM one more time 
demonstrated that the work of human rights defenders had a decisive impact on the 
consolidation of democratic institutions and the enhancement of national human rights 
systems. He made several remarks in response to some of the recommendations from the 
practical ODIHR perspective. Commenting on the proposal of creating a Special 
Mechanism on Human Rights Defenders for the OSCE region, he pointed to the 
experience of other international institutions in this regard and referred to the importance 
of enhancing the capacity of the ODIHR in supporting and strengthening the capacity of 
human rights defenders. He assured that the ODIHR would take the Meeting�s 
recommendations seriously in order to further advance its work on human rights 

                                                           
8  These recommendations are summarized in Chapter II. Please also see Chapter III for 
recommendations produced at each working session. 
9  Please see Annex VII for Closing remarks  by Ambassador Bertrand de Crombrugghe 
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defenders, on issues of freedom of assembly and association, on capacity building for 
civil society, on national institutions, and on support for dialogue and cooperation at the 
national and local levels. Ambassador Strohal also underlined that the OSCE 
commitments could be further enhanced and reinforced through incorporation of 
guidelines and principles adopted by other international organizations. He noted, in 
particular, that the ODIHR looked forward to consolidating its draft Guidelines on 
Drafting Laws Pertaining to Freedom of Assembly through a process of consultations 
with governmental experts and representatives of civil society. He reiterated that the 
ODIHR stood ready to provide participating States with assistance and advice in order to 
ensure compliance of their laws and practices with international legal obligations and 
relevant OSCE commitments. He also noted that the ODIHR would continue its work to 
support women�s organizations in their efforts to promote protection of women human 
rights defenders and to strengthen their position. 
 
Ambassador Strohal encouraged participating States to endorse and implement the 
recommendations stemming from the SHDM. Recommendations made were the results 
of constructive and intensive discussions among the OSCE delegations, civil society and 
international organizations and deserved more than a place in the OSCE records. He 
welcomed continued discussion of the issues brought forward at the SHDM, during  the 
OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting to be held in the first half of October 
2006. 
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II.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This part of the report focuses on recommendations arising from the three sessions. These 
wide ranging recommendations made by delegations of OSCE participating States, 
international organizations, and NGOs, were aimed at various actors, such as OSCE 
participating States, OSCE institutions and its field operations, as well as other 
international organizations and NGOs. These recommendations have no official status, 
are not based on consensus, and the inclusion of a recommendation in this report does not 
suggest that it reflects the views or policy of the OSCE. Nevertheless, they are a useful 
indicator for the OSCE in reflecting upon how participating States are meeting their 
commitments, determining future priorities and considering possible new initiatives 
relevant to the work of human rights defenders and national human rights institutions. 
  
Recommendations to the OSCE participating States: 

 
• OSCE participating States should pay particular attention to the well-being of those 

human rights defenders who will return after this Meeting to countries where they 
may be at a risk of persecution.  

 
• OSCE participating States should desist from and publicly denounce all verbal and 

physical attacks and media campaigns carried out to discredit human rights 
defenders. Support from OSCE participating States and the co-operation between 
their Embassies on the ground is vital in this respect.  

 
• Those OSCE participating States that have not yet done so, should extend an 

invitation for a visit to the UN Special Representative of the Secretary General on 
Human Rights Defenders, and to co operate with her fully before, during and after 
the visit. 

 
• OSCE participating States should ensure that all those who carry out human rights 

work enjoy protection afforded to human rights defenders. Every individual who 
defends human rights by means of concrete and peaceful actions should be 
considered a human rights defender. Thus, the definition of the human rights 
defender should not be narrowly predefined in national laws.  

 
• OSCE participating States should speak out in promoting the vital role played by 

human rights defenders in their respective countries, and to ensure fair and free 
environment for their work. Anti-NGO propaganda needs to be countered by 
explaining why human rights groups are necessary. 

 
• OSCE participating States should continue raising awareness and concerns about the 

state responses to NGOs and human rights defenders. Diplomatic, moral and 
emergency support to human rights defenders should be rendered. Such support 
would include raising individual cases internationally and bilaterally at the highest 
levels; regular meetings with human rights defenders (including visits in prison), 
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provision of emergency material assistance needed for the continuation of their 
human rights work. Funds should be provided to human rights defenders in order to 
allow them to attend OSCE meetings. Training for human rights defenders, as well as 
the incorporation of human rights education into the school curricula should be 
supported. 

 
• OSCE participating States should give attention to promoting full recognition and 

protection of economic, social and cultural rights, which are intrinsically related to 
and dependent on the right to react peacefully to economic, social and cultural 
concerns. New approaches should take into consideration the role and responsibilities 
of business enterprises, including multinational corporations, for respecting human 
rights standards and contributing to their realization. 

 
• Promotion and protection of human rights defenders should be done jointly with 

human rights defenders. A constructive dialogue should be established with human 
rights defenders of various categories: international, local, NGOs, lawyers, 
journalists, judges, officials, doctors, trade unions and citizens. OSCE participating 
States should provide open and inclusive fora to discuss issues of concern to civil 
society. 

 
• OSCE participating States should review their domestic legislation concerning 

freedoms of association and assembly and improve the laws and regulations which 
are found to restrict the freedom of NGOs, human rights and democracy advocates as 
well as lawyers who defend them. States are encouraged to submit their laws to the 
OSCE legal experts for the evaluation of whether those laws are compatible with the 
OSCE commitments. Technical assistance of the OSCE should be used to bring 
legislation in line with OSCE principles. 

 
• OSCE participating States should support programs to empower women, such as 

capacity building and training for NGOs and human rights defenders working to 
promote women�s rights. Initiatives in legal education for women should be 
supported. 

 
• OSCE participating States should render support to women�s organizations for 

stepping up efforts to guarantee protection of women�s rights and strengthen their 
position. 

 
• Violence against women human rights defenders should be the subject of particular 

attention and protection, as they become double victims, both as women and as 
human rights defenders. All cases of violence against human rights defenders should 
be investigated promptly, efficiently and thoroughly by the police and charges 
brought against the perpetrators.  

 
• OSCE participating States should pay particular attention to the situation of human 

rights defenders during an armed conflict. 
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• Country specific recommendations of the OSCE Special Representative on Freedom 
of the Media should be implemented. Training, media production assistance, and 
building management capacity in media outlets should be supported.  

 
• National Human Right Institutions should be established in OSCE participating 

States, based on the so called Paris Principles. Those institutions could take different 
forms, for example, an Ombudsman office, national human rights institution or an 
Ambassador on human rights issues at the national level. Parliamentary nomination 
to such institutions is preferential, and NGOs can play a role in this process as well 
by nominating candidates. 

 
• OSCE participating States should support and strengthen their national human rights 

institutions. 
 
• Human rights education in schools should be given an increased attention, including 

education on gender issues. 
 
• OSCE participating States should respect and protect the right to freedom of 

assembly and expression as recognized in the OSCE commitments. A happening or a 
threat of the counter demonstration should not be used as an excuse to ban the main 
event. 

 
• OSCE participating States should provide adequate protection for public assemblies 

in order to ensure the safety of demonstrators. Special attention should be paid to 
building the capacity of the police in human rights and policing public assemblies, 
with focus on prevention of excessive use of force while adequately protecting public 
safety.  

 
• OSCE participating States should establish and support national mechanisms for 

monitoring the implementation of legislation and regulations concerning public 
assemblies.  Participation of civil society in such mechanisms should be ensured. 

 
• Governments of OSCE participating States, public authorities and public institutions 

at the national, regional and local levels should refrain from statements which are 
likely to have the effect of legitimizing, spreading or promoting forms of 
discrimination, hatred or intolerance, so preventing the enjoyment of human rights. 
Legislation should be adopted to protect minorities from speech which is likely to 
incite hatred, violence and intolerance. 

 
• OSCE participating States should invoke the Vienna and Moscow Mechanisms in 

relation to those States, which fall short of implementation of OSCE commitments. A 
study could be made on the effectiveness of these mechanisms and steps be taken by 
OSCE participating States on the basis of such a study in order to boost the 
effectiveness of these mechanisms. 
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Recommendations to the OSCE, its institutions and field missions: 
 
• OSCE should construct strategies suitable for impact and effectiveness according to 

the complexities of the political, economic and social conditions that States and civil 
society are called upon to address. Countries in transition need stronger emphasis on 
implementation of newly articulated constitutional principles, peace agreements and 
commitment for strengthening of institutions. 

 
• OSCE should consider the possibility of more structured and direct information 

exchanges between NGOs and participating States in Vienna as a first step to 
strengthen the human rights defenders in their actions on the ground.   

 
• The OSCE should consider the creation of a special mechanism within the OSCE 

dealing with the protection of human rights defenders. This mechanism would 
complement and bolster the work of the Special Representative of the UN Secretary 
General, the mandate currently held by Hina Jilani, and would bring the OSCE region 
into step with African and Inter-American regional bodies that have already created 
such a mechanism. 

 
• OSCE should endorse the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, which 

provide a set of ways and means to effectively work towards the promotion and 
protection of human rights defenders. 

 
• Continued support and protection for civil society actors by the OSCE, its institutions 

and field operations, as well as individual participating States, is vital. In this respect, 
particular attention and support should be given to grass root human rights defenders 
emerging in a number of participating States. 

 
• OSCE should organize and support regional and country specific events on topics 

relevant for the work of human rights defenders, such as on freedom of association, 
assembly and expression, aiming at discussing practical steps to improve laws and 
practices, as well as ensuring the continuing dialogue between governments and civil 
society. 

 
• Strategies of field missions, other OSCE institutions and participating States should 

be well targeted and well co-ordinated. Diplomatic support should be provided within 
the OSCE when human dimension aspects of the field mission�s mandates are under 
threat. In this regard the OSCE participating States should be reminded that the 
human dimension is an integral and indivisible component of lasting security and a 
core OSCE principle, which should not be marginalized. 

 
• A core component of an OSCE field mission should be the support of human rights 

defenders. The mandate of the OSCE field presences should be more clear-cut, and 
the OSCE field missions should serve as a mediator in trying to restore the dialogue 
between human rights defenders and authorities. OSCE field missions should be 
strengthened in order to pay more attention to the support of civil society. 
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• OSCE should act more vigorously in cases of individual human rights violations, 

paying attention not only to the fast and flexible response, but also to follow up. 
 
• Each OSCE field mission should have the necessary financial, technical and human 

resources necessary to promote democracy and human rights. In addition to the 
OSCE budgetary allocations for human dimension activities, the participating States 
should provide voluntary contributions for projects in the field of human dimension, 
as well as seconded personnel to work in the field missions. 

 
• OSCE should conduct a meeting dedicated to functioning of Ombudsman institutions 

in 2007. 
 
• Special mandate should be developed within the OSCE, which would focus on the 

interaction between human rights defenders and national human rights institutions. 
 
• A contact point for liaison with national human rights institutions should be 

established in the ODIHR.  
 
• OSCE should develop a mechanism for preventing the misuse of national human 

rights institutions to prevent them from becoming a facade to justify and hide state 
violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

 
• OSCE should address the issue of restrictive NGO legislation in a number of OSCE 

participating States.  
 
• OSCE human rights monitoring should be strengthened. In particular, the OSCE 

should monitor peaceful assemblies and produce recommendations to national 
governments and international organizations. 

 
• OSCE should establish a specific mechanism to evaluate and assess the 

implementation of laws on association and assembly that are critical to the work of 
human rights defenders. ODIHR should analyze legislation and practices that may 
hinder the work of human rights defenders. 

 
• ODIHR should continue monitoring the implementation of OSCE commitments on 

freedom of peaceful assembly. The work in progress on the Guidelines on Drafting 
Laws Pertaining to Freedom of Assembly should continue and be supported.  

 
• ODIHR should continue paying specific attention to discrimination of women and 

assisting participating States in enhancing the role and status of women in society and 
in public life. 

 
• OSCE should continue supporting training on various human rights issues for 

women, youth and NGOs. Particular attention should be paid to rural areas. 
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• OSCE should pay particular attention to giving visibility and legitimacy to women 
human rights defenders and the specific risks they face.  

 
• OSCE should consider organizing country specific meetings devoted to discussion of 

the implementation of OSCE Human Dimension Commitments.  
 
Recommendations to other intergovernmental organizations, to non-governmental 
organizations and to national human rights institutions:  
 
• Human rights defenders should co-ordinate their efforts to achieve common goals, 

establish networks to help each other when needed and to enhance advocacy efforts. 
Presence of NGOs and human rights groups at discussions, where issues of their 
interest and concern are discussed, is important. 

 
• Human rights defenders and NGOs should work and co-operate with government 

structures at all levels in order to promote and protect human rights in their respective 
states.  

 
• A study should be conducted regarding the funding, which is being given to human 

rights groups in the OSCE region in order to determine in which areas such funding 
should be reinforced. 

 
• Funding requirements of donor organizations to NGOs should be made more flexible. 
 
• NHRIs should engage actively in the law-making process by building stronger links 

with parliaments and advising them on legislative measures to strengthen the 
protection of human rights in the domestic legislative framework. NHRIs should 
submit references to courts on existing legislation that does not comply with 
constitutional guarantees and international human rights standards. NHRIs should be 
consistently engaged with civil society in order to remain well informed on issues 
related to human rights. 

 
• Networks should be created between human rights defenders and NHRIs. Co- 

operation between them should be strengthened. A clearly defined mechanism should 
exist for interactions between human rights defenders and NHRIs. 

 
• Human rights defenders and NHRIs should be committed to gender equality.  
 
• International Organizations should assist in supporting and strengthening legitimate 

and credible NHRIs. 
 
• UNODC is interested to receive information (studies, legal provisions and 

experiences) from various actors in the OSCE participating States on several aspects 
related to terrorism, such as how terrorism is defined in their States, how a State 
identifies if a person or a group is terrorist, how long terrorism suspects can be 
detained for, and in what circumstances wiretapping devices can be used. 
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III.  SUMMARIES OF THE SESSIONS 

SESSION 1: Human rights defenders in the OSCE region: challenges, obstacles 
and opportunities 
 
 
Moderator:    Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International Programs and Human 

Rights Defenders Program, Human Rights First  
 
Introducers: Ms. Natasha Kandic, Director of the International Humanitarian 

Law Centre, Belgrade 
 

Mr. Sergei Kovalev, Chairperson of the International Human Rights 
and Humanitarian Society �Memorial�, Moscow  

 
The discussion in Session 1 focused on challenges and obstacles, which human rights 
defenders experienced in their work. Opportunities for and importance of the activities of 
human rights defenders were also discussed. 
 
Ms. Kandic focused on the situation in post-conflict Serbia. She compared the situation 
with regard to human rights defenders during and after the rule of Milosevic with the 
current situation. Examples were given on of how deputies of the Assembly (Parliament) 
engage in condemning human rights defenders publicly for their human rights activities, 
and in particular for their work related to disclosing war crimes. Human rights defenders 
became a target of various extreme groups in Serbia. Ms. Kandic also provided positive 
examples of how human rights defenders contributed to their societies, among which was 
the work of the Humanitarian Law Centre, by denouncing execution of Muslims in 
Srebrenica, by organizing conferences and a regional forum dedicated to victims of 
Srebrenica, and by representing victims at war crimes trials. 
 
Mr. Kovalev spoke about his experience of human rights work in the Russian Federation. 
He came up with a critical evaluation of the state of affairs regarding human rights and 
rule of law in the Russian Federation and described it as catastrophic. He spoke about the 
new NGO legislation and criticized it for giving too many powers to the executive to 
determine whether an NGO was pursuing its own statutory aims. Mr. Kovalev stressed 
the need to uphold rule of law, democracy and OSCE commitments. He also addressed 
the problem that OSCE faced these days - when individual States raised their criticism of 
the OSCE referring to the principle of non-interference with internal affairs. He recalled 
the Helsinki process and in particular the commitment that human rights did not belong 
exclusively to internal affairs of States. 
 
After presentations made by the introducers, there were interventions from the OSCE 
delegations and NGOs. 
 
The discussion focused on the situation of human rights defenders in the OSCE 
participating States. NGO representatives from Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
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Kyrgyzstan, Russian Federation, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan used this forum 
to raise awareness about the difficulties they face in their work: pressure on human rights 
defenders and members of their families, smear campaigns, defamation cases, restrictions 
to freedom of movement, and creation of GONGOs as a substitute to real human rights 
movement. Human rights defenders were often accused of economic crimes and were 
brought to trial on trumped-up charges. They increasingly experienced difficulties with 
access to funding. Legal framework was used as a method of repression rather than a tool 
for freedom. Difficulties with NGO registration were mentioned. It was also noted that 
women human rights defenders faced particular difficulties in trying to promote and 
protect women�s rights. Awareness on this issue was needed in order to ensure the 
protection of women human rights defenders. The lack of understanding about the 
importance of work of human rights defenders from the side of national authorities was 
mentioned as one of the persisting concerns. It was noted that human rights defenders 
played a particularly important role and were especially vulnerable during conflict and 
emergency situations: it was often in such situations, when extremism prospered, that 
they were most threatened. 
 
The participants expressed their appreciation for the documents existing in frameworks of 
different international organizations, which facilitated the work of human rights 
defenders. The documents referred to were: the UN Declaration on Human Rights 
Defenders, European Union Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, Council�s of 
Europe Fundamental Principles on the Status of Non-Governmental Organizations in 
Europe, and the OSCE human dimension commitments. Support and appreciation was 
expressed by the participants to the mandate of the UN Special Representative on Human 
Rights Defenders 
 
Criticism was expressed by human rights defenders towards the OSCE�s lack of 
mechanisms and instruments to protect human rights defenders under threat of 
persecution or violation of their rights. Several participants brought up an idea of 
establishing a specific protection mechanism within the OSCE in order to raise concerns 
and address problems related to human rights defenders. Such mechanisms exist in the 
UN and within African and Inter-American regional organizations. A need for a clear 
mandate and policies for OSCE field missions with regard to their role vis-а-vis human 
rights defenders was stressed by many participants. 
 
The following specific recommendations were made in Session I: 

Recommendations to the OSCE participating States: 
 
• OSCE participating States should pay particular attention to the protection of human 

rights defenders returning after this Meeting to countries where they will be at risk of 
persecution.   

 
• Those OSCE participating States that have not done so should extend an invitation 

for a visit to the UN Special Representative of the Secretary General on Human 
Rights Defenders, and to co operate with her fully before, during and after the visit. 
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• OSCE participating States should recognize the term �human rights defender� on the 

basis of the defenders� activities, and not by reference to some predefined category. 
Every individual who defends human rights by his concrete and peaceful actions 
should be considered a human rights defender.  

 
• Promotion and protection of human rights defenders should be done jointly with 

human rights defenders. A constructive dialogue should be established with human 
rights defenders of various categories: international, local, NGOs, lawyers, 
journalists, judges, officials, doctors, trade unions and citizens.  

 
• OSCE participating States should continue raising awareness and concerns about the 

treatment of NGOs and human rights defenders. Diplomatic, moral and emergency 
support to human rights defenders should be rendered. Such support would include 
raising individual cases internationally and bilaterally at the highest levels; regular 
meetings with human rights defenders (including visits in prison), provision of 
emergency material assistance in order to allow them to continue their work.  

 
• Funds should be provided to human rights defenders so that they could attend OSCE 

meetings.  
 
• Training of human rights defenders should be supported, as well as the incorporation 

of human rights education into the school curricula. 
 
• OSCE participating States should speak out in defense of the vital role played by 

human rights defenders in their respective countries, and to ensure fair and free 
environment for their work. Anti-NGO propaganda needs to be countered by 
explaining why human rights groups are necessary. 

 
• OSCE participating States should improve their laws and regulations, which restrict 

the freedom of NGOs, human rights and democracy advocates as well as lawyers 
who defend them. States should submit their laws to the OSCE legal experts for the 
evaluation of whether those laws are compatible with the OSCE commitments. 
Technical assistance of the OSCE should be used to bring legislation in line with 
OSCE principles. 

 
• OSCE participating States should publicly denounce all verbal and physical attacks 

and media campaigns carried out to discredit human rights defenders. Support from 
international community and the co-operation between Embassies is vital in this 
respect.  

 
• All cases of violence against human rights defenders should be investigated promptly, 

efficiently and thoroughly by the police and charges brought against the perpetrators. 
 
• OSCE participating States should support programs to empower women, such as 

capacity building, training and aspiration for NGOs and human rights defenders 
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working to promote women�s rights. Initiatives in legal education for women should 
be supported. 

 
• Violence against women human rights defenders should be the subject of particular 

attention and protection, as they become double victims, both as women and as 
human rights defenders. 

 
• OSCE participating States should pay particular attention to the situation of human 

rights defenders during an armed conflict. 
 
• Country specific recommendations of the OSCE Special Representative on Freedom 

of the Media should be implemented. Trainings media production assistance, and 
building management capacity in media outlets should be supported.  

 
Recommendations to the OSCE, its institutions and field operations:  
 
• The OSCE should consider the creation of a special mechanism within the OSCE 

dealing with the protection of human rights defenders. This mechanism would 
complement and bolster the work of the Special Representative of the UN Secretary 
General, the mandate currently held by Hina Jilani, and would bring the OSCE region 
into step with African and Inter-American regional bodies that have already created 
such a mechanism. 

 
• OSCE should endorse the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders, which 

provide a set of ways and means to effectively work towards the promotion and 
protection of human rights defenders. 

 
• Continued support and protection for NGOs and human rights defenders by the 

OSCE, its institutions and field operations, as well as individual participating States, 
is vital. 

 
• OSCE should organize and support regional and country specific events on topics 

relevant for the work of human rights defenders, such as on freedom of association, 
assembly and expression, aiming at discussing practical steps to improve laws and 
practices, as well as ensuring the continuing dialogue between governments and civil 
society. 

 
• Strategies of field missions, other OSCE institutions and participating States should 

be well targeted and well co-ordinated. Diplomatic support should be provided within 
the OSCE when human dimension aspects of the field mission�s mandates are under 
threat. In this regard the OSCE participating States should be reminded that the 
human dimension is an integral and indivisible component of lasting security and a 
core OSCE principle, which should not be marginalized. 

 
• A core component of an OSCE field mission should be the support of human rights 

defenders. The mandate of the OSCE field presences should be more clear-cut, and 
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the OSCE field missions should serve as a mediator in trying to restore the dialogue 
between human rights defenders and authorities.  

 
• Each field mission should have the necessary financial, technical and human 

resources necessary to promote democracy and human rights. In addition to the 
OSCE budgetary allocations for human dimension activities, the participating States 
should provide voluntary contributions for projects in the field of human dimension, 
as well as seconded personnel to work in the field missions. 

 
• OSCE should use its Vienna and Moscow Mechanisms. A study could be made on 

the effectiveness of these mechanisms and steps be taken by the OSCE participating 
States on the basis of such a study in order to boost their effectiveness.  

 
Recommendations to others (including intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations):  
 
• Human rights defenders should co ordinate their efforts to achieve common goals, 

establish networks to help each other when needed and to enhance advocacy efforts. 
Presence of NGOs and human rights groups at discussions, where issues of their 
interest and concern are discussed, is important. 

 
• Human rights groups themselves need to be present when talking about issues of 

racism, and be directly involved. NGOs and old structures need to change their 
methodology. 

 
• Human rights defenders and NGOs should work and co-operate with government 

structures at all levels in order to promote and protect human rights in their respective 
States.  

 
• There needs to be a study of funding of human rights groups in order to determine 

where such funding should be reinforced in the OSCE region.  
 
 

SESSION 2: Synergies and co-operation between state organs, national human 
rights institutions and human rights defenders 
 
Moderator:   Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International Programs and Human 

Rights Defenders Program, Human Rights First  
 
Introducers:   Ms. Albina Radzevičiūtė, Seimas Ombudsman, Lithuania 

 
Ms. Mary Lawlor, Director, Front Line - the International Foundation 
for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders  
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Mr. Michel Forst, Acting Chairperson of the Coordinating 
Committee of European National Institutions for the Promotion 
and Protection of Human Rights  
 

The discussion in Session 2 focused on the ways for governments, national human rights 
institutions (NHRI) and human rights defenders to co-operate and work together for 
achieving the common goal of the respect for human rights in the OSCE participating 
States. 
 
Ms. Radzevičiūtė spoke about the experiences of the Lithuanian Seimas (Parliament) 
Ombudsman institution, which had been existing for over ten years. As established by the 
amended Law on Parliamentary Ombudsman in November 2004, the purpose of the 
Ombudsman institution was to protect a person�s right to good public administration 
securing human rights and freedoms, and to monitor the conduct of state authorities in 
fulfilling their duties. In addition to the Seimas Ombudsman, there were other 
institutions, which looked into specific issues, like the institution of the Controller for the 
Protection of the Rights of the Child and the Office of the Equal Opportunities 
Ombudsman.  
 
With time, these institutions had become an important guarantor of good public 
administration that was favourable to citizens and was carried out in accordance with the 
law. Ombudsmen had the right to examine complaints and issue recommendations. They 
also played a preventive role in seeking to eradicate human rights violations and making 
statements about such violations in courts. The Parliament ombudsmen came into contact 
with other law enforcement institutions that defended human rights. Parliament 
ombudsmen tried to find out how an interrogation by the police was conducted, and 
whether an individual�s rights had been violated.  
 
There were several public organizations working in Lithuania, activities of which were 
aimed at promoting human rights. The role taken by these NGOs was extremely 
important in filling the gaps in raising public awareness and providing information on 
human rights, in encouraging the public interest and respect for human rights, in raising 
human rights-related issues and proposing ways to tackle these problems. 
 
Ms. Radzevičiūtė pointed out that the efficiency of protecting and defending human 
rights depends not only on how actively state or government bodies, human rights 
defenders, NHRIs were working independently within the boundaries of their own 
competence, but rather on how effectively they managed to co-operate in pursuing the 
common goals. Finding out the most efficient ways for such a cooperation was important. 
 
Ms. Lawlor spoke about the role of NGOs in general and gave an example of co-
operation between Front Line, the NGO she worked for, and the Irish government in 
protection of human rights defenders at risk. When a state was supportive and cooperated 
with non-state actors, it created good synergies, and allowed state and non-state actors to 
work towards a common goal. 
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She described concrete examples of co-operation. One of them was the process of 
adoption and promotion of the EU Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders. The Irish 
Department of Foreign Affairs set up a mechanism through which Front Line could raise 
cases of human rights defenders facing grave danger.  
 
Another initiative which resulted from co-operation between Front Line and the Irish 
Minister for Justice was setting up a structure for the provision of temporary 
humanitarian visas quickly to human rights defenders in extreme danger or for rest and 
respite. Since this scheme was introduced, five human rights defenders benefited from 
this mechanism, stayed in Ireland with Front Line and now returned to their countries to 
continue their human rights work. 
 
At the Bi-annual Dublin Platform, the Irish government demonstrates its commitment to 
human rights defenders by providing Dublin Castle as a venue. The Prime Minister, 
Minister for Justice and Minister for Foreign Affairs had accepted invitations to speak at 
that forum. Front Line received funding from the Irish Government.  
 
Soon Front Line planned to provide a training session for human rights defenders, 
officials and mission staff of the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs. 
 
Ms. Lawlor highlighted the situation of women human rights defenders and expressed 
appreciation to the Austrian Presidency of the EU for prioritizing protection of women 
human rights defenders, who often faced risks that were specific to their gender and 
additional to those faced by men. Such a situation placed on states the responsibility of 
adopting and implementing relevant legislation and administrative procedures, and put on 
non-state actors the responsibility of raising awareness of gender implications in civil 
society, ensuring the development and implementation of effective protection of women 
human rights defenders. She gave examples of concrete cases of violations of rights of 
human rights defenders. 
 
Ms. Lawlor pointed out the existing long standing commitments in relation to human 
rights defenders and noted that much still remains to be done by the OSCE to strengthen 
the protection of human rights defenders. 
 
Mr. Forst recalled the adoption of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, and 
mentioned that many defenders were called to Paris to discuss the issue. He reminded the 
participants that in spite of government repression, women and men united every day to 
defend human rights and freedoms, driven by an incredible force of conviction and 
magnificent courage. Whether they were members of an officially recognized 
organization or not, they were, to us and to the United Nations, still human rights 
defenders. 
 
Mr. Forst then noted a number of assets national institutions like the one which he 
represented possessed. Those assets were the following:  
- Ability to bring together a wide variety of opinions and experiences; 
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- Recognition of human rights as universal, global problems, which means they should 
also engage with institutions in other countries to look across borders to identify human 
rights issues that could impact their own country; 
- Ability to advise national governments on the implementation of human rights 
obligations at the national level; 
- Ability, for which a mechanism was developed at the NHRIs conference in Seoul, to 
monitor other NHRIs and see whether they were being used as mere instruments by their 
own governments. 
 
Mr. Forst then introduced propositions and recommendations for reflection on the work 
of NHRIs. He stressed that actions of NHRIs should always be directed at potential 
victims, even ones with whom they might have ideological differences. He said that 
rights could not be taken away, for example, in the name of fighting communism, to fight 
wars of independence, or to counter such wars. Human rights defenders were equated 
with terrorists and persecuted in the name of such ends, and this could not be permitted. 
Mr. Forst recognized the importance to emphasize common convictions rather than 
differences because in spite of the discourse about the clash of civilizations, all people 
had one thing in common: we were all free and equal in dignity and rights. NHRIs played 
an important role in this respect as they were pluralist meeting places, as well as 
permanent networks for the protection of defenders. 
 
Mr. Forst proposed to join efforts to construct an effective network for defense and 
protection of human rights defenders, which had been shown to be necessary through the 
creation of mechanisms such as the one set up at the UN and now filled by Hina Jilani, 
and the mechanisms set up at the African Commission for Human and People�s Rights 
and the OAS, as well as the EU Guidelines. Long-term strategies to protect defenders had 
to be devised, based on the recognition that human rights were universal, indivisible and 
interdependent, and that the best way to deal with violations was to prevent them. 
Synergies should be developed between the many organizations and governments active 
in this field, and duplication should be prevented. NHRIs, with their vast networks and 
national and international links, had a vital role to play in organizing urgent interventions, 
diplomatic pressure and providing material and financial assistance. This network could 
be used much more.  
 
Mr. Forst urged the participants to make sure that the Guidelines on Human Rights 
Defenders should be applied everywhere, and to everyone, by demanding that all EU 
embassies put the EU guidelines into action. He proposed to establish an office of the 
OSCE Special Representative for human rights defenders, which would complement the 
mechanisms set up by other intergovernmental organizations. He also suggested that a 
liaison office for NHRIs should be established at the ODIHR. 
 
After presentations made by the introducers, the floor was open for interventions of the 
OSCE delegations, international organizations, NHRIs and NGOs. 
 
An importance of NHRIs in the protection and promotion of human rights, strengthening 
democracies and the rule of law and reinforcing peace processes was underlined. The 
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significance of the so called Paris principles in establishing effective, legitimate, credible 
and independent NHRIs was stressed. The role of NHRIs in the prevention of torture and 
other forms of ill-treatment was noted. The protection of refugees and returnees could 
also be monitored by NHRIs. In this respect NHRIs could deal with reviewing individual 
complaints and petitions, as well as advising courts and hardship commissions. NHRIs 
could raise the issues of plight of refugees and combating racism and xenophobia, as well 
as protection of stateless persons. 
 
Examples were given of the work of NHRIs and Ombudsman offices in different 
countries: 
- There was a commission on human rights in France, which compiled an annual report 

on freedom of expression, which formed a basis for further actions.  
- Slovak human rights centre�s mandate was reinforced in 2004, with the adoption of 

anti-discrimination legislation. The centre was engaged in human rights monitoring, 
provision of legal aid providing advice in discrimination cases and publishing cases. 
The centre co-operated with governmental bodies, judges, prosecutors and human 
rights NGOs, which proved to be useful. 

- In the Russian Federation there were institutions, which monitored implementation of 
human rights. One such institution was the Office of Ombudsman, another one was a 
Civil Rights Council, which was set up by the President. There was a lot of progress 
in the form and methods, in which the institutions functioned within the Russian 
Federation. For example, more than half of the subjects of Federation had an 
ombudsman working on human rights and on the rights of the child, and the impact 
of that was considerable. There were warning structures in place. The Prosecutor-
General office�s body on human rights had been set up. People went to court to 
defend their rights more often than before, because the trust in the system increased. 
The funding provided by state bodies and business had increased, while foreign 
funding had declined.  

- Azerbaijan Ombudsman�s office representative spoke about the work of this 
institution. There was growing public awareness about the possibility to file 
individual complaints. Regional Ombudsman�s centres had been created, as well as 
children�s and elderly rights organizations. There was a hotline for cases of torture in 
police stations and places of detention. Visits to places of detention took place.  

 
Participants underlined the importance of synergies and continuous interaction between 
State organs and civil society, including consultations with civil society on important 
policy decisions, which should have an influence on the overall human rights situation. 
 
The following specific recommendations were made in Session II: 
 
Recommendations to OSCE participating States: 
 
• NHRIs should be established in the OSCE participating States, based on the so called 

Paris Principles. Those institutions could take different forms, for example, an 
Ombudsman office, national human rights institution or an Ambassador on human 
rights issues at the national level. Parliamentary nomination to such institutions is 
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preferential, and NGOs can play a role in this process as well by nominating 
candidates. 

 
• OSCE participating States should support and strengthen their NHRIs. 
 
• Human rights education in schools should be given an increased attention, including 

education on gender issues. 
 
• OSCE participating States should pay attention to women�s rights violations and to 

appropriate police response to these kinds of violations. OSCE structures should 
continue rendering assistance in this respect. 
 

Recommendations to the OSCE, its  institutions and field operations: 
 
• OSCE should conduct a meeting dedicated to functioning of Ombudsman institutions 

in 2007. 
 
• Special mandate should be developed within the OSCE, which would focus on the 

interaction between human rights defenders and NHRIs. 
 
• A contact point for liaison with NHRIs should be established in the ODIHR.  
 
• OSCE should develop a mechanism for preventing the misuse of NHRIs to prevent 

them becoming a facade to justify and hide state violations of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. 

 
• OSCE should continue supporting training on various human rights issues for 

women, youth and NGOs. Particular attention should be paid to rural areas. 
 
• OSCE should act more vigorously in cases of individual human rights violations, 

paying attention not only to the fast and flexible response, but also to follow up. 
 
• OSCE should support the OSCE participating States in combating the lack of 

freedom of assembly and association. 
 
• OSCE should pay particular attention to giving visibility and legitimacy to women 

human rights defenders and the specific risks they face.  
 
• ODIHR should continue paying specific attention to discrimination of women and 

assisting participating States in enhancing the role and status of women in society and 
in public life. 

 
Recommendations to other intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations: 
 
• International Organizations should assist in supporting and strengthening legitimate 

and credible NHRIs. 
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• Networks should be created between human rights defenders and NHRIs. Co-

operation between them should be strengthened. A clearly defined mechanism should 
exist for interactions between human rights defenders and NHRIs. 

 
• Human rights defenders and NHRIs should be committed to gender equality.  
 
 

SESSION 3: Human rights defenders: pertinent legislation and implementation of 
OSCE commitments  
 
Moderator:   Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International Programs and Human 

Rights Defenders Program, Human Rights First  
 
Introducer: Mr. Antoine Bernard, Executive Director of the International 

Federation for Human Rights, Paris  
 

Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean, Programmes Director of the 
European Region of the International Lesbian and Gay Association 

 
The discussion in Session 3 focused on legislation of the participating States affecting the 
work of human rights defenders, and on the implementation of relevant OSCE 
commitments. 
 
Antoine Bernard introduced the Observatory for the Protection of Human Rights 
Defenders � an initiative, which has existed since 1997 to systematically monitor cases of 
repression against individual human rights defenders and NGOs. FIDH produced a report 
on the occasion of the SHDM, which took stock of the evolution of the phenomenon of 
repression. Mr. Bernard noted that there was a very worrying trend of systematic 
repression of human rights defenders and NGOs. He noted there was a real risk for those 
defenders who participated in the SHDM, and called on OSCE participating States to 
ensure there would be no reprisals against those defenders who had attended the meeting.  
 
Mr. Bernard pointed out that protection of human rights defenders was necessary to 
ensure the effective implementation of human dimension commitments, and pointed to 
the Copenhagen document as a good reference in this regard. He recalled existing OSCE 
commitments on freedom of assembly and association and noted that although the OSCE 
was ahead of the UN in producing the Copenhagen document, there were a number of 
examples of these commitments being disregarded. Laws had become a tool for the 
arbitrary exercise of power, with restrictive laws requiring authorization from ministries 
aimed at controlling access to funding. A number of different forms of legislation have 
been adopted, for example in fight against terrorism, which directly violated the freedom 
of association. He noted that many activities were labeled as crimes merely to muzzle and 
restrict freedoms; the risk of separatism and sedition were invoked to restrict freedoms. In 
the CiS, the main aim was to restrict or repress NGOs, especially those involved in 
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monitoring activities. This constituted the misuse of law for the purposes of arbitrary 
repression.  Mr. Bernard gave several examples. Belarus introduced criminal sanctions 
for the crime of discrediting the state, which directly violated freedom of association and 
expression. The Russian Federation passed article 33 of the law on non-profit 
organizations, which made it a criminal offence to engage in �extremist activities�. On the 
other hand, the immunity of perpetrators of human rights violations was absolute. This 
arbitrary legislation was the fruit of political will, particularly of the government and the 
security services.  
 
Mr. Bernard called on the OSCE to publicly promote understanding regarding the 
activities of human rights defenders and be given enough clout to deal with the issue. A 
specific mechanism on issues relating to the work of human rights defenders seemed very 
important as well; and the OSCE could draw from experiences in other regions, and 
consider the positive and negative side of those mechanisms. The OSCE could also look 
at the EU Guidelines. In general, OSCE should be more committed to the protection of 
human rights defenders.  
 
Mr. Anmegichean underlined the importance of universality of human rights and the 
importance of access to human rights by each person in a society. He said that this 
principle was not accepted by all cultures and societies, which was particularly true for 
the rights of minorities that were stigmatized, such as gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender (LGBT) people, Roma, Sinti and Travellers, legal and illegal migrants, 
religious minorities, HIV+ people and people who did not fit traditional roles of men and 
women. The stigma suffered by these minorities was also reflected upon those who 
defend the rights of these minority groups, and was often used to discredit them. This 
stigma also stopped some human rights organizations from tackling particular issues and 
problems through their work that they found too sensitive for the countries they worked 
in. The stigmatisation of minorities was often reinforced by public authorities, the 
government and religious organisations. Mr. Anmegichean gave examples of the negative 
reactions of religious leaders and politicians in some OSCE participating States in 
response to the LGBT�s announcements about holding  pride parades. In 2005 peaceful 
equality parades were banned or obstructed in Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Moldova, 
Romania, and the Russian Federation.  
 
The speaker also depicted positive examples, when pride parades were authorised by 
authorities and were professionally protected by the police, despite counter-
demonstrations and a real risk of homophobic violence manifestations. In conclusion, Mr. 
Anmegichean underlined the importance of freedom of assembly for the work of human 
rights defenders. After presentations made by the introducers, interventions were made by 
the OSCE delegations, international organizations, NHRIs and NGOs. 
 
Participants noted that human rights work of civil society groups and individuals was 
carried out within the national legal frameworks. A number of rights and freedoms 
regulated by States through legislation were important and in most cases, vital for the 
activities of human rights defenders, such as freedom of assembly and association, 
freedom of expression and freedom of movement. 
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Since September 11, new legislation was passed in a number of the OSCE participating 
States, which introduced restrictions and obstacles on certain activities of human rights 
defenders in the name of national security. Restrictions were placed on freedom to 
assemble, on NGO registration, on foreign funding, etc. Such conditions led to the 
situation that in some States NGOs could not operate freely and continued to struggle for 
their existence. In some States there were no more independent human rights groups; 
since most of the NGOs had to close down.  New legislation included laws on extremism, 
which hindered the activities of NGOs and put civil society members under the risk of 
being accused of conducting extremist activities.  
 
It was also noted that legislation was often written from the point of view of national 
authorities, and there were no mechanisms and consultation processes in place to ensure 
that views of civil society were taken into account.  
 
It was underlined by the participants that restrictions should be applied in a transparent, 
consistent and non-discriminatory manner. Compliance of the national legislation with 
international obligations and standards was important, and national security should not be 
used by States as a pretext to deny human rights. Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russian 
Federation, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan were mentioned in this context. 
 
The following specific recommendations were made in Session III: 

Recommendations to OSCE participating States: 
 
• OSCE participating States should respect and protect the right to freedom of 

assembly and expression as recognized in the OSCE commitments. A happening or a 
threat of the counter demonstration should not be used as an excuse to ban the main 
event. 

 
• OSCE participating States should provide adequate protection for public assemblies 

in order to ensure the safety of demonstrators. Special attention should be paid to 
building the capacity of the police in human rights and policing public assemblies, 
with focus on prevention of excessive use of force while adequately protecting public 
safety.  

 
• OSCE participating States should establish and support national mechanisms for 

monitoring the implementation of legislation and regulations concerning public 
assemblies.  Participation of civil society in such mechanisms should be ensured. 

 
• Government representatives of the OSCE participating States, public authorities and 

public institutions at the national, regional and local levels should refrain from 
statements which are likely to have the effect of legitimizing, spreading or promoting 
forms of discrimination, hatred or intolerance, so preventing the enjoyment of human 
rights. Legislation should be adopted to protect minorities from speech which is 
likely to incite hatred, violence and intolerance. 
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• OSCE participating States should invoke the Vienna and Moscow Mechanisms in 
relation to those States, which fall short of implementation of the OSCE 
commitments. 

 
Recommendations to the OSCE, its institutions and field operations: 
 
• OSCE should address the issue of restrictive NGO legislation in a number of OSCE 

participating States.  
 
• OSCE should organize and support regional and country specific events on freedom 

of assembly and association aiming at discussing practical steps to improve laws and 
practices. With respect to laws on freedom of association it is important to emphasize 
the need for transparent and non-discriminatory NGO registration laws.  

 
• OSCE should establish a specific mechanism to evaluate and assess the 

implementation of laws on association and assembly that are critical to the work of 
human rights defenders. 

 
• ODIHR should continue monitoring the implementation of OSCE commitments on 

freedom of peaceful assembly. The work in progress on the Guidelines for Drafting 
Laws Pertaining to Freedom of Assembly should continue and be supported.  

 
• ODIHR should analyze legislation and practices that may hinder the work of human 

rights defenders. 
 

• OSCE field missions should be strengthened in order to pay more attention to the 
support of civil society. 

 
• OSCE human rights monitoring should be strengthened. In particular, the OSCE 

should monitor peaceful assemblies and to produce recommendations to national 
governments and international organizations. 

 
• OSCE should pay attention to the worsening human rights situation in Turkmenistan. 

A special meeting should be organized in this respect.  
 
Recommendations to other intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations:  

 
• Funding requirements of donor organizations to NGOs should be made more flexible. 
 
• UNODC is interested to receive information (studies, legal provisions and 

experiences) from various actors in OSCE participating States on several aspects 
related to terrorism, such as how terrorism is defined in their States, how a State 
identifies if a person or a group is terrorist, how long terrorism suspects can be 
detained for, and in what circumstances wiretapping devices can be used. 
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III.  ANNEXES 
 

ANNEX I. AGENDA 
 
 

Day 1   30 March 2006 
 

15.00 - 16.00  OPENING SESSION: 
 

Opening remarks: 
Ambassador Frank Geerkens, Head of the OSCE Chairmanship Unit, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Belgium  
Ambassador Christian Strohal, Director of the 
OSCE/ODIHR 

 
Keynote speech: 
Ms. Hina Jilani, Special Representative of the UN 
Secretary General on the situation of human rights 
defenders 

 
   Technical information by the OSCE/ODIHR 
 

16.00 - 18.00 Session I: Human rights defenders in the OSCE region: 
challenges, obstacles and opportunities 

 
   Introductory speeches: 

Ms. Natasha Kandic, Director of the International Humanitarian 
Law Centre, Belgrade 
Mr. Sergei Kovalev, Chairperson of the International Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Society �Memorial�, Moscow 

 
Moderator: Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International 
Programs and Human Rights Defenders Program, Human Rights 
First 

     
Discussion  
 

18:00   Reception offered by the OSCE Chairmanship 
 

 
Day 2   31 March 2006 

 
09.00 - 12.00 Session II:  Synergies and co-operation between state organs, 

national human rights institutions and human rights 
defenders 
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Introductory speeches: 
Ms. Albina Radzevičiūtė, Seimas Ombudsman, Lithuania 
Ms. Mary Lawlor, Director, Front Line - the International 
Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders  
Mr. Michel Forst, Acting Chairperson of the Coordinating 
Committee of European National Institutions for the Promotion 
and Protection of Human Rights  

 
Moderator: Mr. Neil Hicks  

 
Discussion 

 
12.00 - 14.00     Lunch 

 
14.00 - 16.00 Session III: Human rights defenders: pertinent legislation 

and implementation of OSCE commitments 
  

Introductory speeches: 
Mr. Antoine Bernard, Executive Director of the International 
Federation for Human Rights, Paris   
Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean, Programmes Director of 
the European Region of the International Lesbian and 
Gay Association 

 
Moderator: Mr. Neil Hicks  

 
Discussion 

 
16.00 - 16.30     Break 

 
16.30 - 17.30     CLOSING PLENARY: 

     Report by the Working Sessions Moderator 
      Comments from the floor 
      Closing remarks: 

Ambassador Bertrand de Crombrugghe, Chairman of 
the OSCE Permanent Council 
Ambassador Christian Strohal, Director of the 
OSCE/ODIHR 
 

17:30      Close of Day 2 
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ANNEX II. ANNOTATED AGENDA 
 
The role of human rights defenders and national human rights institutions in promotion 
and protection of human rights has been recognized worldwide. The UN Declaration on 
human rights defenders10 confirms the right of everyone, individually and in association 
with others, to promote and to strive for the protection and realization of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms at the national and international levels. The Declaration 
stresses the responsibility of each State to protect, promote and implement all human 
rights and fundamental freedoms and commits the States to adopt such legislative, 
administrative and other steps as may be necessary to ensure that the rights and freedoms 
referred to in the Declaration are effectively guaranteed.  
 
National human rights institutions (NHRIs), as defined in the so-called Paris Principles11, 
are vested with competence to promote and protect human rights and are increasingly 
seen by all stakeholders as key actors in this sphere. Independence from the executive 
power is the attribute that most clearly underpins the legitimacy, credibility and 
effectiveness of NHRIs. NHRIs take many forms in terms of their mandate, composition 
and the political and legal traditions within which they operate. The Paris Principles 
identify the role of NHRIs as pluralist and co-operative with a range of groups and 
institutions, including governmental authorities, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs), judicial institutions and professional bodies. NHRIs should make 
recommendations and proposals to governments on various matters relating to human 
rights, including the human rights related legal framework and practice, pointing out to 
concrete violations.   
 
For women human rights defenders, promoting and protecting women�s rights in 
particular can be an additional risk factor, as the assertion of some such rights can be 
perceived as a threat to, and disruptive of, cultural, religious and societal norms. They 
may face rights abuses not only as human rights defenders, but also because of the gender 
based expectations about their position in society as women and the fact that their work 
may be viewed as countering society�s notions about the status of women. Awareness and 
knowledge of gender implications in this regard are relevant in order to ensure 
development and maintaining of effective, appropriate and accessible protection of 
women human rights defenders. 
 
The OSCE has a long standing relationship with human rights defenders and NHRIs, 
based on commitments reflected in various OSCE documents, including 1990 
Copenhagen Document and 1991 Moscow Document. Annual Human Dimension 
Implementation Meetings (HDIMs) provide an opportunity for peer review of 
                                                           
10  Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to 
Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, adopted by the 
General Assembly on 8 March 1999. The severity and scale of reprisals committed against defenders were 
one of the primary motivations behind the adoption of the Declaration and the establishment of the mandate 
of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on human rights defenders. 
11  Principles relating to the Status of National Institutions (The Paris Principles), adopted by the 
General Assembly resolution on 20 December 1993. 
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implementation of the OSCE human dimension commitments, including those relevant 
for human rights defenders and NHRIs, such as freedom of expression, movement, 
assembly and association, etc. Problems facing human rights defenders were also 
discussed at the Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting (SHDM) in 2001. 
 
The OSCE participating States recognized that the promotion of human rights through 
education and training is vital for the strengthening of respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms12. It can be achieved through formal or informal human rights 
education and awareness raising efforts undertaken by state bodies, NHRIs and human 
rights defenders, with every actor having its important and particular role to play in this 
process. 
 
 
Working Session 1  
 
Human rights defenders in the OSCE region: challenges, obstacles and 
opportunities  
 
�Human rights defender� is a term used to describe people who, individually or with 
others, act to promote or protect human rights. The Special Representative of the 
Secretary-General on human rights defenders has expressed concern for the situation of 
human rights defenders in all countries, including both emerging democracies and 
countries with long-established democratic institutions, practices and traditions. Human 
rights defenders, in every region of the world, have been subject to violations of their 
human rights. Women human rights defenders are facing specific violations because of 
their gender and/or because of the gender specific nature of the issues they advocate for.  
 
The importance of adequate legislation has been underlined in the UN Declaration on 
human rights defenders which states that each country�s domestic legislation should 
provide a conducive environment for human rights defenders.13 At the same time, it 
places on States the responsibility of adopting and implementing relevant legislation and 
administrative procedures that would allow human rights defenders to be seen and 
heard.14 Likewise, the OSCE commitments stressed that the OSCE participating States 
                                                           
12  Ministerial Council Decision no. 11/05 �Promotion of human rights education and training in the 
OSCE area�, Ljubljana, 6 December 2005.  
13  �Domestic law consistent with the Charter of the United Nations and other international 
obligations of the State in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms is the juridical framework 
within which human rights and fundamental freedoms should be implemented and enjoyed and within 
which all activities referred to in the present Declaration for the promotion, protection and effective 
realization of those rights and freedoms should be conducted.� (Declaration on human rights defenders, 
Art. 3) 
14  �1. Each State has a prime responsibility and duty to protect, promote and implement all human 
rights and fundamental freedoms, inter alia, by adopting such steps as may be necessary to create all 
conditions necessary in the social, economic, political and other fields, as well as the legal guarantees 
required to ensure that all persons under its jurisdiction, individually and in association with others, are able 
to enjoy all those rights and freedoms in practice.� 
�2. Each State shall adopt such legislative, administrative and other steps as may be necessary to ensure 
that the rights and freedoms referred to in the present Declaration are effectively guaranteed.� (Declaration 
on human rights defenders, Art. 2) 
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�will respect the right of their citizens to contribute actively, individually or in 
association with others, to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms15� and �will take necessary action in their respective countries to effectively 
ensure this right�.16

 
The participating States recognized that co-operation among themselves, as well as the 
active involvement of persons, groups, organizations and institutions, will be essential to 
ensure continuing progress towards their shared objectives.17 The OSCE participating 
States offer various opportunities for human rights defenders and civil society to get 
involved in promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. These 
different experiences developed within the OSCE region could be discussed in view of 
identifying the best practices.  
 
Issues that can be discussed in connection with this topic are: 
 

• What challenges do human rights defenders face in the OSCE region, including 
specific gender based difficulties faced by women human rights defenders? How 
can these challenges be overcome?  

 
• What opportunities do OSCE participating States create to facilitate the work of 

human rights defenders? How can these opportunities be further reinforced? 
 

• What are the registration and other bureaucratic demands faced by NGOs and 
how do they impact on their work? 

 
• What are the main legal obstacles limiting the activities of human rights defenders 

and NGOs? 
 

• What happens to human rights defenders when NGOs are closed down? 
 

• How to promote the important work of human rights defenders and to strengthen 
their image vis-а-vis States and non-state institutions? 

 
 
Working Session 2 
 
Synergies and co-operation between State organs, national human rights institutions 
and human rights defenders 
 

                                                           
15  Concluding Document of the Vienna Meeting 1989, �Questions relating to Security in Europe: 
Principles�, paragraph 13.5. 
16  Concluding Document of the Madrid  Meeting 1983, �Questions relating to Security in Europe: 
Principles.� 
17  Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE, 
1990. 
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The OSCE commitments confirm that the protection and promotion of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms is one of the basic purposes of government, and the recognition of 
these rights and freedoms constitutes the foundation of freedom, justice and peace.18

 
As the State is the most significant and by far the most important protector of human 
rights on the national level, there is a need for a continuous interaction between the State 
organs and civil society. This may be done in several different ways: by respecting the 
freedoms of its citizens to exercise their civil and political rights; by consulting with civil 
society on important policy decisions which may influence the human rights situation; or 
by providing protection to human rights defenders. 
 
NHRIs, including Ombudsman institutions, play a special role in this context. NHRIs 
offer people, including human rights defenders, an opportunity to have their complaints 
heard, evaluated and investigated by independent bodies. While these institutions are not 
directly involved in the outcome of judicial processes, they can comment on complaints 
and offer recommendations, aiming to remedy the situation and prevent it from 
happening again. They should also have a right to consistently monitor the extent to 
which relevant authorities follow their advice and recommendations.  
 
Relationships with civil society can help NHRIs to protect their independence and 
pluralism. This can also enhance their effectiveness by deepening their public legitimacy, 
ensuring they reflect public concerns and priorities, and giving them access to expertise 
and valuable social networks, including to individuals or groups who are politically, 
socially, economically or culturally marginalized. 
 
In order to ensure effective human rights protection by State organs and NHRIs, training 
for staff members of these bodies is required to equip them with necessary professional 
skills, including expertise in human rights. 
 
Issues that can be discussed in connection with this topic are: 
 

• What mechanisms already exist in the OSCE participating States to protect the 
rights of human rights defenders, including the rights of women human rights 
defenders? What else can be done by States to reinforce the protection of human 
rights defenders? 

• How can State organs, NHRIs and human rights defenders support each other in 
enhancing the promotion and protection of human rights? 

• What best practices the participating States can offer that encourage and facilitate 
the dialogue between State organs, NHRIs and human rights defenders?  

 
 
Working session 3 
 
                                                           
18  Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE, 
1990, paragraph 1 
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Human rights defenders: pertinent legislation and implementation of OSCE 
commitments 
 
Human rights defenders carry out their activities within national legal frameworks, 
which, as prescribed by the UN Declaration on human rights defenders19, should be 
consistent with the Charter of the United Nations and other international obligations of 
the State in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms.   
 
The Declaration stipulates that in order to promote and protect human rights and 
fundamental freedoms, human rights defenders should have a right to meet or assemble 
peacefully; and to form, join and participate in NGOs, associations or groups20.  It is 
widely acknowledged that protection of opinions and the freedom to express them is one 
of the objectives of the freedom of assembly and association. Moreover, genuine and 
effective freedom of assembly and association cannot be reduced to a mere duty on the 
part of the State not to interfere and requires States to take positive measures to guarantee 
these freedoms.   
 
OSCE Commitments21 echo international standards contained in the United Nations 
documents and demonstrate the participating State�s commitment to develop relevant 
laws pertinent to freedom of assembly and association and put them into practice.  OSCE 
Commitments also recognize that civil society should be consulted during the drafting of 
primary and secondary legislation which affects their status and operation22.   
 
Freedom of assembly and freedom of association are of importance for all members of 
any democratic and pluralistic society, but NGOs and human rights defenders are often 
the first ones to be affected in case of limitations placed on these freedoms.  
 
National law enforcement plays an important role in protection and enforcement of the 
rights of human rights defenders and NGOs and should act �in the public interest, 
respond to a specific need and pursue a legitimate aim�. The participating States should 
ensure that �law enforcement acts are subject to judicial control and the law enforcement 
personnel are held accountable for such acts�23 and human rights defenders and NGOs 

                                                           
19  UN Declaration on human rights defenders, Art. 3 
20  UN Declaration on human rights defenders, Art. 5 
21  In 1990 Copenhagen Document in Paragraph 10.3 the participating States committed themselves 
to �ensure that individuals are permitted to exercise the right to association, including the right to form, join 
and participate effectively in non-governmental organizations which seek the promotion and protection of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms, including human rights monitoring groups.  In Paragraph 9.2 the 
participating States declared that �everyone will have the right of peaceful assembly and demonstration. 
Any restrictions which may be placed on the exercise of these rights will be prescribed by law and 
consistent with international standards�  
22  1990 Copenhagen Document, Paragraph 5.8 foresees the participating State�s commitment to 
have �legislation, adopted at the end of a public procedure, and regulations published, that being the 
condition for their applicability � and Principle 78 of the Council of Europe Fundamental Principles on the 
Status of Non-governmental Organisations in Europe, adopted on 13 November 2002. 
23  Document of the Moscow Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE 
1991, paragraph 21.1 and 21.2. 
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�enjoy recourse to effective remedies, national or international, against any violation of 
their rights�24. 
 
Issues that can be discussed in connection with this topic are: 
 

• Does existing national legislation in OSCE participating States provide adequate 
guarantees for freedom of association and assembly? How is it enforced in 
practice?  

 
• Do law enforcement bodies fulfill their duties with regard to ensuring and 

facilitating the free exercise of freedom of assembly and association?  
 

• Do participating States effectively prosecute members of the law enforcement in 
cases when human rights violations are committed by them, for example, in 
instances of the excessive use of force? 

 
• What reforms are needed to ensure that law enforcement agencies better 

contribute to the protection of human rights defenders according to their needs, 
including gender based needs? 

 
• How do participating States raise awareness of the law enforcement personnel 

about human rights standards? Can the OSCE assist in this process? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
24   Charter of Paris for a New Europe, 1990. 
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ANNEX III. KEYNOTE SPEECH 
 

• Ms. Hina Jilani, Special Representative of the United Nations Secretary 
General on the situation of human rights defenders 

(written statement)  
 
Ambassador Geerkens, Ambassador Strohal, distinguished delegates, ladies and 
gentlemen, 
 
It gives me great pleasure to participate in the Supplementary Human Dimension meeting 
on human rights defenders and National Human Rights Institutions. I greatly appreciate 
the initiative taken by ODHIR to focus on the importance of the work of human rights 
defenders. 
 
Human rights defenders are fundamental actors in any effort to implement the overall 
international human rights framework. Establishing, promoting and sustaining 
democracy, maintaining international peace and security and providing or advancing a 
people oriented agenda for development cannot be accomplished without the 
contributions that human rights defenders make. Civil society actors have played a 
significant role in inducing recognition of the concepts of participatory democracy, 
transparency and accountability.  
 
This was not easily done. Human rights defenders operate at great risk to their safety and 
many times the safety of their families. They have suffered harm and face grievous 
threats to their life, liberty, security, independence and credibility. State apparatus, 
oppressive laws and other tools of repression continue to be used against defenders in 
attempts to deter them from the valuable work they contribute to the promotion of human 
rights. In many parts of the world defenders are subjected to assassinations, 
disappearances, illegal arrest and detention, and torture. A number of human rights 
defenders are living in self-imposed exile after having to flee their country to safeguard 
their lives or liberty. Reprisals and repressive measures have been taken against 
individuals and groups who have reported human rights abuse to international bodies, 
including the United Nations human rights mechanisms. They are targeted in their 
professional capacity as lawyers, journalists, and doctors, as NGOs working on different 
fields of human rights, as students conducting human rights activities and as relatives of 
victims of human rights abuses. Even civil servants working as judges, ombudsmen, 
prosecutors and members of national human rights institutions have been targeted for 
their work in the defense of human rights. 
 
Defenders whose work challenges social structures, economic interests, traditional 
practices and interpretations of religious precepts face greater risks. Women human rights 
defenders, in particular, are targeted by various social and private actors, such as religious 
groups and institutions, community or tribal elders, or even members of their own family. 
They become particularly vulnerable to prejudice, to exclusion and to public repudiation, 
not only by State forces but by social actors as well when they are engaged in the defence 
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of women�s rights. State force has frequently been used to repress popular movements 
and quell the voices of protest against the violation of rights. Leaders of indigenous and 
other minority communities, leaders of movements of the poor, environmental and anti-
globalisation activists, trade union leaders and defenders of the rights of displaced 
persons, migrants and refugees are increasingly being targeted. These trends could lead to 
a further increase in violations and a future crisis of human rights could well emerge. 
Attention must, therefore, be given to ensuring respect for the right to react peacefully to 
economic, social and cultural rights concerns. New approaches should take into 
consideration the role and responsibilities of private sector corporations, including 
multinationals, for respecting human rights standards. 
 
Weakening of the rule of law in many countries has heightened the prospects for serious 
human rights violations, especially in countries with little or no space for citizen 
participation in governance, and without accountability or transparency. National laws in 
many countries do not provide a suitable legal framework for the full realisation and 
enjoyment of human rights. The freedom of association is increasingly being infringed in 
many countries through laws and regulations that impose a wide range of restrictive 
conditions on the registration, management, operation and financing of non-governmental 
organisations. Such practices and restrictive laws have been applied to selectively deny 
legal status to NGOs critical of government policies and have forced defenders to 
continue their work without legal protection, to terminate their activities and, in some 
cases, even to flee their country. 
 
 Restrictions placed on the freedom of information, expression and assembly have limited 
the access of human rights defenders to information or to sites of violations. Access to 
information is indispensable for the work of human rights defenders. The UN Declaration 
on Human Rights Defenders seeks to protect the monitoring and advocacy functions of 
defenders by recognizing their right to obtain and disseminate information relevant to the 
enjoyment of human rights. In many states provision of laws on counter terrorism, 
internal security, official secrets and sedition, amongst others, have been used to deny the 
freedom of information to defenders and to prosecute their efforts to seek and disseminate 
information on the observance of human rights standards. 
 
In several countries armed conflict, struggles for the right of self-determination and 
movements for democracy form the backdrop for the work of human rights defenders. In 
the current security dominated climate, upholding human rights and fundamental 
freedoms is being portrayed in a number of countries as a threat to national and 
international security. The worst affected are pro-democracy activists or those organizing 
or taking part in peaceful public action asserting their right to independence and self-
determination. With the rise in the threat of terrorism security has become a declared 
priority on many international and national agendas, to the extent that security legislation 
is called upon for application in a widening number and range of situations. In an 
increasing number of countries national security laws have been activated with renewed 
vigour. 
There are grave apprehensions that increase in powers of the intelligence and security 
forces, with the simultaneous limitations placed on oversight and monitoring measures 
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has raised the level of risk to the safety of human rights defenders. Intelligence structures 
of the State are being used to harass defenders, interfere with their efforts to seek and 
disseminate information on violations, and to prevent any action to draw public attention 
to these violations. Communicating human rights abuse to concerned international 
agencies has, in particular, become the reason for surveillance and crack down against 
human rights groups and individuals. Many human rights defenders have been subjected 
to interrogation, investigations and placed on intelligence files for defending the right to 
due process and fair trial, offering legal defence or demanding conditions of detention 
compatible with human rights standards. 
 
In an environment in which formal guarantees of human rights protection have decreased, 
defenders play an important role in monitoring and exposing deviations from human 
rights norms. They find themselves addressing a range of violations by state and non-
state actors in a political context that is generally less sympathetic to their concerns. 
National Human Rights Institutions have a major role in the human rights protection 
system and protection of human rights defenders is inherent in their mandates. As 
national legislative watchdog it is their function to ensure not only that human rights 
norms are preserved in the laws, but also to raise the alarm when these are threatened by 
any legislative action. In this context public debate on proposed legislation must be 
emphasized as an essential requirement of democracy. These institutions must engage 
more actively in the process of law-making by building stronger links with parliaments 
and advising them on legislative measures to strengthen the protection of human rights in 
the domestic juridical framework. It is well within the competence of national human 
rights institutions to submit references to courts on existing legislation that does not 
comply with constitutional guarantees and the international standards of human rights. 
A consistent engagement with the civil society is critical for such institutions so that they 
remain well informed of issues related to human rights and can share the broader 
responsibility of their protection and promotion. National Institutions must only become 
the forums which human rights defenders can use for complaints but must also use 
human rights defenders as a conduit for information on the human rights situation and 
violations that need to be addressed. 
 
The Declaration has given the civil society a �role and responsibility in safeguarding 
democracy, promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms and contributing to the 
promotion and advancement of democratic societies, institutions and processes�. Human 
rights defenders can only fulfill this responsibility effectively if they have a secure and 
enabling environment in which to function. Protection of human rights defenders is a 
shared responsibility of States, the civil societies and the international community. Some 
countries have taken initiatives to give due significance to the activities of human rights 
defenders. The adoption of the guidelines on human rights defenders by the European 
Union is a positive action that promises support for them in policies of the member states 
and in more practical ways for their safety and security. National level initiatives to 
strengthen access to justice and to ensure judicial independence, creation of complaints 
mechanisms and procedures and programs to impose more accountability on law 
enforcement agencies also promise more benefits for the work of defenders. However, the 
impact of many of these initiatives is yet to be seen.  
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The OSCE participating States are at different phases of democratic development and the 
institutional arrangements for the respect of human rights. The OSCE as body must 
construct strategies suitable for impact and effectiveness according to the complexities of 
the political, economic and social conditions that states and civil society are called upon 
to address. Countries in transition need stronger emphasis on implementation of newly 
articulated constitutional principles, peace agreements and commitment to the 
strengthening of institutions. The international community must not be satisfied with the 
minimum and give due regard to the voices of defenders and respect their aspirations to 
achieve the maximum in order to bring about real and genuine change. 
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ANNEX IV. INTRODUCTORY SPEECHES TO WORKING SESSIONS  
 

SESSION 1: Human Rights Defenders in the OSCE region: challenges, obstacles 
and opportunities 
 

• Ms. Natasha Kandic, Director of the International Humanitarian Law Centre, 
Belgrade 

(written statement) 
 
Human Rights Defenders in Serbia 
 
Throughout the rule of Slobodan Milo�ević, Human Rights Organizations and Human 
Rights Defenders were treated as harmless marginal groups and individuals. Between 
1991 and 1999 the regime of Slobodan Milo�ević did not ban a single anti-war 
demonstration by nongovernmental organizations because they served as proof to the 
international community of his �democratic� attitude towards the �handful� that did not 
support him. The regime and its media paid little attention to the reports of domestic 
human rights organizations on human rights and humanitarian law violations during the 
armed conflict because the regime felt secure and supported by the majority of citizens. 
 
The period of the NATO bombing campaign from 24 March until 9 June 1999 united the 
opposition, civil society and regime. Nongovernmental organizations led the way in 
criticizing the international community and urging the citizens to keep their differences 
with the government aside as long as bombs kept dropping on the country. It was in those 
circumstances that several Human Rights Defenders and human rights organizations 
became the target of government media and secret services above all for publicly pointing 
out that the regime was taking advantage of the NATO campaign to settle with the 
Albanians. Because of its attitude during the NATO campaign, the Humanitarian Law 
Centre (HLC) was twice visited by members of the military security service, who 
threatened to bring charges of espionage against the HLC Executive Director; also, 
financial police examined the organization�s accounts and financial records for three 
weeks. On 23 May 1999, the day the Hague tribunal announced the indictment against 
Slobodan Milo�ević, State Security (DB) members arrested Nata�a Kandić in Kosovo 
while she was trying to help an Albanian family to leave Kosovo. During her eight-hour 
detention she was threatened by DB personnel with being charged with espionage. After 
the end of the war in Kosovo, the General Staff of the Army of Yugoslavia (VJ) filed a 
criminal complaint against Nata�a Kandić for going public with allegedly untrue 
information about the involvement of VJ members in war crimes. 
 
Shortly after Slobodan Milo�ević�s ouster 5 October 2000, a period of rude awakening set 
in in Serbia. People began talking openly about Milo�ević�s responsibility for the 
bombing of the country. The fact was acknowledged that the citizens had voted against 
Milo�ević above all because he had brought the country into the position of being 
bombed. The first transitional government disclosed the existence of mass graves in 
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Serbia. Milo�ević�s supporters, the Serbian Radical Party (SRS) and those who took part 
in war crimes kept silent lest the new government should raise the question of their own 
responsibility. The former government media fell over themselves inviting Human Rights 
Defenders to speak about war incidents that had for years been kept secret from the 
public. 
 
Very soon, however, it became clear that the new government was powerless to reform 
the institutions, above all the police and the army. The assassination of Prime Minister 
Zoran Đinđić on 12 March 2003 left no doubt that the forces loyal to the old regime had 
meanwhile reorganized and were in control of major positions in the police, army and 
secret services. The imposition of a state of emergency and the arrest of many suspects in 
connection with the assassination failed to result in a political decision to remove from 
the institutions, above all from the police, army and secret services, all who had occupied 
high positions of power at the time the war crimes and grave human rights violations 
were committed. 
 
Today Serbia has an undemocratic Assembly, from whose rostrum deputies are openly 
supporting the war crimes indictees and instigating public violence against Human Rights 
Defenders, particularly against three women who are at the head of organizations whose 
priority is the establishment of the rule of law by means of transitional justice 
mechanisms. In the forefront of the campaign against the Human Rights Defenders are 
the deputies of the SRS, who urge the institutions to arrest Nata�a Kandić, ban certain 
human rights organizations, disclose their sources of finance, and forbid Nata�a Kandić, 
Sonja Biserko and Biljana Kovačević-Vučo to appear in the media. 
 
1. Serbian Assembly deputies on Human Rights Defenders 
 
I am quoting a number of statements by deputies of the SRS and of the Socialist Party of 
Serbia (SPS) to illustrate their attitude towards Human Rights Defenders: 
 
1. �Secondly, when are you going to stop Sonja Biserko and Nata�a Kandić, the open 
enemies of this people? Why, in every [other] state their place would be you know where. 
[A hubbub of voices] You know where.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 4 April 2002, vol. 8, p. 151, deputy Toma 
Bu�etić (SPS). 
 
2. �I�d like to say one more thing to you: if you were to put to a referendum or ask the 
citizens of Serbia what they think of Nata�a Kandić and of those who support her, and 
also of the occupying media which take her side, you�d find out that, if possible, they�d 
be declared personae non grate everywhere. There�s no municipality in Serbia that has a 
kind word for such anti-Serbs, such psychopaths.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 24 June 2005, vol. 12, p. 140, deputy 
Aleksandar Vučić (SRS). 
 
3. �As to the various characters figuring in the so-called nongovernmental organizations � 
�so-called� because unfortunately we still haven�t developed a genuine civil sector in 
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Serbia � these characters, like Nata�a Kandić who�s been mentioned here, surely ought 
not to serve as an occasion for the distinguished representatives of the citizens whom we 
have had occasion to see on the rostrum today to take the floor or be named.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 24 June 2005, vol. 12, p. 144, deputy Milo� 
Aligrudić (Democratic Party of Serbia, DSS). 
 
4. �I�m asking you, Mr Minister, what business is it of Nata�a Kandić and of the 
employees of certain embassies to comment on the judgement against one Cvijetan for 
the media? Who are they? Are they supervisors here, Mr Minister? Did you see that? You 
saw it all right, it was all over the media. They turn up and ask the chief bandit, Nata�a 
Kandić, what she thinks of this judgement. The chief bandit replies, saying: �I�m pleased, 
just keep up the good work.� 
�Who is Nata�a Kandić? What is she? Nata�a Kandić is a common bandit who turns up 
outside the Palace of Justice to say whether or not she is pleased with a judgement.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 24 June 2005, vol. 12, p. 151, deputy Milo� 
Aligrudić (DSS). 
 
5. �The bandits are going to end up behind bars as they do all over the world, so I�d like 
to tell you in advance that Nata�a Kandić will be away on business for a long time and to 
congratulate Serbia on that. If things are kept fair and square, and if you don�t step in to 
protect the leader of the gang in Serbia, Nata�a Kandić, she�ll have to go on a long trip by 
the end of the year. May that bring luck to the citizens of Serbia.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 24 June 2005, vol. 12, p. 244, deputy 
Aleksandar Vučić. 
 
6. �I have introduced an amendment to Article 1, the new Article 14 (a), which would 
insert after the second paragraph a new paragraph stipulating: �A public media outlet 
which carries the notorious lies of the pathological liar Nata�a Kandić shall not be 
inscribed in the register of public media outlets.� In my reasons for this amendment I 
have written that the pathological lies of Nata�a Kandić are injurious to the reputation and 
law of Serbia and must be penalized...� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 14 July 2005, vol. 16, p. 156, deputy 
Vjerica Radeta (SRS). 
 
7. �This time I�m going to accentuate the nongovernmental organizations. As you know, 
thanks to funding above all from the Soros Foundation and from all kinds of secret 
services from the West, they make their voice heard all over Serbian towns, at every 
place, by means of billboards, which are the most expensive, in the busiest locations, 
putting across untrue messages and using advertising methods most insulting to the 
human dignity of us members of the Serb people and of all other citizens of Serbia. I wish 
to remind you of all those billboards pasted over in Belgrade on the eve of the 
commemoration of the Srebrenica events.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 7 September 2005, vol. 21, pp. 74 and 156, 
deputy Nata�a Jovanović (SRS). 
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8. �Of course, we don�t think that we ought to interfere with the work of every 
nongovernmental organization and we have no intention of doing so, but we ought to and 
must control the anti-Serb nongovernmental organizations in which Sonja Biserko, 
Biljana Kovačević-Vučo, Kandić, etc., are active. 
Indeed, all of you here know, everybody in Serbia knows, that these nongovernmental 
organizations are financed with suspicious resources from abroad, that they operate 
contrary to the interests of the Republic of Serbia and the citizens of Serbia. At least a 
routine audit wouldn�t go amiss.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 25 October 2005, vol. 25, p. 179, deputy 
Vjerica Radeta (SRS). 
 
9. �What is the purpose of the work of these international organizations, that is, of the 
nongovernmental organizations existing in the territory of the Republic of Serbia? It is to 
instil in the Serb people a sense of collective guilt and to declare as victims the real war 
criminals, who did those things in an organized manner? 
There�s no other purpose of the work of such nongovernmental organizations � those of 
Sonja Biserko and Nata�a Kandić. That�s the problem, so our object is to place their 
financial operations under scrutiny in order to find out who is paying them and who they 
work for. The citizens of Serbia would then be in a position to judge whether or not these 
people are to be trusted. Given the way things stand now, we�re not keeping them fully 
informed, since he who pays probably has some interest to advance.� 
Source: Transcript of Assembly proceedings, 8 November 2005, vol. 27, p. 63, deputy 
Veroljub Arsić (SRS). 
 
2. Contribution of Human Rights Defenders to securing justice regarding past human 
rights violations 
 
The Human Rights Defenders are a constant target of the SRS and of other extreme 
groups and political parties in Serbia above all because they insist that the institutions and 
society should open a debate on the legacy of the previous regime and on the instruments 
for ensuring justice. 
 
But in spite of these constant attacks, the human rights organizations have succeeded in 
getting the institutions and society to stop denying the war crimes and the responsibility 
of the Serbian forces. Since the HLC released footage of the execution of six Srebrenica 
Muslims, no one has denied the massacre of the Srebrenica Muslims in spite of the efforts 
of the SRS to disprove the authenticity of the footage. 
 
In the past two years, over ten conferences dedicated to victims and their truth-telling 
have been held in Serbia. On 11 June 2005 the HLC held the conference �Srebrenica 
Beyond Any Doubt�, the first public gathering in Serbia at which participants observed a 
minute�s silence in honour of the victims and mothers from Srebrenica told of how they 
were separated from their sons and of their search for their bodies. In January 2005, also 
for the first time in Serbia, Bosniaks from eastern Bosnia attending the conference 
�Judicial Truth and Justice for the Victims� spoke about the things that happened to them 
in April 1992 as Serb forces started to expel Bosniaks. 
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In Serbia, Human Rights Defenders represent victims at war crimes trials. Thanks to their 
trust in Human Rights Defenders, the victims � Bosniaks, Croats, and Albanians � have 
agreed to testify before courts in Serbia, which they consider responsible for their ordeal. 
On the other hand, participation by victims is of great assistance to judges seeking to 
ascertain the truth and to mete out justice on the basis of evidence. 
 
On a regional level, the Human Rights Defenders from Serbia have launched an initiative 
for a region-wide approach to ascertaining and telling the truth about the past. A regional 
forum in Sarajevo to be held early in May 2006 will discuss instruments for victim 
recognition, truth-telling and restoring dignity to victims. 
 
Before the May conference, on 6 April, the Sarajevo City Assembly will present Nata�a 
Kandić with a medallion on behalf of the residents of Sarajevo, a gesture best illustrating 
their attitude towards the Human Rights Defenders from Serbia. 
 

• Mr. Sergei Kovalev, Chairperson of the International Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Society �Memorial�, Moscow 

 (based on notes) 
 
Mr. Kovalev expresses his trepidation at once again criticizing the OSCE for being 
indecisive. In 2004, the Russian Interior ministry and other CiS members had criticized 
others for interfering with their internal affairs. [Russian foreign minister] Lavrov has 
now again criticized the OSCE on these grounds for its criticism of the Belarus election. 
Kovalev himself, through personal experience, states that he can testify there were indeed 
gross violations of electoral law during the Belarus election. The OSCE observers were 
only allowed to see positive things. He points out that Minister Lavrov should remember 
that he was himself one of the most active participants advocating that such matters were 
not internal affairs, during a September 1991 OSCE Human Dimension Meeting within 
the then recently reformed OSCE. Now the OSCE supposedly interfering in internal 
affairs is the basis for the stance of the CiS criticism. This is not surprising. The 
indecisiveness of the OSCE can be explained by the fact that it is attacked by its own 
member states, leading to the further dilution of a vague and unproductive mandate.  
 
When discussing the situation of Rule of law and individual rights in Russia, Kovalev 
makes what he calls a radical statement: it is catastrophic. He realizes this may not go 
down very well. Why is the situation catastrophic? Basic constitutional principles have 
been violated in a bold-faced way. An example is the supposed separation of powers in 
the Russian Federation, which he describes as a �myth�. The name �federation� implies a 
federal Structure, but, Kovalev asks, where is there a federation where the governors are 
appointed by the central authorities? This is not a federal system.  
 
Some new legislation has been passed on NGOs in Russia. There are certain technical 
drawbacks about them, but more importantly, there are certain matters of conceptual 
principle that he objects to. He points out that under the new legislation, the state will 
have the right to determine whether an NGO is pursuing its own statutory aims. Is it for 
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the state, he asks, to check whether NGOs are doing this? This, he thinks, is more an 
issue for the members of such NGOs. The role of the state is to determine whether the 
law has been violated, not to check on compliance with statutory aims.  
 
The aims behind the laws are no secret: preventing human rights defenders from 
maintaining their opposition to government policy and discussing direct violations of 
constitutional rights and the �nightmarish operations� in Chechnya. The right to vote, 
enshrined in the electoral law, is grossly violated in the Chechen territories. The elections 
there have been 100% falsified.  
 
He stresses that these offences are a national catastrophe, a crisis situation, considering 
that an enormous country is departing from its own principles and a new totalitarianism is 
being introduced. Given the place Russia has in the world, recommendations designed to 
help human rights defenders and organizations are needed. He submits human rights 
organizations should have understood long ago that they are the ones who kick up the 
fuss when things go wrong.  
 
The rule of law, democracy and OSCE commitments need to be applied. There are 
hundreds of political prisoners in Russia, he believes, although the situation is not as bad 
as it is in Central Asia. There is a need to train law enforcement agents in human rights. 
His main recommendation would be to pressure the government, and to further clarify 
and extend the OSCE�s mandate. It cannot be that in such a critical area, the OSCE has 
such a vague mandate.  
 
He recalls that the Helsinki process seemed to be the hook by which the Soviet state 
could be caught. Now Russian diplomats are using the Helsinki baskets as bait to mislead 
the international community. The vague way it is construed is used to say to the EU and 
others that they are interfering with internal affairs. This is the same old Soviet line. 

 

SESSION 2: Synergies and co-operation between state organs, national human 
rights institutions and human rights defenders 
 

• Ms. Albina Radzevičiūtė, Seimas Ombudsman, Lithuania 
(written statement) 
 
The right to appeal to ombudsman has been increasingly gaining recognition worldwide 
as a specific, widely available extra judicial means of defending human rights. This trend 
has been reflected in a new version of the Law on the Ombudsmen of the Seimas of the 
Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as the Parliament Ombudsmen) which came 
into force on November 25, 2004. The above-mentioned law stipulates that the purpose of 
the activities of the Parliament Ombudsmen is to protect a person�s right to good public 
administration securing human rights and freedoms, to supervise fulfillment by state 
authorities of their duty to properly serve the people. Although the previous version of the 
Law on the Ombudsmen of the Parliament did not stipulate protection of human rights, 
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the logic of the law indicated, among others, this particular competence of the 
Ombudsmen of the Parliament. Bureaucracy, inter alia, was defined as the failure to 
properly implement laws or other legal acts (this consequently covers the legal acts that 
regulate securing human rights, including international treaties). There are grounds to 
believe that this provision is in conformity with the Constitution of the Republic of 
Lithuania that served as the basis for establishing the office of the Ombudsmen of the 
Parliament. 
 
After Lithuania regained its independence and the Constitution of the Republic of 
Lithuania was adopted in 1992, it was necessary to take a new look at many issues, 
including the framework of the public authorities. The office of the Parliament 
ombudsmen, the tenth anniversary of whose activity was marked last year, in fact was a 
completely new institution. As part of the efforts to integrate into the democratic world, 
the imperative of protecting human rights imposed a new requirement: to protect a 
person�s right to good public administration, to employ the most effective and rational 
methods in supervising whether actions of public administration subjects are in 
conformity with the law. The Constitution contains the provision that �government 
bodies serve the people� which is closely linked with the recognition by the Constitution 
that human rights and freedoms are natural rights. Therefore, taking into account the 
classical nature of the ombudsman�s office and the efforts to implement the provision 
stating that �government bodies serve the people� contained in the Constitution, there 
was established office of the Ombudsmen in Lithuania in 1995.  
 
There are grounds to believe that it is the constitutional regulation which predetermines 
that not only the Parliament ombudsmen office but also some other institutions defending 
human rights are active in Lithuania. The fact that the Constitution strictly defines the 
subject of examination by the Parliament ombudsmen � abuse of authority and 
bureaucracy by officials � in turn led to a situation where other paramount fields of 
human rights, such as rights of the child, equal opportunities, non-discrimination are dealt 
by other institutions established in accordance with the laws, i.e., the institution of the 
Controller for the Protection of the Rights of the Child and the Office of the Equal 
Opportunities Ombudsman.  
 
This short overview of the work performed by the above-mentioned institutions should 
note that basically the controller of the rights of the child is an official whose 
responsibility is to supervise and control whether the rights of the child are respected, to 
monitor and give assessment of the overall situation of children in Lithuania and their 
welfare. The controller submits proposals on how to improve children�s welfare and in 
cases of dealing with individual complaints, examines the situation of an individual child 
(family). 

The Law on Equal Opportunities for Women and Men came into force in Lithuania on 
April 1, 1999; later that same year, the Parliament appointed an ombudsman for equal 
opportunities for women and men and set up the office of the Equal Opportunities 
Ombudsman. After the Parliament adopted the Law on Equal Treatment in 2003, the 
competence of the office was widened by including the task to supervise the 
implementation of principle demanding to outlaw discrimination on grounds of a person�s 
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age, sexual orientation, disability, race and ethnic origin, religion or faith; the institution 
was named the Office of the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman. Starting with 2005, the 
office examines complaints of victims of discrimination or harassment on the grounds of 
age, sexual orientation, disability, race and ethnic origin, religion or faith at work, 
educational institutions or in providing services.  
 
Thus, the Parliament ombudsmen while defending human rights, have a solid basis for 
their activity. The Parliament ombudsmen office is a special institution. Ombudsmen�s 
objective is to guarantee that a person�s right to good public administration is not a mere 
theory but that it is also translated into practice. It should be noted that the right to good 
public administration is closely linked with the securing many other rights (for example, 
the right to the protection of property, the right to have access to information, etc.). 
Therefore, ombudsmen have become an important guarantor of good public 
administration that is favourable to citizens and is carried out strictly according to the 
law. Examination of each complaint at the office of the ombudsmen and 
recommendations given by an ombudsman open up flexible opportunities to apply 
different ways in tackling human rights-related problems pointed out by a complainant 
and these ways are frequently more acceptable to a complainant as well. Many people 
decide to choose the Parliament ombudsmen due to the advantages the ombudsman 
offices enjoy not only in Lithuania but also in any other foreign state, i.e., this kind of 
help is free of charge and easily accessible, one can file an application that does not 
necessarily have to be of a set form or one can come and talk to an ombudsman in person, 
in other words, anyone who applies will receive assistance and help. The right to appeal 
to an ombudsman is not only a means of defending human rights; it also plays a 
preventive role in seeking to rule out human rights violations and making statements 
about such violations in courts.  
 
Having secured a solid position in the system of other institutions, the Parliament 
ombudsmen come into contact with other law enforcement institutions that defend human 
rights. For example, the Prosecutor�s Office carries out certain control functions; it also 
defends human rights and secures the public interest. The police as a law enforcement 
institution also protect human rights. On the other hand, law enforcement institutions (the 
Prosecutor�s Office and the police) can abuse their authority. In this sense, the Parliament 
ombudsmen office occupies an exceptional place as it has the right to examine whether 
the state-established institutions that are a part of law enforcement system, do not violate 
human rights. It should be noted that at the time when the formation of the conception of 
the Parliament ombudsmen was still underway, there had been heated discussions held at 
the Parliament: can or cannot the Parliament ombudsmen go to the police and try to find 
out how an interrogation had been conducted, and whether an individual�s rights had/had 
not been violated; what are concrete limits for the Parliament ombudsmen in conducting 
examination of prosecutors� actions. The provisions of the new Law on the Parliament 
Ombudsmen created a more explicit legal basis for actively defending human rights and 
are likely to assist in changing the stance of many legal institutions on ombudsmen�s role 
in the human rights field. For example, a proper application of the new law would 
contribute to tackling the human rights-related problem pointed out in 2004 by the United 
Nations Committee against Torture and the UN Human Rights Committee: however, no 
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independent mechanism of examining complaints on police officers� inadmissible 
behavior exists in Lithuania.  
 
Prior to discussing the role played by national nongovernmental human rights 
organizations in improving the human rights situation in Lithuania, I would like to draw 
everybody�s attention to a common trend observed in public relations, i.e. failure to 
adequately raise public awareness in the field of human rights and a passive stance taken 
by the Lithuanian population in defending their own rights and lawful interests. There are 
several public organizations working in Lithuania whose activity is aimed at securing 
human rights. Without pointing to any particular organization, I would like to note that 
the role taken by these NGOs is extremely important in making efforts to fill the gaps in 
raising public awareness and providing information on human rights, encouraging the 
public at large to take interest and respect human rights, raise human rights-related 
problems, and propose ways for tackling these problems. 
 
To conclude this report and encourage discussions on this topical issue proposed by the 
organizers, I would like to note that the efficiency of protecting and defending human 
rights depends not only on how actively state or government bodies, human rights 
defenders, national human rights institutions are working independently within the 
boundaries of their own competence, but rather on how effectively they manage to 
cooperate their activity in pursuing this common goal. And it is extremely important to 
find out the most efficient ways of such cooperation. 
 
 

• Ms. Mary Lawlor, Director, Front Line - the International Foundation for the 
Protection of Human Rights Defenders 

(written statement) 
 
It is a great honour for me to be here and I would like to thank the ODIHR for inviting 
me to give an intervention. I will speak from the experience of Front Line �all our 
activities are focussed on human rights defenders at risk and are guided in everything we 
do by the spirit, needs and protection of HRDS. It is easy when thinking aloud to get 
bogged down in the wider picture so ably painted by HRDs here yesterday and it can be 
overwhelming - but if we strip everything down to each individual case, sometimes it can 
take very little to protect them. I have been asked to talk a bit about the duties of States, 
the role of NGOs and how States and NGOs can and should co-operate in defence of 
human rights defenders with specific reference to our experience with the Irish 
government. 
 
Let me start with the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders which governments 
adopted by consensus. Article 2 spells out the duty of States and I quote: 
 
�Each State has a prime responsibility and duty to protect, promote and implement all 
human rights and fundamental freedoms, inter alia, by adopting such steps as may be 
necessary to create all conditions necessary in the social, economic, political and other 
fields, as well as the legal guarantees required to ensure that all persons under its 
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jurisdiction, individually and in association with others, are able to enjoy all those rights 
and freedoms in practice. 
 
2. Each State shall adopt such legislative, administrative and other steps as may be 
necessary to ensure that the rights and freedoms referred to in the present Declaration are 
effectively guaranteed.� 
 
The OSCE has also long standing commitments in relation to human rights defenders and 
many of the provisions of the UN Declaration are similar to the OSCE commitments. 
 
The OSCE commitments include:- 

- the right of citizens to contribute actively, individually or in association with 
others to the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms, 

-  the right to know and act on human rights and fundamental freedoms to seek , 
receive and disseminate information on human rights, 

-  the right to freedom of expression and freedom of association, 
-  the right to an effective remedy which includes both right to seek assistance from 

others in defending human and fundamental freedoms and to assist others in 
defending human rights and fundamental freedoms, 

- support for non-governmental organisations, 
- recognition and facilitation of the ability of NGOs to carry out their work. 

 
I think however, it is safe to say that much remains to be done by the OSCE in its work to 
strengthen protection for human rights defenders. 
 
Human Rights NGOs 
Human Rights NGOs are organized on local, national, regional or international level. The 
first and most crucial level of human rights protection is at the local and national level and 
properly functioning national mechanisms offer the best hope of sustainable human rights 
protection. The role of regional and international non governmental organisations should be 
to internationalise the work of local and national NGOs and support them in their struggle in 
the ways that they themselves say they need.  
 
Functions of human rights NGOs 
They are essential in the struggle against human rights violations in assisting and seeking 
justice and compensation for victims; 
 
They are major sources of information and can be capable of monitoring the situation in a 
more effective way than governments ever can if governments are ineffective, unwilling or 
unable to monitor human rights violations; 
 
They have played a very substantial role in the field of standard setting. e.g. in the 
Convention against Torture. The spectacular success of the establishment of the 
International Criminal Court was due in no small part to the NGOs who formed part of the 
coalition for the ICC; 
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They have a special role and expertise in the field of hr. education and awareness; 
 
They play a role in expressing solidarity; the contacts and relations worldwide do bind 
them together; 
 
They are in a position to deliver services that other segments of society do not have. They 
are able to fill the gaps in information, documentation/training courses etc.; 
 
They can and do have a crowbar-function in the political system that is essential for a good 
human rights atmosphere; 
 
They can mobilise public pressure to hold governments accountable for the commitments 
they have given to upholding human rights. 
 
As NGOs take an increasingly important role in political life, some critics are concerned 
that NGOs speak in many different and conflicting voices, which can fragment and 
weaken political action. NGOs have been most effective when they work together in 
coalitions, pooling their resources and coordinating their lobbying efforts 
 
As discussions continue about democracy and accountability in global decision-making, 
it becomes increasingly clear that NGOs have a vital role to play. Globalization has 
created both cross-border issues that NGOs address and cross-border communities of 
interest that NGOs represent. National governments cannot do either task as effectively or 
as legitimately. In the globalizing world of the twenty-first century, NGOs will have a 
growing international calling.  
 
A central part of the assessment of any countries' record in the field of human rights should 
be based on the possibilities of human rights defenders and NGOs to function effectively. 
NGOs should build up reliability and credibility and should be prepared to be accountable 
for activities, organization and financial reporting.  
  
The situation for human rights around the world is bleak because human rights are always 
at the mercy of a government�s economic and political interests. There is no such thing as 
a good government. When I started working 30 years ago, the human rights landscape 
was much more black and white - governments acted unilaterally without accountability 
and didn�t recognise the legitimacy of the work of human rights defenders. 
 
Two factors have made it necessary to adopt new approaches to governments: 
 
Governments have hijacked the language of human rights. Listening to the rhetoric of 
their speeches, one could be forgiven for believing that they mean what they say. The line 
between what they say and do has become increasingly blurred but in the end it is always 
a case of dump on your enemies and go easy on your friends. 
 
Secondly, more and more international standards have been developed and governments 
are now signing and ratifying international conventions and covenants to a greater degree. 
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But they don�t take their international obligations seriously and adopt an a la carte 
approach to them � choosing the bits they can live with and ignoring or derogating from 
the bits that would force them to take real concrete steps to promote and protect human 
rights. 
 
At the end of the day the power of politics has to be constantly challenged, so you have to 
find new ways of protecting human rights. In order to try and make human rights a reality 
for all, we must acknowledge those actions governments take in defence of human rights 
while at the same time rigorously denounce inaction or bad action; hold them accountable 
under the rhetoric and international law they so like to parade and attack their national 
and international image which is so important to them. We should be investing the same 
kind of time and energy in the �violaters� as we do in our partners the defenders of 
human rights in order to try to influence them in a way that will change their behaviour. 
Neither can be seen in isolation but in terms of their relationship with the other. 
 
Let me talk now a little bit about Front Line�s experience with the Irish government and 
the co-operation between us for the protection of human rights defenders at risk. When a 
state is supportive and cooperates with non-state actors, it creates good synergies, state 
and non-state actors work towards a common goal. This doesn�t mean that there 
shouldn�t be a healthy tension between them. 
 
As we heard yesterday the EU adopted guidelines on HRDs in June 2004 under the Irish 
Presidency which provide for interventions by the Union for human rights defenders at 
risk and suggest practical means to support and assist human rights defenders. Front Line 
lobbied both the Minister and the Political Director of the Department of Foreign Affairs 
in 2003 in advance of the Presidency in January 2004, to make human rights defenders a 
priority for their EU Presidency. The Department of Foreign Affairs agreed to this and 
commissioned Front Line to prepare a discussion/consultation document on possible EU 
Guidelines for their EU partners, which we produced in consultation with a broad range 
of human rights defenders and key international organisations working on their behalf. 
The government also held a seminar to discuss same. The resulting guidelines include 
most of the issues raised by those consulted and we were particularly delighted when the 
government pursued the guidelines even when initially it looked like there would be no 
support for them from their EU partners. 
 
On the 9th and 10th of December 2004, embassies, NGOs and experts were gathered in the 
Hague to discuss implementation of the Guidelines at the 6th EU Annual Human Rights 
Discussion Forum, hosted by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The outcome was a 
manual for EU Missions containing the concrete steps and instruments identified during 
the Forum for implementation of the Guidelines.  
 
The Irish Department of Foreign Affairs have set up an mechanism through which Front 
Line can raise cases of human rights defenders facing grave danger. This is extremely 
important to us because the case can then be floated to EU partners with a request for 
action and we are then notified of the result. 
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Another initiative which resulted from co-operation between Front Line and the Irish 
Minister for Justice was setting up a structure for the provision of temporary 
humanitarian visas quickly to human rights defenders in extreme danger or for rest and 
respite.  A visa is issued very quickly to a human rights defender for a period of up to 
three months. So far, since this scheme was introduced we have had 5 hrds who stayed 
with us for between 1 and 3 months and who have now all returned to their countries to 
continue their human rights work. 
 
Front Line receives funding from the Irish Government. This kind of support contributes 
to our ability to carry out our work for the protection of human rights defenders and in no 
way takes away our independence and freedom to express our critical views about non-
compliance with human rights obligations by the government. Indeed this was clearly 
stated by a member of the Irish delegation publicly under Item 17 on HRDs at the Human 
Rights Commission a few years ago. 
Currently we are monitoring the controversial Shell to Sea campaign in Ireland and 
should we find any evidence of harassment or intimidation, we will certainly be publicly 
raising the case. Previously we have raised killings of human rights defenders in Northern 
Ireland as a matter of course. 
 
At the Bi-annual Dublin Platform the government shows its commitment to HRDS through 
providing Dublin Castle as a venue. The Prime Minister, Minister for Justice and Minister 
for Foreign Affairs have all accepted invitations to speak. At the 3rd Dublin Platform in 
Oct 2005, the Minister for Foreign Affairs stated that �human rights defenders globally is 
an important aspect of Irish foreign policy and that Front Line was an important policy 
partner for the department.� 
 
Next week we will be doing a training session on human rights defenders with officials 
and mission staff of the Department of Foreign Affairs 
 
Now in case you think Ireland was always like that, let me assure you it was not. It was a 
struggle to get the covenants ratified, the death penalty abolished and there are many 
issues such as discrimination and police accountability that need to be tackled.  
 
WOMEN: 
It is also very important to highlight the more precarious situation of women human 
rights defenders and we are particularly pleased that the Austrian Presidency is 
prioritising women human rights defenders often face risks that are specific to their 
gender and additional to those faced by men. This places on states the responsibility of 
adopting and implementing relevant legislation and administrative procedures, and places 
on non-state actors the responsibility of raising awareness of gender implications in civil 
society, ensuring the development and implementation of effective, appropriate and 
accessible protection of women human rights defenders. 
Many government structures and NGOs are not effective in gender proofing their work 
Attitudes, practices and structures need to be transformed. For example, Eren Keskin, the 
Turkish human rights defender and lawyer has just been sentenced to 10 months in prison 
on grounds of article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code (TCK). Eren Keskin, the founder of 
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the "Legal Aid For Victims of Sexual Harassment and Rape Under Detention Project" has 
been repeatedly been harassed over the years as a result of her human rights work. Her 
organisation works on documenting and assisting women who have been raped or 
sexually abused in custody.  
 
Finally I would like to offer some recommendation to the meeting to consider. 
 
I believe that the EU Guidelines on HRDs is a good tool to push EU governments into 
more effective and sustained protection of human rights defenders. I realize the 
Guidelines are not properly known yet by either governments or defenders but Front Line 
for example plans awareness raising campaigns. I think there would definitely be added 
value to the protection of HRDs if the OSCE were to develop similar guidelines with 
concrete provisions for implementation by their missions. This would also help to ensure 
that OSCE action was consistent and not patchy.  
 
The OSCE should develop a structure to speed up its action on individual cases which 
involves not only a fast, flexible response but sustained follow up. 
 
The OSCE should pay particular attention to giving visibility and legitimacy to women 
human rights defenders and the specific risks they face.  
 
The OSCE should examine how to combat lack of freedom of assembly and association 
in participating states and should vigorously work on country action plans to challenge 
this issue. 
 
It would be good to see a study on how effective the Vienna Mechanism and Moscow 
Mechanism has been and what needs to be done to use these mechanisms in a more 
effective way. 
 
Finally friends, today I am thinking particularly of Ahmadjan Madmarov and his family 
in Uzbekistan. Ahmadjan Madmarov continues to face daily threats and surveillance 
because of his activities but the most terrible part of the persecution he is facing is that 
three of his sons and two nephews have been imprisoned and tortured because of his 
human rights work Ahmadjan Madmarov is a long-standing human rights defender who 
has worked for over thirty years defending the rights of people in Uzbekistan. Ahmadjan 
was targeted as early as 1994, when he was arrested and fired from his job as chief 
engineer of a car manufacturing plant after being accused of organising a public meeting. 
The meeting was organised in order to protest against state corruption and demand the 
resignation of President Karimov.  
 
In 1999 the arrests of his family members started and in 2000 he was informed by the 
Deputy Head of the Margilan Militia, Adyl Ahmadjanov, that the militia had decided not 
to arrest him as he was too old and he would be freed under an amnesty, but that instead 
they would �[…] use different means to make him silent� and � […] stop your human 
rights activity, and we will let your sons alone. We will stop torturing them. Maybe we 
will help them to be freed�. All five of his family members are still in prison. It is feared 
that all 5 of them are at risk of being ill-treated or tortured while in state custody.  
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I cannot imagine the horror of having your children taken away, imprisoned and tortured 
because of your work and I wonder about how he can reconcile himself to this without 
going mad with guilt, wild imaginings and sorrow. I cannot imagine the relentless 
pressure and stress that Admajan Madmarov has to live under because it seems too awful 
to comprehend. But if there is to be a test out of today�s meeting on whether the OSCE is 
serious about protecting human rights defenders, then I ask that you do whatever you can 
to have Admajan�s sons released and make it clear to the Uzbek authorities that you 
cannot and will not tolerate the destruction of a human being whose sole crime is to work 
for a civil and just society where the human rights and fundamental freedoms of the 
people are respected.  
 
 

• Mr. Michel Forst, Acting Chairperson of the Coordinating Committee of 
European National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human 
Rights  

 (written statement, original, in French)25

 
En préparant cette conférence de l�OSCE sur les défenseurs des droits de l�Homme, je 
repensais à ce 10 décembre 1998 où, pour célébrer le 50 û anniversaire de la Déclaration 
Universelle des Droits de l�Homme, 4 ONG internationales travaillant dans le domaine 
des droits civils et politiques, mais aussi des droits économiques, sociaux et culturels 
s�étaient fixé comme objectif d�inviter à Paris 350 défenseurs de près de 140 pays 
différents. Pour montrer au monde ce qu�était la réalité de terreur, d�oppression et de 
misère dans laquelle vivaient ceux qui défendaient les droits de l�homme. Le 9 décembre 
de la même année 1998, 50 ans après la Déclaration Universelle des Droits de l�Homme, 
les Nations unies proclamaient le droit à la protection des défenseurs. 
 
Et pourtant, les témoignages d�hier nous l�a rappelé largement, tous les jours, partout 
dans le monde, mais aussi dans notre région, des femmes et des hommes sont bâillonnés, 
empêchés de se réunir, réprimés lorsqu�ils manifestent pacifiquement, assimilés à des 
terroristes, la presse est muselée ou placée sous contrôle quand elle n�est pas placée sous 
écoute ou sous le contrôle de l�état. 
 
Tous les jours pourtant, des femmes se lèvent pour manifester et demander où sont passés 
leurs frères, leurs époux ou leurs fils. 
 
Tous les jours pourtant, et malgré la répression qui s�abat sur eux ou sur leurs familles, 
des femmes et des hommes se réunissent pour promouvoir les droits de l�homme et les 
libertés fondamentales, poussés par une incoercible force de conviction et un courage 
magnifique. 
 
Ces femmes et ces hommes, victimes souvent anonymes, combattants de la liberté, 
militants anonymes ou plus connus sont des défenseurs. Des défenseurs des droits de 

                                                           
25  The summary of the speech in English based on notes is given after the original text. 
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l�Homme, membres ou non d�une organisation reconnue ou non. Peu importe. Là n�est 
pas la question, ils sont pour nous, pour les Nations unies, des défenseurs, des défenseurs 
des droits de l�Homme, puisque c�est par leur action qu�ils sont reconnus et non pas pour 
leur appartenance à une organisation. 
 
C�est pour parler de ces femmes et ces hommes que nous sommes réunis depuis hier, 
pour échanger des stratégies et des recommandations pour défendre ces défenseurs. Que 
nous soyons membres d�une ONG, représentant d�un état ou bien d�une Institution 
Nationale, ce qui est mon cas. 
 
Un mot rapide sur les Institutions Nationales, puisque c�est le thème de notre discussion 
de ce matin, vous avez pu lire dans l�agenda annoté de la réunion une bonne description 
de ce qu�elles sont et le rappel à leur indépendance garantie par les Principes de Paris 
adoptés par l�Assemblée Générale des Nations Unies. Permettez-moi d�ajouter à ce qui a 
été écrit 4 atouts que nos Institutions Nationales possèdent et qui constituent leur marque 
de fabrique. Le premier atout est qu�elles sont un lieu privilégié d�échanges entre des 
femmes et des hommes d�expériences riches et diverses. Représentants d�ONG et de 
confédérations syndicales, personnalités choisies en raison de leurs compétences 
reconnues en matière de droits de l�Homme, experts siégeant dans les instances 
internationales, parlementaire, tous sont garants du pluralisme. Les représentants des 
ministres comme les spécialistes invités à apporter leurs opinions, projets et témoignages 
permettent d�approfondir la réflexion.  
Notre deuxième atout réside dans notre ambition de faire partager un idéal universel où 
chaque citoyen du monde a sa place. Ceci nous préserve du subalterne et nous protége 
d�un repli sur nous-mêmes. La Déclaration des Droits de l�homme est universelle. La 
dignité de chaque être humain doit être respectée partout dans le monde. Nous devons 
écouter, élargir le champ de notre regard, mesurer les répercussions des crises extérieures 
sur notre pays. De plus, nos rencontres avec les commissions créées dans d�autres pays 
permettent des échanges, au bénéfice de tous. 
Notre troisième atout est d�éclairer le droit par les exigences du terrain. Les Droits de 
l�homme sont explicités dans les traités et les lois ; nos avis, transmis à nos 
gouvernements, peuvent contribuer à perfectionner les textes et nous veillerons aux 
obligations de nos gouvernements, notamment en matière de rapport devant les comités 
conventionnels des Nations unies. 
Enfin notre dernier atout est que nous savons exercer un devoir de vigilance les uns sur 
les autres afin de veiller à ce qu�aucune de nos Institutions Nationales ne soit 
instrumentalisée par un gouvernement et de protéger celles et ceux d�entre nous qui sont 
menacés. Pour cela nous avons développé lors de notre réunion annuelle de Séoul un 
mécanisme d�alerte précoce et d�interventions progressives qui fonctionne assez bien. 
 
Plutôt que de me lancer dans un long exposé, et pour introduire notre discussion de ce 
matin, je voudrais vous faire 5 propositions qui pourraient constituer autant de pistes de 
réflexion pour nos travaux et formuler 3 recommandations: 
5 propositions 
1. Toujours concentrer notre action sur les victimes potentielles 
2. Refuser que la fin justifie les moyens 
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3. Mettre en commun nos convictions plutôt que nos différences 
4. Joindre nos efforts pour construire un réseau efficace de défense et de protection 
5. Réfléchir à des stratégies à long terme. 
 
1. Toujours concentrer notre action sur les victimes potentielles 
Un défenseur des droits de l�Homme n�est pas une statistique mais une personne. Une 
personne qu�il faut protéger, qu�elle soit menacée par une autorité gouvernementale ou 
par un groupe armé d�opposition. Une personne qu�il faut protéger avant qu�il ne soit trop 
tard et avant qu�elle devienne effectivement une statistique dans le nombre de victimes. 
Qu�importe si elle défend des idées que nous ne partageons pas ou qu�elle appartienne à 
une organisation concurrente ou dissidente. Je sais que, dans un certain nombre de pays, 
cette idée n�est pas simple, surtout pour des défenseurs emportés dans un de ces conflits 
armés internes que connaît notre région. Qu�importe, dès lors que l�un de ces défenseurs 
est menacé, il est une victime potentielle et nous avons un devoir immédiat d�intervention 
qui transcende toutes les querelles idéologiques. Permettez-moi de rappeler que les lignes 
directrices de l�Union Européenne sont claires à cet égard, lorsqu�un défenseur est en 
danger il devrait pouvoir être immédiatement protégé avant qu�il ne soit trop tard. Je sais 
que des instructions claires sont données à nos ambassades en la matière. Et nos 
Institutions Nationales de protection et de promotion des Droits de l�Homme sont là pour 
veiller à ce que la protection des états intervienne dès que possible. Ou la leur rappeler si 
cette protection tarde trop. Il ne faut donc pas hésiter à nous solliciter. 
J�aimerais que ces lignes directrices soient appliquées partout de la même manière, c�est 
là ma première recommandation : « veiller à ce que ces lignes directrices soient 
appliquées partout ». 
 
2. Refuser que la fin justifie les moyens 
Nous avons tous en tête le souvenir de la confiscation des droits au nom du communisme, 
ou au nom du combat contre le communisme. Au prétexte de la lutte pour la libération 
nationale ou pour combattre les mouvements de libération nationale. Au nom de la 
construction de l�état, ou bien au nom de la culture, ou de la sécurité collective. Nous 
devons être à cet égard sans équivoques : Les droits de l�Homme doivent être protégés en 
tout temps, la torture ne doit jamais être autorisée, les prisonniers de guerre doivent être 
traités en vertus des Conventions Internationales, la peine de mort doit être abolie. Un 
mal ne peut jamais être justifié par un autre mal. Et pourtant c�est bien ce que vivent les 
défenseurs menacés, assimilés à des terroristes, accusés d�être des agents de puissances 
ennemies financés par des fonds occultes. Notre rôle, en tant qu�Institutions Nationales 
est bien de veiller à ce que le droit ne soit pas instrumentalisé, les libertés suspendues et 
les organisations menacées au prétexte de la raison d�état qui justifierait l�utilisation des 
moyens. La fin ne justifie jamais les moyens, nous devons plus que jamais en être les 
garants. 
 
3. Mettre en commun nos convictions plutôt que nos différences 
Qu�on le veuille ou non, le paradigme dominant est bien toujours celui de Huttington sur 
le choc des civilisations. On nous dit que le monde a évolué d�une période de conflits 
entre des rois, suivie d�une autre période de conflits entre les états nations, puis de 
conflits entre les idéologies et maintenant de conflits entre les civilisations. Nous sommes 
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supposés appartenir à un bloc monolithique appelé « civilisation », modelé par la culture, 
la religion ou l�apparence physique. On nous assène régulièrement nos différences de 
culture, de religion, de traditions. On nous propose un soi disant « dialogue des 
civilisations », on cherche des moyens de réconcilier les différences avec des arguments 
sur la supériorité des civilisations, les valeurs asiatiques, la culture islamique, les 
traditions africaines� 
 
Oui nous sommes différents. Oui la diversité culturelle est un fait, comme l�est également 
la biodiversité. Oui nous sommes uniques et le monde est peuplé de 6 milliards 
d�individus uniques et c�est ce qui fait précisément notre humanité. Nous appartenons 
tous à la race humaine, mais nous n�avons qu�une seule chose en commun, c�est que nous 
sommes nés libres et égaux en dignité et en droits. Et c�est bien ce qu�il faut souligner et 
rappeler partout, ce qui nous rassemble est plus fort que ce qui nous divise, notre 
humanité commune nous rassemble et ne nous divise pas, c�est bien cela qui rend les 
droits de l�Homme universels. C�est bien ce que rappellent constamment nos Institutions 
Nationales, qu�elles soient en Asie, en Afrique, en Europe ou en Amérique Latine. Ne 
nous laissons pas détourner de cet objectif par celles et ceux qui tenteraient de nous faire 
croire que ces droits peuvent être adaptés aux réalités locales ou tenir compte de 
paramètres culturels ou de réalités religieuses. Et c�est bien ce qui fonde notre conviction 
que si ces droits universels, interdépendants et indivisibles doivent être protégés et 
promus, alors le meilleur moyen de le faire c�est de protéger précisément celles et ceux 
qui les défendent partout et en tous temps et qui combattent pour leur mise en �uvre 
universelle. Là encore, parce que nos Institutions Nationales sont ces lieux pluralistes de 
rencontre et d�échange, nous formons un réseau permettant, en complément d�autres 
actions plus militantes ou plus directes, de protéger les défenseurs. 
 
4. Joindre nos efforts pour construire un réseau efficace de défense et de protection 
Il y a quelques jours, l�Assemblée Générale des Nations unies a adopté la résolution 
faisant disparaître la Commission des Droits de l�Homme des Nations unies, au profit 
d�un Conseil des Droits de l�Homme dont nous espérons tous qu�il permettra aux droits 
de l�Homme de retrouver la place qu�ils méritent au sein du système des Nations unies. 
Et, au-delà de cette place et de cette visibilité, une plus grande efficacité grâce à 
l�obligation de protéger. Les défenseurs des droits de l�Homme se sont unis depuis des 
années pour dénoncer l�impuissance de la Commission et réclamer une indispensable 
protection de leur action. A cet égard, la nomination en août 2000 de Hina Jilani comme 
Représentante Spéciale du Secrétaire Général des Nations unies pour les défenseurs, puis 
la nomination d�un Rapporteur sur les Défenseurs par la Commission Africaine des droits 
de l�homme et des peuples, la mise en place d�un mécanisme similaire en Amérique et les 
lignes directrices de l�Union Européenne sur les Défenseurs sont autant de signes qui 
montrent la nécessité de construire cette vaste coalition pour la protection des défenseurs. 
A cet égard, la création d�un mécanisme similaire au sein de l�OSCE me paraît être une 
priorité forte, sinon une urgence absolue. C�est là ma seconde recommandation. Nommer 
un Rapporteur Spécial de l�OSCE sur les défenseurs. En ces temps de menaces qui pèsent 
sur les droits de l�Homme, nous devons plus que jamais unir nos efforts pour les 
promouvoir et les défendre. Et pour ce faire nous devons dépasser nos frontières, qu�elles 
soient géographiques, institutionnelles ou thématiques. Un monde globalisé appelle une 
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réponse globale, exige des partenariats renforcés avec les gouvernements, les 
organisations internationales, les Institutions Nationales, les ONG, les mouvements 
populaires, les universitaires, les artistes, les syndicalistes, les organisations de femmes, 
les organisations écologistes. Chacun défendant l�autre dès qu�il est menacé et chacun 
sachant en retour qu�il pourra bénéficier d�un vaste mouvement de soutien si il est 
menacé. 
 
Enfin il nous faut réfléchir, et c�est mon cinquième point, à 
 
5. Des stratégies à long terme 
- 1 Les droits de l�Homme sont indivisibles, interdépendants et universels 
- 2 Le meilleur moyen de traiter les violations des droits de l�Homme, c�est de les 
prévenir. 
Voilà les deux piliers qui permettent de construire des stratégies à long terme pour 
protéger les défenseurs menacés. 
- 1 Les droits de l�Homme sont indivisibles, interdépendants et universels 
- 2 Le meilleur moyen de traiter les violations des droits de l�Homme, c�est de les 
prévenir. 
De même que nous ne pouvons plus nous permettre des réactions ad hoc, nous ne 
pouvons être sur tous les fronts.  Mais nous devons veiller à ce que tous les fronts soient 
couverts, c'est-à-dire veiller à ce qu�aucun pays ni aucun groupe n�échappe à notre 
vigilance, en portant une attention particulière aux femmes, aux enfants, aux minorités 
ethniques et aux migrants. Ceci exige le développement de stratégies à long terme sur 
lesquels c�est ensemble que nous devons réfléchir. Les Organisations 
Intergouvernementales ont leurs propres mécanismes, les Etats développent des stratégies 
qui leur sont propres, les ONG des droits de l�Homme comme Amnesty International, la 
FIDH, le Service International ou Frontline ont développé leurs mécanismes de 
protection des défenseurs menacés. C�est aussi le rôle que se sont assignées les 
Institutions Nationales en développant un projet concerté. Mais c�est ensemble que ces 
stratégies doivent se réfléchir et cette Conférence de l�OSCE est probablement l�un de ces 
lieux dans lesquels nous sommes invités à confrontés nos programmes pour mieux les 
concerter, éviter les duplications, développer des synergies et développer des réponses 
appropriées aux menaces ui pèsent sur les défenseurs. 
 
Les Institutions Nationales ont un rôle particulier à jouer et elles l�ont bien senti, elles ont 
réfléchi ensemble sur le plan européen à la manière dont elles peuvent répondre aux 
besoins. A cause de notre statut particulier, à cause de nos liens privilégiés avec le Bureau 
des Institutions Nationales du Haut Commissariat aux Droits de l�Homme des Nations 
unies, grâce au Bureau de liaison mis en place par le Commissaire aux droits de l�Homme 
du Conseil de l�Europe et, je l�espère bientôt avec l�Union Européenne qui nous a 
également sollicité pour cela, notre réseau constitue un formidable potentiel 
d�intervention urgente, de pression diplomatique, de soutien matériel ou financier. Je l�ai 
expérimenté, nous l�avons expérimenté en tant qu�Institutions Nationales, il n�est pas 
assez utilisé, il est parfois mal exploité. Il est à votre disposition. 
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Nous travaillons à développer notre réseau et de faire en sorte que tous les pays, et 
singulièrement tous les pays membres de l�OSCE qui n�en possèdent pas encore se dotent 
d�une Institution Nationale. Notre Groupe Européen a développé à cet égard une 
expertise et un mécanisme avec les Nations unies, le Conseil de l�Europe et la 
Commission Européenne, permettant d�assurer conseil et assistance technique aux états 
qui le souhaiteraient.  
Il serait plus que souhaitable que l�OSCE entre également dans ce mécanisme et ouvre 
pour ce faire un bureau de liaison avec les Institutions Nationales, c�est là ma troisième 
recommandation. 
Et puisque la répétition est à la base de toute pédagogie, je voudrais répéter mes 3 
recommandations : 
1. Demander à toutes les ambassades de l�Union Européenne de mettre en �uvre les 
recommandations des lignes directrices de l�UE sur les Défenseurs des droits de l�homme 
; 
2. Mettre en place un mécanisme de l�OSCE pour la protection des défenseurs, en 
complément de ceux des autres organisations intergouvernementales ; 
3. Mettre en place au BIDDH un bureau de liaison avec les Institutions Nationales 
de promotion et de protection des droits de l�Homme. 
 
 
(based on notes) 
 
Mr. Forst recalled the proclamation of the UN declaration on Human Rights Defenders, 
and all the defenders who were called to Paris to discuss the issue. He reminded the 
participants that in spite of government repression, women and men unite every day to 
defend human rights and freedoms, driven by an incoercible force of conviction and 
magnificent courage. Whether they are members of an officially recognized organisation 
or not, they are, to us and to the United Nations, still human rights defenders. 
 
He then noted a number of assets national institutions like the one which he represents 
possessed. Those assets are the following:  
- Ability to bring together a wide variety of opinions and experiences; 
- Recognition of human rights as universal, global problems, which means they should 
also engage with institutions in other countries to look across borders to identify human 
rights issues that could impact their own country; 
- Ability to advise national governments on the implementation of human rights 
obligations at the national level; 
- Ability, for which a mechanism was developed at the NHRI conference in Seoul, to 
monitor other NHRIs and see whether they are being used as mere instruments by their 
own governments. 
 
Mr. Forst then introduced propositions and recommendations for reflection on the work 
of NHRIs, which are the following: 
The actions of NHRIs must always be directed at potential victims, even ones with whom 
we might have ideological differences. 
The goal does not justify the means. Rights must not be taken away, for example, in the 
name of fighting communism, to fight wars of independence, or to counter such wars. 
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Human Rights Defenders are equated with terrorists and persecuted in the name of such 
ends, and this cannot be permitted. 
It is important to emphasize our common convictions rather than our differences. In spite 
of all the talk of a clash of civilizations and the truth that there are cultural differences in 
the world, we all have one thing in common: we are all free and equal in dignity and 
rights. NHRIs play an important role here, as they are pluralist meeting places, as well as 
permanent networks for the protection of defenders. 
We must join our efforts to construct an effective network for defence and protection of 
human rights defenders, which has been shown to be necessary through the creation of 
mechanisms such as the one set up at the UN and now filled by Hina Jilani, and the 
mechanisms set up at the African Commission for Human and People�s Rights and the 
OAS, as well as the EU guidelines. 
Long term strategies to protect defenders need to be devised, based on the recognition 
that human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent, and that the best way to 
deal with violations is to prevent them. No group should escape our vigilance in this 
regard. Synergies should be developed between the many organisations and governments 
active in this field, and duplication should be prevented. NHRIs, with their vast networks 
and national and international links, have a vital role to play in organising urgent 
interventions, diplomatic pressure and providing material and financial assistance. This 
network could be used much more.  
We should make sure that the guidelines on human rights defenders should be applied 
everywhere, and to everyone, by demanding that all EU embassies put the EU guidelines 
into action. 
There should be an office of OSCE Special Representative for human rights defenders, 
which would complement the mechanisms set up by other intergovernmental 
organisations. 
A liaison office for national human rights institutions should be opened at the ODIHR. 
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SESSION 3: Human rights defenders: pertinent legislation and implementation of 
OSCE commitments 
 

• Introductory speech by Mr. Antoine Bernard, Executive Director of the 
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), Paris  

(based on notes) 
Antoine Bernard introduces the Observatory, which has existed since 1997 to 
systematically monitor hundreds of cases of repression against individual human rights 
defenders and NGOs. FIDH has produced a report on the occasion of the SHDM, which 
takes stock of the evolution of the phenomenon of repression. There is a a very worrying 
trend of systematic repression of HRDs and NGOs. He notes there is a real risk for those 
defenders who have participated in the SHDM, and calls on pS to ensure there are no 
reprisals against those who have attended.  
 
He outlines a trend to use legislation as a tool of repression. This is a paradox, since laws 
are meant precisely to protect and defend freedom. Commitments have been made, and 
there are obligations to uphold international standards to protect long-standing freedoms. 
 
He points out that protection of human rights defenders is necessary to ensure the 
effective implementation of human rights commitments, and points to the Copenhagen 
document as a good reference document in this regard. He recalls existing OSCE 
commitments on freedom of Assembly and Association. 
 
Although the OSCE was ahead of the UN in producing the Copenhagen document, there 
are a number of examples of these commitments being disregarded. The law has become 
a tool for the arbitrary exercise of power, with restrictive laws requiring authorization 
from ministries, without a means of recourse, e.g. aimed at controlling access to funding. 
A number of different forms of legislation have been adopted, for example in fight 
against terrorism, which directly violate the freedom of association.  
 
Many activities are labeled crimes merely to muzzle and restrict freedoms; the risk of 
separatism and sedition are invoked to restrict freedoms. In the CiS, the main aim is to 
restrict or repress NGOs, especially those involved in monitoring activities. This 
constitutes the misuse of law for the purposes of arbitrary repression.  
 
There are many examples of this. Belarus has introduced criminal sanctions for the crime 
of discrediting the state, which directly violates the freedom of association and 
expression. The Russian Federation has passed article 33 of the law on non-profit 
organisations, which makes it a criminal offence to engage in �extremist activities�. 
On the other hand, the immunity of perpetrators of human rights violations is absolute. 
This arbitrary legislation is the fruit of political will, particularly of the government and 
the security services.  
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The OSCE should publicly promote understanding for HRDs, and be given enough clout 
to deal with the issue. A specific mechanism seems very important as well; the OSCE can 
draw from experiences in regional mechanism, and consider the positive and negative 
side of those mechanisms. It could also look at the EU guidelines. A more committed 
defence of HRDs is necessary.  
 

• Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean, Programmes Director of the European Region of the 
International Lesbian and Gay Association 

(written statement) 
 
This is the first time that ILGA is invited to speak at such a high level OSCE event, we 
are very grateful for this opportunity and hope that it reflects a trend within the OSCE. To 
defend human rights is an honour, a responsibility and hard work, which unfortunately is 
often accompanied with danger for the life and security of those who undertake this role. 
The importance of human rights defenders cannot and should not be underestimated: they 
represent and fight for the rights of people who often cannot represent or fight for 
themselves; they speak on behalf of those who often cannot or dare not speak, in 
particular vulnerable social groups and what one could call �unpopular� minorities.  
 
Not all cultures and societies fully understand human rights concepts, especially that of 
universality. This is particularly true for the rights of minorities that are stigmatized, such 
as gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people, Roma, Sinti and Travellers, legal and 
illegal migrants, religious minorities, HIV+ people and people who do not fit traditional 
roles of men and women. The stigma suffered by these minorities is also reflected upon 
those who defend their rights, and is often used to discredit them. This stigma also stops 
some human rights organizations from tackling a particular subject they find too sensitive 
for the country they work in. 
 
It is fairly easy to give an example. ILGA-Europe has recently been on a fact-finding 
mission to the South Caucasus. During meetings representatives of the Armenian civil 
society said they are reluctant to work on gay and lesbian rights alongside other issues, 
because the government can use this fact to turn the public opinion and media against 
them. And the only organization, which among many other issues also tackles the issue of 
equal rights for gays, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people suffers a lot as the result. 
The subject is often discussed in the press, as well as different theories about the sexual 
orientation of its founder and chair. Every time a new human rights report is issued by the 
organization, the fact it also works for the rights of LGBT is used to discredit the work. 
Some parliamentarians and other human rights defenders refuse to sit with the chair of 
the above-mentioned organization at the same table during public events. 
 
The stigmatisation of minorities is often reinforced by public authorities, the government 
and religious organisations. When Russian LGBT activists announced they will hold a 
pride parade in Moscow in May of 2006, it caused a wave of outrage from Russian 
religious leaders. I have to explain here that parades for equality are organized to increase 
visibility of the LGBT communities in society and call for tolerance and human rights. 
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The senior Muslim Cleric Talgat Tadjuddin made a public statement saying that �This 
should in no case be allowed, but if they still take it to the streets, then one will have 
nothing to do but thrash them�. The following day Principal Russian Rabbi Berl Lazar 
and the Russian Orthodox Church made similar statements, coming out strong against the 
parades. While freedom of speech is at the heart of the global human rights concept, it 
has to be used responsibly, and not in a way that damages human rights. Such statements 
can only put the safety of LGBT human rights defenders at risk. This was illustrated all 
too graphically in Poland last year. Against a background of increasing levels of 
homophobic speech by leading public figures, and increasing violence against the 
community, two LGBT human rights activists, one a board member of Poland�s national 
LGBT organisation, were shot and wounded. At the same time, equality parades in 
Croatia, despite counter demonstrations and risk of homophobic violence, were 
authorised and professionally protected by the police, which shows that where authorities 
have the political will, they can ensure enjoyment of the right to assembly for LGBT 
people.  
 
Freedom of assembly and association is a very important issue for human rights 
defenders. The UN Declaration on human rights defenders provides specific protections 
to human rights defenders, including the right to form associations and non-governmental 
organizations, to meet or assemble peacefully, develop and discuss NEW human rights 
ideas and principles and advocate for their acceptance. However, in many OSCE 
participating states this is far from the reality. In the year 2005 alone peaceful equality 
parades have been banned or obstructed in Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Moldova, Romania, 
Russia. In Poland and Moldova the parades were banned, in Romania and Latvia initially 
banned, but the decision of public authorities was reversed either by courts, or through 
the intervention of a higher-ranked official. Inadequate police protection has also 
sometimes been a problem � for example, in Belgrade in 2001 and in Krakow and Poznan 
in 2004.  
 
Where the parades went ahead, the participants were subjected to humiliation and 
violence. IN Riga some protestors tried to block the march, while others used teargas and 
threw eggs at the marchers. In Poznan participants in a counter demonstration, organized 
by the All Polish Youth shouted chants such as �Let�s gas the fags� or �We�ll do to you 
what Hitler did to the Jews� and threw eggs and horse excrement. 68 people were 
arrested, mostly the peaceful demonstrators of the Equality Parade as opposed to the 
violent counter demonstration. The charges were later dropped. 
 
You do not need much imagination to understand the effect of this degree of hatred and 
especially what it means for a human rights defender promoting the rights of 
marginalized groups. And you can imagine how so much harder it is for human rights 
defenders in other OSCE participating states, like Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, where 
homosexuality is illegal. We need to ask ourselves an important question: What can be 
done to prevent these situations? What can my government, or my ministry, or my unit do 
to ensure, that human rights defenders can exercise their freedom of speech, assembly 
and association without prejudice and abuse of power by public authorities or violence 
from fellow citizens.  
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What can be done? 
 

- Public authorities should not hinder or subvert the right to freedom of assembly 
and expression as recognized in the European Convention for Human Rights and 
the OSCE commitments, using illegitimate grounds, such as the �morality� of 
demonstrations or parades; 

- public authorities should provide adequate protection for rallies and marches to 
ensure the safety of participants; 

- actual or threatened counter demonstrations should not be used as an excuse to 
ban events; 

- the governments of participating OSCE states, public authorities and public 
institutions at the national, regional and local levels, as well as officials, have a 
special responsibility to refrain from statements which are likely to have the effect 
of legitimizing, spreading or promoting forms of discrimination, hatred or 
intolerance, so preventing the enjoyment of human rights;  

- legislation needs to be put in place to protect minorities, including LGBT persons, 
from speech which is likely to incite hatred, violence and intolerance, as well as 
from discrimination; 

- ODIHR and other international human rights bodies need to have a mandate to 
monitor peaceful rallies of human rights defenders, produce reports and 
recommendations to national governments and intergovernmental organizations; 

- OSCE should encourage it member states to continue to educate their citizens 
about the basic principle of the universality of human rights. 

 
I would like to end with the words of the Special Representative of the UN Secretary 
� General, Hina Jilani: �Human rights defenders must accept the universality of 
human rights as defined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. A person 
cannot deny some human rights and yet claim to be a human rights defender because 
he or she is an advocate for others. For example, it would not be acceptable to defend 
the human rights of men but to deny that women have equal rights�. Or, I would add, 
it is also unacceptable to defend the right to free speech and expression for 
representatives of religious communities, while denying that right to lesbians, gays or 
other minorities; to defend the right to religious association and assembly while 
denying those rights to LGBT people. Universality of human rights means that we all 
have equal access to them, and it shouldn�t be in anyone�s power to say, that one 
group of people should have more rights than the other. Thank you. 
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ANNEX V. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON KEYNOTE 
SPEAKERS, INTRODUCERS AND MODERATOR  
 
Ms. Hina Jilani Special Representative of the UN Secretary General on the 
situation of human rights defenders (keynote speaker) 
Hina Jilani was born in 1953 in Lahore, Pakistan. She is a well-known lawyer and human 
rights activist. She is a law partner and co-founder (with her sister Asma Jahangir) of 
Pakistan�s first all-female law practice in 1980. A significant number of the practice�s 
cases involve violations of women�s right to security of person, liberty and equality. 
 
In 1986, she was one of the founders of civil society group the �Human Rights 
Commission of Pakistan� which takes action to prevent violations of human rights and 
provides legal aid to victims of human rights violations. She was also assigned to the 
international fact-finding mission to Darfur.  
 
Since 2000, she has been the first mandate holder of the position of �Special 
Representative of the Secretary-General for Human Rights Defenders�. On 23 January 
2006, she submitted her sixth and final report to the Commission on Human Rights. 
 
The mandate of Special Representative was established in 2000 by the Commission on 
Human Rights (as a Special Procedure) to support implementation of the 1998 UN 
Declaration on human rights defenders. The mandate calls upon the Special 
Representative to �gather information on the situation of human rights defenders, to enter 
into dialogue with Governments and other interested actors, and to make 
recommendations to improve the protection of defenders.� Actions taken under the 
mandate include conducting country visits, taking up individual cases of concern with 
governments and reporting to the Commission and to the General Assembly. 
 
Mr. Neil Hicks, Director of the International Programs and Human Rights 
Defenders Program, Human Rights First (Moderator of the SHDM) 
Director of International Programs for Human Rights First, an independent non-
governmental organization with offices in New York and Washington D.C. He has more 
than twenty years experience working on human rights issues and has focused on 
developing effective local, national, regional and international mechanisms to protect 
human rights defenders for much of that period. He is the author of numerous human 
rights reports and scholarly articles. Before joining Human Rights First, then the Lawyers 
Committee for Human Rights, in 1991, he was a researcher in the Middle East Research 
Department of Amnesty International at the International Secretariat in London, and 
before that, a human rights program officer at Birzeit University in the West Bank. Mr. 
Hicks is a graduate of the University of Durham, School of Oriental Studies. He has 
studied at the American University in Cairo and Oxford University. He has served as an 
adjunct professor at Fordham Law School and in 2000 - 2001 he was a Jennings-
Randolph Senior Fellow at the U.S. Institute of Peace in Washington D.C.  
 
Ms. Natasha Kandic, Director of the International Humanitarian Law Centre, 
Belgrade (introductory speaker, first session) 
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Nata�a Kandić is the founder and Executive Director of the Humanitarian Law Centre. 
She is a sociologist by training. Before conflicts broke out in the region of the former 
Yugoslavia, she worked as an analyst in the trade union organization. She was dismissed 
from public office in 1990 following the publication that year of the book The Kosovo 
Knot: Untie or Cut? in which she, Srđa Popović, Ivan Janković, Vesna Pe�ić, and 
Svetlana Slap�ak analyzed the developments and the Republic of Serbia�s media and 
political propaganda leading to the abolition of Kosovo�s autonomy. After war broke out 
in Croatia, she and friends organized civil actions and campaigns against Serbia�s warlike 
policy and in support of people opposing the war. Between 8 October 1991 and 8 
February 1992 Kandić and friends were outside the Serbian Presidency building every 
day directing the lighting of candles in honour of the victims of the Croatia war. Between 
November 1991 and May 1992 she led a campaign in support of a referendum against 
mobilizing Serbian citizens to fight in Croatia. She was among the organizers of the 
�Black Crape� event in Belgrade on 31 May 1992, the biggest protest in Serbia against the 
bombardment of Sarajevo. In June 1992, Kandić led a delegation of Vojvodina Croats, 
Serbs and Hungarians at a meeting with federal Minister of Justice Tibor Varadi and 
Minister for Human Rights Momčilo Grubač, demanding that the State protect its 
minorities against violence at the hands of the Serbian Radical Party. In connection with 
the war, she founded in November 1992 the Humanitarian Law Centre, a non-
governmental organization to document war crimes and ethnically-motivated violence. In 
April 2004 she initiated the establishment of a regional network of war crimes research 
and documentation centres to create the conditions for dealing with the past. Kandić has 
been awarded numerous prestigious international and domestic awards which have 
earned her the title of human rights defender. 
 
Mr. Sergei Kovalev, Chairperson of the International Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Society �Memorial�, Moscow (introductory speaker, first session) 
Sergey Kovalev was born in 1930. He graduated from Moscow State University in 1954. 
From 1954 to 1970, he carried out scientific research in the field of biology and 
biophysics. In 1969, he became a member of the Initiative group for the protection of 
human rights in the USSR, which was the first independent group of its kind in the Soviet 
Union. From 1971, Kovalev was one of the editors of the bulletin of Soviet human rights 
activists. 
 
In 1974, he was arrested on charges of "anti-Soviet activism and propaganda" and 
imprisoned for 7 years. The trial took place in Vilnius, Lithuania. After his imprisonment, 
Kovalev was sent into exile for 3 years. He was allowed to return to Moscow during 
Perestroika. During that time he participated in a number of human rights initiatives, 
including the founding of the Russian rights group Memorial, which focuses on the 
rehabilitation of victims of severe political persecution during the Soviet era.  
 
In the 1990s, Kovalev was a founder of various organizations aimed at the protection of 
human rights. In 1993, 1995 and 1999 Kovalev was elected as a member of the Russian 
State Duma (Gosduma). In 1993-1996 Kovalev chaired a Commission on Human Rights 
at the President's office, and later resigned in protest at the war in Chechnya. From 1996 
to 2003, Kovalev was a member of the Russian delegation in the Parliamentary Assembly 
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of the Council of Europe. He has been the president of the Russian Human Rights 
Institute (an NGO) since 1996.  
 
He is one of the authors of the Declaration of rights of a man and a citizen in Russia. He 
played a leading role in drafting the second part of the Russian Constitution ("Rights and 
liberties of a man and a citizen"), as well as a number of other laws.  
 
He has been nominated for and has received numerous awards and prizes for his activities 
in the area of human rights (e.g. a Council of Europe award together with Raoul 
Wallenberg in 1995, an Award of the International League for Human Rights in 1996 and 
an award of the Norwegian Helsinki Committee in 1996, etc.).He has been nominated for 
the Nobel Peace Prize on two occasions, in 1995 and 1996.  
 
Ms. Albina Radzevičiūtė, Seimas Ombudsman, Lithuania (introductory speaker, 
second session) 
One of the five Seimas Ombudsmen, she was appointed by Seimas on 15 February 2005. 
Her institution investigates complaints about the abuse of office by and bureaucracy of 
officers of state government institutions and agencies. The main area of activity - 
complaints about the activity of officers of Ministry of Justice, Prison Department under 
the Ministry of Justice, correction homes and remand prisons within the jurisdiction of 
the Prison Department.  
 
Ms. Mary Lawlor, Director, Front Line - the International Foundationfor the 
Protection of Human Rights Defenders (introductory speaker, second session) 
Mary Lawlor has a background of 30 years experience in human rights. She set up Front 
Line - the International Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders in 
2001. As Director, she represents the organisation and has a key role in its development. 
She has been a speaker at international meetings in 14 countries.  
 
Prior to Front Line, she was Director of the Irish Section of Amnesty International for 12 
years and before that was a Board member for 15 years, during which she served as Chair 
from 1983-1987. She has wide experience of the development of a human rights 
organisation having a significant role in bringing the Irish section of Amnesty from a 
membership of less than a hundred with no staff, to a professional well � known and 
respected organisation with 14,000 members and 13 staff. She left because she wanted to 
concentrate on human rights defenders at risk. 
She has a BA in Philosophy and Psychology and post graduate degrees in Personnel 
Management and Montessori teaching. 
 
Mr. Michel Forst, Acting Chairperson of the Coordinating Committee of European 
National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights 
(introductory speaker, second session) 
Mr Michel Forst is the Secretary General of the French National Commission on Human 
Rights, Chair of the Coordinating Committee of the European National Human Rights 
Institutions. He has previously worked at UNESCO's headquarters in Paris, is a former 
Director General of Amnesty International (France) and was Secretary General of the 
1998 Paris Summit for Human Rights Defenders. He has also managed the French 
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League against Cancer and several French NGOs. He is a founding trustee of Frontline, 
the International Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders and a 
member of the Board of the International Service for Human Rights in Geneva. 
 
Mr. Antoine Bernard, Executive Director of the International Federation for 
Human Rights, Paris (introductory speaker, third session) 
A recognized human rights lawyer, Antoine Bernard has been leading FIDH since 1991 
and has very much contributed to the federation�s development.  
Previously, Antoine Bernard worked as a consultant to the UN Human Rights Center in 
Geneva and the International Law Center in Paris. In his capacity as a human rights 
expert, he is a regular speaker since 2003 at various prestigious schools such as Science 
Po and the Ecole Nationale d�Administration (ENA) and teaches at Pantheon Assas 
School of Law as an Associate Professor. His publications are numerous and include 
«Universality of Human Rights and the Right to Intervene» (1994). Most recently, he co-
wrote �Punishing, Providing Reparation and Dissuading: The ICC Mechanism (2005).�  
Antoine Bernard was recently appointed as a member of the National Consultative 
Commission of Human Rights (NCCHR). 
 
Mr. Maxim Anmeghichean, Programmes Director of the European Region of the 
International Lesbian and Gay Association (introductory speaker, third session) 
Having graduated from Moldovan State University in the field of journalism and 
communication sciences, Max has linked all of his professional life with the LGBT 
movement. He has over five years of experience within the Moldovan LGBT movement 
(Information Centre �GenderDoc-M�), starting it really from scratch and developing, 
together with the team, into a strong and respected organisation at national and regional 
levels. At national level, Maxim was also a member of the NGO Council, founding 
member of the National AIDS Network, and board member of the National Youth 
Council of Moldova (NYCM), having in his mandate capacity building and 
organisational development. Within the NYCM Maxim has coordinated a TACIS-funded 
project on promotion of social inclusion using psychosocial animation tools (social video, 
theatre forum, etc.). For the past three years he has been actively involved with ILGA-
Europe as a board member, taking part in development of IE�s Eastern European work, 
lobbying before the Council of Europe and the European Union, and fundraising. His new 
post with ILGA-Europe is combines advocacy work before three major European 
institutions (OSCE, Council of Europe and the EU), development of the Eastern 
European LGBT movement and work on transgender issues. 
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ANNEX VI. OPENING AND CLOSING REMARKS by Ambassador 
Strohal, ODIHR Director 
(written statement) 
 

OPENING REMARKS 
 
Excellencies, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The OSCE has a long standing relationship with human rights defenders and national 
human rights institutions. Their important role was acknowledged in the 1990 
Copenhagen Document and has since been reflected in numerous other OSCE 
commitments and decisions where participating States have bound themselves to protect 
and promote their role. I therefore welcome this opportunity for States to not only 
reaffirm this commitment, but to examine, together with representatives of civil society, 
concrete ways in which to implement this long standing obligation effectively. 
 
Also at the international level, recognition and support for the important role played by 
human rights defenders and national human rights institutions has been steadily growing. 
Key steps forward were the adoption by the UN General Assembly of the Paris Principles 
on the status of national human rights institutions in 1993 and the adoption of the 
Declaration on Human Rights Defenders in 1999. It is now also more broadly understood 
that there is a need for mechanisms to protect human rights defenders and facilitate their 
work. 
 
Since the adoption of the Paris Principles, there has been a continual increase in the 
number of national institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights. 
However, in many countries, no national human rights institutions yet exist. In many 
others, they do not yet meet the criteria set out in the Paris principles, both in terms of 
competences and independence. It is widely recognized that building strong national 
human rights institutions is a key element in ensuring that human rights are protected and 
advanced in a sustained manner. 
 
National human rights institutions and human rights defenders document violations, seek 
remedies for victims of violations, and combat cultures of impunity for breaches of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms. They are partners for civil society and, at the 
same time, for governments. Thus, they fulfil another important function: they contribute 
greatly to the stability and overall security in the OSCE region.  
 
At the same time, this work makes human rights defenders more vulnerable to any 
repercussions that authorities and others involved in repressing fundamental human 
rights may take. It is therefore an important commitment of each OSCE participating 
State to respect the right of the individual to assist others in defending human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. OSCE participating States have agreed that human rights, 
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fundamental freedoms, democracy and rule of law are matters of direct and legitimate 
concern to all participating States and do not belong exclusively to the internal affairs of 
the State concerned. Therefore, this meeting gives us an excellent opportunity to look at 
the current situation of human rights defenders throughout the OSCE region.   
 
 In certain participating States human rights defenders enjoy excellent cooperation with 
national human rights institutions and face little difficulty in channeling their concerns 
through executive and legislative bodies, as well as in representing victims of human 
rights violations in courts. I would be very glad if this SHDM provides us an opportunity 
to share such good practices with each other. 
 
Sadly, in a number of OSCE participating States, human rights defenders continuously 
work under extreme pressure from state authorities and face restrictions on the exercise 
of freedom of expression, association, assembly and movement. There are still far too 
many cases where human rights defenders are subjected to arbitrary detentions, assaults, 
ill-treatment and defamation campaigns.  
 
Only ten days ago, I visited Belarus in the context of our election observation mission, 
where we were able to witness some of the difficulties faced by civil society groups. 
Among the conclusions of the International Election Observation Mission was that civil 
society groups were subject to state actions directed against them and were denied 
fundamental civil rights. I can only join the Chairman-in-Office in calling upon the 
Belarusian authorities to refrain from repressive action against civil society and to 
uphold the right to peaceful expression of peoples� views. 
 
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
When societies face restrictions of their rights and freedoms, human rights defenders are 
all too often the first groups who suffer.  
  
Let me reiterate that the primary responsibility for implementing commitments, in this 
case the promotion and protection of human rights, lies with states.  
 
I am thus all the more disappointed that we have seen recently in a number of 
participating States new legislation introduced placing further restrictions on the 
activities of civil society; as a consequence, this may lead to the closure of NGOs dealing 
with human rights issues. In some cases, combating terrorism or protecting national 
security are brought forward as reasons for introducing such legislation. But, as OSCE 
States acknowledge, it is precisely the curtailment of civil society which threatens an 
important pillar of security. 
 
In addition, the OSCE field operations, many of which are represented here today, play a 
crucial role in assisting human rights defenders. Often, they are the first point of access 
for these groups, providing information on OSCE commitments and other advice and 
assistance. I am glad that my Institution has been able to contribute to these efforts 
through the Handbook on individual human rights complaints for field personnel 
compiled in 2003, which you will find among the conference materials outside.  
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Furthermore, projects aimed at civil society capacity building, including trainings for 
human rights defenders are useful tools in this regard. Encouraging closer consultation 
between the legislature and civil society in the legislative process and assisting inclusive 
political decision-making processes through workshops and roundtables are further 
examples of how the OSCE can provide useful assistance in this regard. 
 
Five years ago, in October 2001 we held a Supplementary Human Dimension Meetings 
on Human Rights: Advocacy and Defenders. It was held a month after 9/11 terrorist 
attacks. So where are we, five years on? 
 
On the positive side, we certainly see a stronger recognition and awareness about human 
rights defenders in societies. At the same time, sadly, the gap between human right 
defenders and government authorities has been widening since then in a number of 
participating States. An important factor that contributes to this gap are measures taken 
by some OSCE participating States to combat terrorism � measures which are not always 
compatible with the respect for human rights.  
 
However, many examples show that it is indeed possible to adapt legislation without 
risking adverse effects on civil society and I hope that such examples will be brought 
forward in this meeting. My Office stands ready to provide participating States with 
assistance in ensuring compliance with international legal obligations and OSCE 
commitments. We are ready to continue providing expertise related to legislation on 
freedom of association, assembly and human rights defenders, implementing monitoring 
and training projects. In this regard, I would like to thank all OSCE participating States 
for their support to us in this work.  
 
Excellencies, distinguished guests,  
 
All too rare are the occasions for NGOs to take the floor here in the Hofburg. By 
organizing Human Dimension Meetings, the OSCE brings together participating states, 
civil society as well as international organizations, all on an equal footing. In addition, 
side meetings will be held to allow more focused discussions on individual issues.  
 
Many of the interventions today and tomorrow will serve to identify shortcomings and 
difficulties faced by individual groups, which in itself can be a useful exercise. I would 
hope, however, that this meeting also provides an opportunity for networking and the 
exchange of good practices and solutions. 
 
We have a comprehensive agenda and very interesting speakers. I would like to thank the 
Belgian Chairmanship, represented today by Frank Geerkens, Head of the OSCE 
Chairmanship Unit, for their support in preparing this SHDM. I am grateful to our 
keynote speaker, Ms. Hina Jilani, Special Representative of the UN Secretary General on 
the situation of human rights defenders. I also want to thank the more than a hundred 
human rights defenders, national human rights institutions and representatives of 
governments in the room. All of you have their own experiences and suggestions on how 
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progress can be achieved. I hope this meeting will contribute to finding a common 
platform to work together fruitfully.  
 
I encourage all of you to examine what recommendations for concrete actions can come 
out of your discussions in order to further promote and protect human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. Only by protecting these rights can we achieve sustainable 
stability, prosperity and security in our region.  
 
Thank you. 
 
 

CLOSING REMARKS 
 
We have come to the end of our meeting. I will certainly not try to make a summary of 
the summaries, just a few comments. Let me start by thanking you all who have travelled 
to this meeting. It was extremely useful to have so many human rights defenders, 
including NGO and National Human Rights Institutions representatives making their 
concerns and suggestions known. We were able to register more than 100 NGOs and 
National Human Rights Institutions. Let me also thank the representatives of other 
International Organizations and other OSCE Institutions and Missions for their 
contributions. I also appreciate the presence of many government representatives, whom I 
would encourage to be more proactive in such meetings.  
 
Thank you all for your valuable input.  
 
The discussions have highlighted that the work of human rights defenders has a decisive 
impact on the consolidation of democratic institutions and the enhancement of national 
human rights systems.  
  
We heard about various conditions under which human rights defenders have to carry out 
their brave work. It is clear that in some countries these conditions are not conducive, or 
worse. So as a first principle it was recognized by the participants that each country 
should provide open and inclusive fora to discuss issues of concern to civil society. 
 
In this respect, support to women�s organizations is of particular importance for stepping 
up efforts to guarantee protection of women�s rights and strengthen their position. 
 
We realize that for many human rights defenders coming to this meeting and making a 
public statement was a human rights activity in itself � sadly, the possibility cannot be 
fully excluded that upon returning to their countries they may encounter reprisals 
triggered by their remarks. I can only again call on States to acknowledge the usefulness 
of their NGOs� contributions and act on their responsibility to protect human rights 
defenders. We in the ODIHR will make sure to stay in touch with all NGOs we had here 
at the meeting and will be ready to offer our support, jointly with relevant OSCE 
missions.  
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Just a few remarks on some of your recommendations then, from a practical ODIHR 
perspective. 
 
A number of participants voiced the idea of creating a Special Mechanism on Human 
Rights Defenders for the OSCE region. Also the recommendation was made for having 
systematic monitoring and follow up on the situation of women human rights defenders. 
This proposal is not new; it is, however, certainly interesting: When this idea will be 
further discussed, a few considerations might be useful: The experiences of other regional 
organizations, such as the African Union and the Organization of American States 
(OAS), but, in particular, the experiences of Hina Jilani, to who I am very grateful for her 
clear remarks in her opening speech.   
 
Other alternative ways have been suggested in which to enhance the capacity of the 
Organization. These included strengthening my Institution to support and strengthen the 
capacity of human rights defenders. Based on our existing general human rights mandate, 
my Office will certainly take all suggestions directed at us very seriously in order to 
further strengthen our work on human rights defenders, on issues of freedom of assembly 
and association, on capacity building for civil society on national institutions, and on 
support for dialogue and cooperation at the national, and local, levels.   
 
Our effectiveness greatly depends on political will, but also on financial and human 
resources � similar problems that Hina Jilani and others referred to. We are thankful to all 
Delegations that support our work in this area and to all NGOs and individual human 
rights defenders whose enthusiasm and idealism makes our work with them particularly 
gratifying. However, our work can still be improved, and I admit that we still need to 
establish a better rapport with a number of countries. Let me also urge all OSCE 
participating States to be open to visits of Hina Jilani and to accept and implement her 
recommendations.  
 
Participants have also called on the OSCE Ministerial Council to explore possibilities of 
adopting clear tasks for all OSCE institutions and missions on concrete ways how to 
support and protect human rights defenders. Clear strategies always make work easier. As 
the Chairmanship noted in their opening statement, OSCE commitments could be further 
enhanced and reinforced through incorporation of guidelines and principles adopted by 
other international organizations.  
 
In particular for those involved in elaborating or assessing NGO laws, the Council of 
Europe�s Fundamental Principles on the Status of NGOs in Europe is a particularly useful 
document and could be a valuable addition if brought into the OSCE context. When 
deciding on interventions on behalf of persecuted human rights defenders, OSCE 
missions can make use of the Handbook issued by the ODIHR on the topic. Participants 
have also pointed out that other Organizations such as the European Union, have issued 
clear instructions to their Delegations through their Guidelines on human rights 
defenders.  
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On freedom of assembly, the ODIHR looks forward to consolidating its draft Guidelines 
on Drafting Laws Pertaining to Freedom of Assembly through a process of consultations 
with governmental experts and representatives of civil society. We count on support of 
the governments and their active involvement in this process.  
 
A detailed report from this meeting will be prepared within a month and made available 
to you all. I encourage participating States to endorse and implement the 
recommendations. They are the results of constructive and intensive discussions among 
OSCE delegations, civil society and international organizations and deserve more than a 
place in the OSCE records.  
 
In conclusion, I would like to once more thank all speakers of our Meeting, in particular 
Ms. Hina Jilani for her opening remarks. My special thanks go to Neil Hicks, who did 
such an excellent job in moderating all three sessions. I appreciate the support given to us 
by the Chairmanship in the preparation of this event and would like to thank the 
interpreters for their hard work.  
 
Finally, let me extend my heartfelt thanks to all the ODIHR staff, who worked so hard to 
put this meeting together. 
 
I thank all of you for your participation and wish you a safe journey back. I hope to be 
able to welcome many of you at the Human Dimension Implementation Meeting in the 
first half of October where we can continue discussions on many of the issues raised 
yesterday and today, and take a first stock of the follow-up give to your 
recommendations. 
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ANNEX VII. OPENING AND CLOSING REMARKS by the OSCE 
Chairmanship  
(written statement) 

 

OPENING REMARKS by Frank Geerkens, Head of the OSCE Chairmanship Task 
Force 
 

Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
On behalf of the Belgian OSCE Chairmanship I would like to warmly welcome you at 
the first OSCE Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting in 2006. Today�s and 
tomorrow�s discussions will focus on the role of human rights defenders and national 
human rights institutions in the promotion and protection of human rights. I am grateful 
for the momentous interest of the OSCE community in this topic, which is substantiated 
by your strong presence.  
 
I also look forward to seeing many more of you throughout the year. Our Chairmanship 
has planned an ambitious human dimension agenda for 2006 with the valuable input of 
OSCE delegations and institutions. Your active participation in the series of events that 
are in the pipeline is crucial for achieving our shared goal: to promote and to advance 
existing OSCE commitments and activities.  
 
It was a deliberate choice to devote this event to a theme that reaches out to governmental 
and non-governmental actors striving for the promotion and protection of human rights. 
Today�s event was conceived as an acknowledgement of the important contribution of 
civil society to the workings of the OSCE. The subject of the present meeting marks the 
importance that the OSCE attaches to intensive exchanges between international 
organisations, state institutions and civil society. The Belgian Chairmanship regards this 
close cooperation as vital to the promotion of OSCE values and the achievement of the 
objectives of the OSCE. 
 
This is not a mere statement. The dialogue between the Chairman-in-Office and NGOs 
is intense. Minister De Gucht frequently meets with human rights defenders and NGOs 
on his visits throughout the OSCE region to listen to their concerns and take appropriate 
action. In this respect, we consider the International Helsinki Federation and the NGOs 
it works with to be one of our privileged partners and we actively support its work. 
Regular meetings are also held in Brussels, notably with a coalition of Belgium-based 
NGOs which functions as a critical voice of our Chairmanship.  
 
Human rights defenders provide us with valuable information on violations of human 
rights, while working hard to turn negative into positive trends. They support victims of 
human rights violations, they take action to secure accountability and to end impunity, 
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they encourage better governance and government policy, and they provide human 
rights education and training.  
 
Human rights defenders also regularly report on the multiple obstacles they face, such 
as registration and other bureaucratic problems, limits on their freedom of speech or 
freedom of assembly, and threats of violence or detention.  
 
There are reasons for concern in both emerging democracies and countries with long-
established democratic institutions, practices and traditions. Regrettably, the difficulties 
that human rights defenders face appear to be on the rise. Security concerns, notably 
related to terrorism, are increasingly used to legitimise a crackdown on human rights 
and their defenders.  
 
A fundamental difficulty is the frequent politicisation of human rights, even though 
human rights should be considered a superior and universal expression of citizenship 
responsibility. Human rights defenders are increasingly and wrongly seen as a threat to 
the political status quo, propagating so-called �Western� values and spreading false 
information about the internal situation with regard to human rights in the countries they 
work in. Political nervousness in the lead-up to elections seems to trigger this distortion. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The sharing of information and best practices that will occur today and tomorrow is of 
paramount importance. Information opens avenues for action. Information should flow 
not only from civil society groups to state institutions but also vice-versa. Transparent 
governmental and intergovernmental institutions create the appropriate climate for the 
promotion of human rights. 
 
State institutions bear a heavy responsibility: they must respect and promote human 
rights, protect human rights defenders, investigate complaints, remedy violations and 
prevent them from reoccurring. It is also a duty of the State to ensure and support the 
creation and development of independent national institutions for the promotion and 
protection of human rights, such as ombudspersons or human rights commissions. Civil 
society human rights defenders need to be recognised by state authorities as 
interlocutors and allowed to fully participate in the work of national human rights 
institutions. 
 
International organisations like the OSCE play an important role in promoting 
exchanges and partnerships between governmental and non-governmental human rights 
defenders and supporting their work. For instance, the EU has agreed to Guidelines on 
human rights defenders and the Council of Europe has developed Fundamental 
Principles on the Status of NGOs in Europe. These commitments could provide 
welcome additions to the body of OSCE commitments.  
 
I would also like to refer to the work of the UN. It is a great honour to welcome the UN 
Special Representative on Human Rights Defenders, Ms. Hina Jilani. She has been 
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doing a commendable job since the establishment of her mandate in 2000. Ms. Jilani 
has kindly accepted to deliver a keynote speech and share with us her expertise on 
human rights defenders issues.  
 
It is a pleasure to enjoy the company of such a diverse group of people who are all 
committed to the same principles. Let us benefit of the presence of this array of 
participants to discuss the issues at stake in a frank manner. 
 
Let us also be realistic. Talking about the problems that human rights defenders face 
will not suffice to lift these hurdles. All OSCE participating states have subscribed to an 
extensive range of commitments, yet their implementation is sometimes poor. I 
therefore invite all of you not only to reflect upon the past and present difficulties, but 
also to think ahead. Let us not only condemn human rights violations, but also promote 
positive practices and pave the way for concrete improvements of the human rights 
situation on the ground. I count on the mass of experiences and expertise present 
amongst us to voice concrete, yet also realistic, proposals on how the work of human 
rights defenders in the OSCE region can be supported. What can OSCE participating 
states do? What can OSCE institutions and missions do? What can the Chairman-in-
Office do? How about the human rights defenders themselves? Most importantly, how 
can these respective actors mutually reinforce each other�s work? 
 
We are in attentive listening mode, and look forward to taking up your ideas. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
 

CLOSING REMARKS by Ambassador Bernard de Crombrugghe, Chairman of the 
Permanent Council 
 

Mr. Chairman, colleagues, ladies and gentlemen,  
 
The Belgian Chairmanship is fully aware of the vital role that civil society and non 
governmental organizations have played and still play in promoting OSCE values during 
the more than 30 years of the Helsinki process. This fact was first recognized in the 1975 
Helsinki Final Act and reiterated in many OSCE Documents following it. Our way of 
reaffirming that reality was to pursue a Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting on the 
topic of human rights defenders. We wanted to put the role of the NGO community in the 
spotlight, while at the same time focusing on the important interaction between state and 
non-state actors in the protection and promotion of human rights.  
 
The meeting we hoped for not only became reality with the support of the participating 
States, but also turned into an outright success! Therefore I wish to express my sincere 
gratitude to you, Ambassador Strohal, and the team of hard working, competent experts 
within your Office that have helped to organize this first Supplementary Human 
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Dimension Meeting. Thank you very much, in particular for your important work in 
supporting and strengthening the capacity of human rights defenders.  
 
A word of thanks also to the moderator of the working sessions, the keynote speaker, the 
introductory speakers, the interpreters, Conference Services and of course the participants 
themselves for their active involvement in the discussions. 
 
Mr. Chairman, the Moderator of the working sessions gave an excellent summary of the 
discussions and recommendations in the different Sessions and though we will need time 
to ponder further, I would like to underline a couple of elements. 
 
A number of participants referred to the correlation between democratic institutions and 
good governance on the one hand and the work of human rights defenders on the other 
hand. Sometimes human rights defenders work in a perilous, hostile environment, 
symptomatic of a more fundamental problem of poorly functioning democratic 
institutions. Under those circumstances, human rights defenders are important 
whistleblowers and their concerns should be considered as a strong warning. 
 
We have heard several examples of fruitful co-operation between civil society and state 
institutions. Independent national human rights institutions, such as ombudspersons or 
human rights commissions, are crucial actors in the protection and promotion of human 
rights, and they should fulfil an important bridging role between government authorities 
and NGO�s. 
 
Mr. Chairman, several speakers, notably Ms. Hina Jilani, Special Representative of the 
UN Secretary General on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, stressed the link 
between the work of human rights defenders and the �rule of law�. It was mentioned that 
access to justice and an independent judiciary, as well as other aspects of a good 
functioning criminal justice system, create an enabling environment for human rights 
defenders.  
 
In this regard I am happy to inform you that the Permanent Council yesterday adopted the 
agenda of this year�s Human Dimension Seminar. This Seminar, to be held in Warsaw on 
10-12 May, will focus on upholding the rule of law and due process in criminal justice 
systems. We hope that enhanced attention to these issues will contribute to changes on 
the ground also to the benefit of human rights defenders. 
  
Mr. Chairman, 
 
Many participants reminded us of the long-standing plea by NGO�s to look at ways of 
improving the interaction between the NGO community and the participating States of 
the OSCE. For instance, we could look into the possibility of more structured and direct 
information exchanges between NGO�s and participating States here in the Hofburg. This 
could be a first step to strengthen the human rights defenders in their actions on the 
ground.  
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Some other concrete, longer term proposals were mentioned as well. Many participants 
felt that the OSCE should follow the footsteps of the EU in working out Guidelines on 
Human Rights Defenders. Others called for a Special Representative on Human Rights 
Defenders.  
 
In short, all of the proposals made are valuable points of reference for future discussion 
among participating States and will go back to our respective capitals for consideration. 
For the Belgian Chairmanship that�s not mere concluding rhetoric. I look forward to 
working with you all to ensure that this Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting is 
considered as a start for concrete steps, not as an end in itself. 
 
Thank you very much. 
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ANNEX VIII.  SIDE EVENTS 
 

The Helsinki Document of 1992 (Chapter IV) called for increasing the openness of OSCE 
activities and expanding the role of NGOs. In particular, in paragraph (15) of Chapter IV the 
participating States decided to facilitate during CSCE meetings informal discussion meetings 
between representatives of participating States and of NGOs, and to provide encouragement to 
NGOs organizing seminars on CSCE-related issues. In line with this decision, NGOs, 
governments, and other participants are encouraged to organize side meetings on relevant 
issues of their choice.  
 
The opinions and information shared during the side events convened by participants do not 
necessarily reflect the policy of the OSCE/ ODIHR. 

 
Thursday, 30 March 
Time:   10.30-14.00 
Venue:   Segmentgalerie I  
Title: Current situation and prospects of Kosovo Roma in a Human 

Rights framework  
Convenor:  OSCE ODIHR Contact Point for Roma and Sinti Issues/European 

Roma and Travellers Forum    
Summary:  
The meeting aims to promote emerging of agreement and institutional mechanisms 
among the relevant organizations and institutions in view of ensuring proper consultation 
and active participation of Kosovo Roma representatives in the process of international 
talks /negotiations concerning the final status of Kosovo; 
To promote policies of long term and durable solutions for return and reinsertion of 
Roma in future society of Kosovo, taking in account their current status of living, such as: 

o Roma currently living in Kosovo; 
o Roma from Kosovo living in countries in South-Eastern Europe and 

in the EU as: 
! refugees;  
! asylum seekers; 
! IDPs (internally displaced person);  
! returnees.  

The meeting proposes to advance urgent and viable solutions for the relocation to safer 
places of Roma and Ashkalia IDPs who are currently living in Northern Mitrovica in the 
lead contaminated camps. 
 
 
Thursday, 30 March 
Time:   12.30-14.30 
Venue:   Bibliotheksaal  
Title: Human Rights Defenders in Crisis: Are International 

Organizations Doing Enough  
Convenor: International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights (IHF)    
Summary:   
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The IHF, in cooperation with its affiliates, has prepared a report for the SHDM entitled 
�The Assault on Human Rights Defenders in the Russian Federation, Belarus and 
Uzbekistan: Restrictive Legislation and Bad Practices�. Human rights defenders from 
these countries and others will discuss the difficult situation they are facing in their 
respective countries at the moment. The side event will also aim to formulate 
recommendations on how the OSCE should further protect human rights defenders. 
 
 
 
Thursday, 30 March 
Time:   18.00-20.00 
Venue:   Segmentgalerie I  
Title: Current situation and prospects of Kosovo Roma in a Human 

Rights framework (Continued) 
Convenor:  OSCE ODIHR Contact Point for Roma and Sinti Issues/European 

Roma and Travellers Forum    
Summary:   Continued, please see above. 
 
 
Thursday, 30 March 
Time:   18.00-19.00 
Venue:   Bibliotheksaal  
Title: Presentation of the 2005 annual report of the Observatory for 

the Protection of Human Rights Defenders, a joint programme 
of the FIDH and the World Organisation Against Torture 
(OMCT)  

Convenor: International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH)     
Summary:    
Presentation of the annual report of the Observatory for the Protection of Human Rights 
Defenders, which addresses the cases of 1,172 human rights defenders oppressed and 
obstacles to freedom of association in nearly 90 countries around the world. This report 
offers geographical analyzes and compilations of the cases of violations perpetrated 
against defenders.  
This briefing will underline the situation of human rights defenders and freedom of 
association in the ICS. 
 
Thursday, 31 March 
Time:   12.00-14.00 
Venue:   Segmentgalerie I  
Title: Freedom of Assembly in the OSCE region and implementation 

of pertinent laws: challenges and the role of human rights 
defenders 

Convenor:  Institute for Conflict Research, ILGA Europe  
Summary:  
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The aim of the side event is to discuss examples of law implementation practices in 
several OSCE participating States, with the special focus on challenges that 
organizers/participants of Pride Events often encounter.  
 
Director of the Institute for Conflict Research will address the issue of permissible 
restrictions on freedom of assembly and importance of ensuring that not only national 
laws, but also law implementation practices fully uphold international standards. A brief 
overview of problems faced by pride organizers in Eastern Europe will be given by the 
representative of ILGA-Europe. A role of human rights defenders in monitoring how 
freedom of assembly is maintained and protected in practice through observing the role of 
the state and police at public events will be examined.  
 
OSCE/ODIHR representatives will make a brief presentation on relevant OSCE/ODIHR 
activities, in particular on the project proposal aimed at consolidating the OSCE/ODIHR 
Draft Guidelines for Drafting Laws Pertaining to Freedom of Assembly as well as on the 
Tolerance and Non Discrimination Programme. Participants of the side event are invited 
to make comments and recommendations on all issues on the agenda.  
 
Two experts presenting at the side event are:  
1. Neil Jarman, Director of the Institute for Conflict Research, Northern Ireland 
2. Maxim Anmeghichean, Programmes Director at ILGA-Europe, Belgium  

 
Thursday, 31 March 
Time:   12.00-14.00 
Venue:   Bibliotheksaal  
Title: Women Human Rights Defenders � Challenges in Defending 

Women�s Rights 
Convenor:  OSCE ODIHR  
Summary:    
As women human rights defenders stand up for women�s rights it can be considered 
traitorous and disruptive of societal norms and traditional values upholding society. The 
protection of women�s rights places women�s human rights defenders at risk of not only 
physical abuse and violence but also makes them vulnerable to being ostracized by the 
community and society as a whole. That is, on allegations of disrupting family structures 
and other societal structures building on stereotype expectations of women�s roles and 
status. The event highlights challenges and risks faced by women human rights 
defenders, and elaborates how the focus on women�s rights is in itself an obstacle in the 
work of a human rights defender. 
 
Presentations will be made by the following three women human rights defenders: 
Ms. Enisa Eminova, Roma Women�s Initiative, the Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia; 
Ms. Zulfiya Tukhtakhodjaeva, Association of Women's NGOs of Uzbekistan, 
Uzbekistan; 
Ms. Gulnara Ibraeva, Social Technologies Agency, Kyrgyzstan; 
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ANNEX IX.  STATISTICS ON PARTICIPATION 
 
The SHDM was attended by a total of 252 participants, including 111 delegates from 40 
of the 55 OSCE participating States. Six representatives of OSCE Partners and 
Mediterranean Partners for Co-operation (Egypt and Korea) were also present. 
 
The Meeting was attended by 19 representatives from 11 OSCE institutions (OSCE 
Secretariat represented by the Senior Adviser on Gender Issues; and OSCE Parliamentary 
Assembly, Liaison Office in Austria) and missions (Centre in Almaty, Centre in Bishkek, 
Mission to Georgia, Mission in Kosovo, Mission to Moldova, Mission to Serbia and 
Montenegro, Spillover Monitor Mission to Skopje, Centre in Tashkent, Office in 
Yerevan).  
 
In addition, 15 representatives from nine international organizations (Council of Europe, 
European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia, European Parliament, 
International Committee of the Red Cross, International Organization for Migration, 
Office of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, 
UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Branch Office in Austria, Women�s Federation for 
World Peace International, were present . 
 
101 representatives from 86 non-governmental organizations participated in the Meeting. 
 
The list of participants can be found in Annex X.
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ANNEX X.  LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
 

 

OSCE Delegations/Partners for Co-operation 
 

ALBANIA 
Amb. Zef MAZI 
Permanent Representative 
E-mail: alb.mission@chello.at 

Permanent Mission of Albania to the International 
Organizations in Vienna 
Reisenerstrasse 27/6a; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-328 87 10 
Fax: +43-1-328 87 11 

Ms. Albana DAUTLLARI 
Deputy Head of Mission, Counsellor 
E-mail: albana.dautllari@chello.at 

Permanent Mission of Albania to the International 
Organizations in Vienna 
Reisenerstrasse 27/6a; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-328 87 10 
Fax: +43-1-328 87 11 

GERMANY 
Dr. Axel BERG 
Ambassador, Head of Mission 
E-mail: pol-s1-osze@wien.diplo.de 

Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Germany to 
the OSCE 
Metternichgasse 3; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-711 54 0 
Fax: +49-18 88-175 51 13 

Mr. Wolfram MAAS 
Deputy Head of Mission 
E-mail: pol-s1-osze@wien.diplo.de 

Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Germany to 
the OSCE 
Metternichgasse 3; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-711 54 136 

Dr. Axel HARTMANN 
Representative of the German Lander 
E-mail: HartmannA@TSKB.Thueringen.de 

Representation of the Free State of Thuringia to the 
Federation 
Mohrenstr. 64; F-10117 Berlin; Germany 
Tel: +49-30-20 34 51 21 
Fax: +49-30-20 34 51 29 

Mr. Helmut KULITZ 
First Secretary 
E-mail: pol-s1-osze@wien.diplo.de 

Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Germany to 
the OSCE 
Metternichgasse 3; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-711 54 136 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Mr. Kyle SCOTT 
Deputy Chief of Mission 
E-mail: ScottKR@state.gov 

United States Mission to the OSCE 
Obersteinergasse 11/1; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-369 27 51 
Fax: +43-1-368 31 53 

Ms. Greta HOLTZ 
OSCE Co-ordinator 
E-mail: holtzgc@state.gov 

U.S. Department of State, Bureau of European Affairs 
2201 C Street, NW; Washington, DC 20520; U.S.A. 
Tel: +1-202-736 72 90 
Fax: +1-202-647 07 23 

Ms. Janice HELWIG United States Mission to the OSCE 
Obersteinergasse 11/1; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-313 39 34 15 

Ms. Robin BROOKS 
Political Officer 
E-mail: BrooksRS@state.gov 

United States Mission to the OSCE 
Obersteinergasse 11/1; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-313 39 32 06 
Fax: +43-1-313 39 32 55 

Dr. Catherine KUCHTA-HELBLING 
Foreign Affairs Officer, Central Asia 
E-mail: Kuchta-HelblingCL@state.gov 

U.S. Department of State; Bureau of Democracy, Human 
Rights and Labor 
DRL/PHD, 2201 C Street N.W., Suite 7802; Washington, D.C. 
20520; U.S.A. 
Tel: +1-202-647 20 51 
Fax: +1-202-647 95 19 
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Web site: http://www.state.gov 
Ms. Julie RASCHKA 
Political Assistant 
E-mail: RaschkaJD@state.gov 

United States Mission to the OSCE 
Obersteinergasse 11/1; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-313 39 37 12 

ANDORRA 
Amb. Joan PUJAL LABORDA 
Head of Delegation 
E-mail: amb.andorra@prioritytelecom.biz 

OSCE Delegation of the Principality of Andorra 
Karntnerring 2A/13; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-961 09 09 
Fax: +43-1-961 09 09 50 

Ms. Marta SALVAT 
Special Envoy on Policy and Security Issues 
E-mail: office@ambaixada-andorra.at 

OSCE Delegation of the Principality of Andorra 
Karntnerring 2A/13; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-961 09 09 
Fax: +43-1-961 09 09 50 

ARMENIA 
Mr. Armen HARUTYUNYAN 
Ombudsman 
E-mail: ombuds@ombuds.am 

Human Rights Defender's Office 
Proshian 12 str; 375019 Yerevan; Armenia 
Tel: +374-10-26 26 94 
Fax: +374-10-26 26 95 
Web site: http://www.obmuds.am 

AUSTRIA / European Union 
Dr. Harald W. KOTSCHY 
Minister Plenipotentiary 
E-mail: harald.kotschy@bmaa.gv.at 

Federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Ballhausplatz 2; 1014 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-5-011 50 36 74 
Fax: +43-5-011 50 227 
Web site: http://www.bmaa.gv.at 

Ms. Gudrun RABUSSAY 
Secretary of the Austrian Human Rights Advisory Board 
E-mail: gudrun.rabussay@bmi.gv.at 

Ministry of Interior 
Herrengasse 7; 1014 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-531 25 51 51 
Fax: +43-1-531 26 52 12 
Web site: http://www.menschenrechtsbeirat.at 

Mr. Walter WITZERSDORFER 
Head of the Secretary of the Austrian Human Rights Advisory 
Board 
E-mail: walter.witzersdorfer@bmi.gv.at 

Ministry of Interior 
Herrengasse 7; 1014 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-531 25 35 01 
Fax: +43-1-531 26 35 04 
Web site: http://www.menschenrechtsbeirat.at 

Mr. Peter KARPF 
E-mail: peter.karpf@ktn.gv.at 

Government of Carinthia 
Arnulfplatz 1; 9021 Klagenfurt; Austria 
Tel: +43-463-53 62 28 39 
Fax: +43-463-53 62 28 94 

Ms. Gabriele JUEN 
Human Rights Advisor 
E-mail: gabriele.juen@bmaa.gv.at 

Federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Ballhausplatz 2; 1014 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-501-150 39 25 
Web site: http://www.bmaa.gv.at 

Mr. Jakob SCHEMEL 
Attache 
E-mail: jakob.schemel@bmaa.gv.at 

Permanent Mission of Austria to the OSCE 
Schenkenstr. 8-10, 4th floor; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-650-944 24 44 

Mr. Georg HEINDL 
Counsellor 
E-mail: georg.heindl@bmaa.gv.at 

Federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Ballhausplatz 2; 1014 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-501 150 35 89 
Fax: +43-501 159 45 42 
Web site: http://www.bmaa.gv.at 

Mr. Joerg Volker KETELSEN 
Unit for Human Rights and Democratisation 
E-mail: Joerg.KETELSEN@cec.eu.int 

European Commission; External Relations Directorate 
General 
Brussels; Belgium 
Tel: +32-2-299 92 72 
Fax: +32-2-295 78 50 

Mr. Albrecht ROTHACHER 
Counsellor 
E-mail: albrecht.rothacher@cec.eu.int 

Delegation of the European Commission to the 
International Organizations in Vienna 
Argentinierstrasse 26/10; A-1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 84 11-0 
Fax: +43-1-505 84 11-7 
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AZERBAIJAN 
Ms. Elmira SULEYMANOVA 
Ombudsman 
E-mail: ombudsman@ombudsman.gov.az 

Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights 
(Ombudsman) 
40, Uz. Hajibeyov Str.; 1000 Baku; Azerbaijan 
Tel: +994-12-498 23 65 
Fax: +994-12-498 23 65 
Web site: http://www.ombudsman.gov.az 

Mr. Elchin HUSEYINLI 
Attache 
E-mail: office@azembvienna.at 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Azerbaijan to the 
OSCE 
Huegelgasse 2; 1130 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-403 13 22 
Fax: +43-1-403 13 23 

BELGIUM 
Amb. Frank GEERKENS Federal Public Service, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and 

Development Co-operation 
19, Rue des Petits Carmes; 1000-Brussels; Belgium 
Tel: +32-2-507 87 77 

Amb. Bertrand DE CROMBRUGGHE 
Head of Mission 
E-mail: viennaosce@diplobel.be 

Permanent Mission of Belgium to the OSCE 
Wohllebengasse 6/3; 1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 63 64 
Fax: +43-1-505 03 88 

Ms. Jozefien VAN DAMME 
Human Dimension Officer 
E-mail: jozefien.vandamme@diplobel.fed.be 

Federal Public Service, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and 
Development Co-operation 
19, Rue des Petits Carmes; 1000-Brussels; Belgium 
Tel: +32-2-501 30 22 
Fax: +32-2-501 30 45 

Mr. Timon Bo SALOMONSON 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: timon.salomonson@diplobel.be 

Permanent Mission of Belgium to the OSCE 
Wohllebengasse 6/3; 1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 63 64 
Fax: +43-1-505 03 88 

BULGARIA 
Ms. Selver YUMER 
Third Secretary 
E-mail: selver.yumer@bulgvert.at 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Bulgaria to the OSCE
Rechte Wienzeile 13/1; 1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-585 66 03 07 
Fax: +43-1-585 20 01 
Web site: http://www.osce.org/cio/bulgaria 

CANADA 
Amb. Barbara GIBSON 
Head of Delegation, Permanent Representative 
E-mail: barbara.gibson@international.gc.ca 

Delegation of Canada to the OSCE 
Laurenzerberg 2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-531 38 33 47 
Fax: +43-1-531 38 39 15 

Ms. Maria RALETICH-RAJICIC 
Counsellor 
E-mail: maria.raletich-rajicic@international.gc.ca 

Delegation of Canada to the OSCE 
Laurenzerberg 2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-531 38 32 22 
Fax: +43-1-531 38 39 15 

Mr. Ryan MACCAN 
Intern 
E-mail: Ryan.maccan@international.gc.ca 

Delegation of Canada to the OSCE 
Laurenzerberg 2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-531 34 14 
Fax: +43-1-531 38 39 15 

CROATIA 
Ms. Tatjana KRALJ 
Human Rights Department 
E-mail: tatjana.kralj@mvp.hr 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Trg Nikole; Zagreb; Croatia 
Tel: +385-1-459 77 81 
Fax: +385-1-459 74 14 
Web site: http://www.mvp.hr 

DENMARK 
Mr. John BERNHARD 
Ambassador of Denmark to the OSCE 
E-mail: johber@um.dk 

Delegation of Denmark to the OSCE 
Fuehrichgasse 6/3rd floor; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-512 02 32 
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Fax: +43-1-512 23 86 
Ms. Louise CALLESEN 
First Secretary 
E-mail: loucal@um.dk 

Delegation of Denmark to the OSCE 
Fuehrichgasse 6/3rd floor; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-512 02 32 13 
Fax: +43-1-512 23 86 

SPAIN 
Amb. Carlos SANCHEZ DE BOADO 
Permanent Representative of Spain to the OSCE/Head of 
Mission 
E-mail: esp.osce@mae.es 

Permanent Representation of Spain to the OSCE 
Argentinierstrasse 34; A-1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 86 00 
Fax: +43-1-505 37 73 

Mr. Antonio GARCIA ROGER 
MFA Official - Human Rights Division 
E-mail: antonio.groger@mae.es 

Office for Human Rights, Spanish Foreign Ministry 
C/Serrano Galvache 26; 28033 Madrid; Spain 
Tel: +34-91-379 85 70 
Fax: +34-91-394 86 50 
Web site: http://www.mae.es 

Mr. Luis Francisco MARTINEZ MONTES 
Counsellor 
E-mail: luis.martinez@mae.es 

Permanent Representation of Spain to the OSCE 
Argentinierstrasse 34; A-1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 86 00 376 
Fax: +43-1-505 37 73 

ESTONIA 
Ms. Merje STANCIENE 
First Secretary 
E-mail: Merje.Stanciene@osce.estwien.at 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Estonia to the OSCE
Fuhrichgasse 8/5; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-44 51 675 
Fax: +43-1-512 19 01 22 

FINLAND 
Amb. Aleksi HARKONEN 
Permanent Representative 
E-mail: sanomat.wet@formin.fi 

Permanent Mission of Finland to the OSCE 
Esslinggasse 16/2 Stock; A-1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-535 10 34-35 
Fax: +43-1-533 69 82 

Mrs. Marjo MAKI-LEPPILAMPI 
First Secretary 
E-mail: marjo.maki-leppilampi@formin.fi 

Permanent Mission of Finland to the OSCE 
Esslinggasse 16/2 Stock; A-1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-535 10 34 
Fax: +43-1-533 69 82 

FRANCE 
Amb. Yves DOUTRIAUX 
Head of Delegation 
E-mail: catherine.courbarien@diplomatie.gouv.fr 

Permanent Representation of France to the OSCE 
Schwarzenbergplatz 16; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-501 82 503 
Fax: +43-1-501 82 509 

Amb. Michel DOUCIN 
Ambassador for Human Rights 
E-mail: michel.doucin@diplomatie.gouv.fr 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
37, Quai d'Orsay; 75351 Paris; France 
Tel: +33-1-43 17 53 53 
Fax: +33-1-43 40 47 

Ms. Beatrice LE FRAPER DU HELLEN 
Head of the Office for Human Rights and Humanitarian and 
Social Affairs; United Nations Dept. 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
37, Quai d'Orsay; 75351 Paris; France 
Tel: +33-1-43 17 53 53 

Mr. Frederic DE TOUCHET 
Counsellor 
E-mail: frederic.detouchet@diplomatie.gouv.fr 

Permanent Representation of France to the OSCE 
Schwarzenbergplatz 16; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-501 82 521 
Fax: +43-1-501 82 509 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Ms. Joanne CRABTREE 
Desk Officer 
E-mail: joanne.crabtree@fco.gov.uk 

Foreign & Commonwealth Office 
King Charles Street; London, SW1A 2AH; United Kingdom 
Tel: +44-207-008 24 88 
Fax: +44-207-008 38 84 
Web site: http://www.fco.gov.uk 

GREECE 
Amb. Lysander MIGLIARESSIS 
Permanent Representative 

Permanent Mission of Greece to the OSCE 
Wohllebengasse 9/12; 1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-503 39 30 
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Fax: +43-1-503 39 20 
Mr. Georgios ALAMANOS 
Counsellor 

Permanent Mission of Greece to the OSCE 
Wohllebengasse 9/12; 1040 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-503 39 30 16 
Fax: +43-1-503 39 20 

HUNGARY 
Mr. Laszlo SZUCS 
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary 
E-mail: lszucs@huembvie.at 

Hungarian OSCE Mission 
Teinfaltstrasse 4/Mezz.; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-533 03 76 
Fax: +43-1-532 84 82 

KAZAKHSTAN 
Amb. Doulat KUANYSHEV 
Permanent Representative 
E-mail: osce@kazakhstan.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the 
OSCE 
Felix-Mottl Strasse 23; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-367 66 57 
Fax: +43-1-367 66 57 20 

Mr. Talgat UNAIBAYEV 
First Secretary 
E-mail: talgat.unaibayev@kazakhstan.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the 
OSCE 
Felix-Mottl Strasse 23; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-367 66 57 22 
Fax: +43-1-367 66 57 20 

Ms. Shynar ZAKIEVA 
Attache 
E-mail: shynar.zakieva@kazakhstan.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the 
OSCE 
Felix-Mottl Strasse 23; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-367 66 57 13 
Fax: +43-1-367 66 57 20 

Mr. Zhaslan NURTAZIN 
Attache 
E-mail: zhasvienna@ok.kz 

Permanent Delegation of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the 
OSCE 
Felix-Mottl Strasse 23; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-367 66 57 14 
Fax: +43-1-367 66 57 20 

KYRGYZSTAN 
Amb. Rina PRIJIVOIT 
Permanent Representative 
E-mail: kyrbot@nnweb.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Kyrgyz Republic to the OSCE 
Invalidenstr. 3/8; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-535 03 78 
Fax: +43-1-535 03 79 13 

Mr. Eugeny KABLUKOV 
Counsellor/Charge d'Affaires 
E-mail: kyrbot@nnweb.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Kyrgyz Republic to the OSCE 
Invalidenstr. 3/8; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-535 03 78 
Fax: +43-1-535 03 79 13 

Mr. Ulan OMURALIEV 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: kyrbot@nnweb.at 

Permanent Delegation of the Kyrgyz Republic to the OSCE 
Invalidenstr. 3/8; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-535 03 78 
Fax: +43-1-535 03 79 13 

LATVIA 
Amb. Aivars VOVERS 
Head of Delegation 
E-mail: ilze.bruvere@mfa.gov.lv 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Latvia to the OSCE 
Stefan Esders Platz No.4; A-1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-328 72 90 
Fax: +43-1-403 31 12 27 

Mr. Zigmars ZILGALVIS 
Senior Desk Officer 
E-mail: zigmars.zilgalvis@mfa.gov.lv 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Brivibas Blv. 36; LV 1395 Riga; Latvia 
Tel: +371-7-01 61 72 
Fax: +371-7-28 59 75 

Ms. Kristine OSTROVSKA 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: ilze.bruvere@mfa.gov.lv 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Latvia to the OSCE 
Stefan Esders Platz No.4; A-1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-328 72 90 
Fax: +43-1-403 31 12 27 

THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
Ms. Lidija GEORGIEVSKA 
State Adviser 

National Ombudsman Office 
ul. "Dimitrije Cupovski" 2; 1000 Skopje; the former Yugoslav 
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E-mail: lidijageorgievska@ombudsman.gov.mk Republic of Macedonia 
Tel: +389-2-312 93 35 
Fax: +389-2-312 93 59 
Web site: http://www.ombudsman.org.mk 

LITHUANIA 
Mr. Augustinas NORMANTAS 
Ombudsman 
E-mail: augustinas.normantas@lrs.lt 

Seimas Ombudsmen's Office of the Republic of Lithuania 
Gedimino Avenue 56; LT-01110 Vilnius; Lithuania 
Tel: +370-5-266 51 03 
Fax: +370-5-266 51 38 
Web site: http://www.lrski.lt 

Mrs. Albina RADZEVICIUTE 
Seimas Ombudsperson 
E-mail: alradz@lrs.lt 

Seimas Ombudsmen's Office of the Republic of Lithuania 
Gedimino Avenue 56; LT-01110 Vilnius; Lithuania 
Tel: +370-5-266 51 01 
Fax: +370-5-266 51 38 
Web site: http://www.lrski.lt 

Ms. Jolanta SAVICKIENE 
Advisor to the Commitee 
E-mail: josavi@lrs.lt 

Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania, Committee on Human 
Rights 
53 Gedimino Ave.; LT-01109 Vilnius; Lithuania 
Tel: +370 5 239 68 08 
Fax: +370 5 239 64 99 

Mrs. Renata STANKEVICIENE 
Adviser 
E-mail: renstan@lrs.lt 

Children's Rights Ombudsman Institution of the Republic 
of Lithuania 
Subaciaus str. 5; 01127 Vilnius; Lithuania 
Tel: +370-69 90 41 10 
Fax: +370-5-210 71 76 
Web site: http://vaikams.lrs.lt 

Ms. Zita ZVIKIENE 
Chairperson of the Committee on Human Rights 
E-mail: daskap@lrs.lt 

Parliament 
Gedimino ave. 53; LT-2002 Vilnius; Lithuania 
Tel: +370-5-239 67 36 
Fax: +370-5-239 64 99 

LUXEMBOURG 
Amb. Marc THILL 
Permanent Representative 
E-mail: vienne.osce1@mae.etat.lu 

Permanent Representation of the Grand-Duchy of 
Luxembourg to the OSCE 
Wallnerstrasse 2/Stg. 1/2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-478 21 68 23 
Fax: +43-1-478 26 43 

Ms. Beatrice KIRSCH 
Deputy Head of Mission 
E-mail: vienne.osce1@mae.etat.lu 

Permanent Representation of the Grand-Duchy of 
Luxembourg to the OSCE 
Wallnerstrasse 2/Stg. 1/2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-478 21 68 

Ms. Sonja OURECKY 
Assistant 
E-mail: vienne.osce1@mae.etat.lu 

Permanent Representation of the Grand-Duchy of 
Luxembourg to the OSCE 
Wallnerstrasse 2/Stg. 1/2; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-478 21 68-23 
Fax: +43-1-478 26 43 

MALTA 
Amb. Walter BALZAN 
Head of Delegation 
E-mail: walter.balzan@gov.mt 

Delegation of Malta to the OSCE 
Opernring 5/1; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-586 50 10 
Fax: +43-1-586 50 109 

Mr. Pierre Clive AGIUS 
Deputy Head of Delegation 
E-mail: clive-pierre.agius@gov.mt 

Delegation of Malta to the OSCE 
Opernring 5/1; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-586 50 10/17 
Fax: +43-1-586 50 109 

Mr. Joseph DEBONO 
Member of Delegation 
E-mail: joseph.d.debono@gov.mt 

Delegation of Malta to the OSCE 
Opernring 5/1; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-586 50 10 
Fax: +43-1-586 50 19 

MOLDOVA 
Ms. Lidia POPA Ministry of Reintegration 
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Senior Consultant 
E-mail: l_popa@moldova.md 

1, Piata Marii Adunari Nationale, off. 342; MD-2033 Chisinau; 
Moldova 
Tel: +373-22-25 04 56 
Fax: +373-22-23 38 72 

Ms. Ecaterina SAMCENCOV 
Main Specialist 

Ministry of Education, Sport and Youth 
Str. Piata Marii Adenauri Nationale 1; Chisinau; Moldova 
Tel: +373-22-23 32 12 
Fax: +373-22-23 35 19 

NORWAY 
Amb. Mette KONGSHEM 
Ambassador and Permanent Representative 
E-mail: chjo@mfa.no 

Permanent Delegation of Norway to the OSCE 
Reisnerstrasse 55-57; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-715 66 92 
Fax: +43-1-712 65 52 

Ms. Goril JOHANSEN 
First Secretary/Deputy Head of Mission 
E-mail: chjo@mfa.no 

Royal Norwegian Embassy in Baku 

Mr. Bard Ivar SVENDSEN 
First Secretary 
E-mail: chjo@mfa.no 

Royal Norwegian Embassy in Baku 

Mr. Knut-Are Sprauten OKSTAD 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: chjo@mfa.no 

Permanent Delegation of Norway to the OSCE 
Reisnerstrasse 55-57; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-715 66 92 
Fax: +43-1-712 65 52 

Ms. Ida THUE 
Executive Officer 
E-mail: chjo@mfa.no 

Permanent Delegation of Norway to the OSCE 
Reisnerstrasse 55-57; 1030 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-715 92 66 315 
Fax: +43-1-712 65 52 

NETHERLANDS 
Amb. Daan EVERTS 
Head of Mission 
E-mail: wec-cdp@minbuza.nl 

Permanent Representation of the Netherlands to the OSCE
Opernring 5; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-589 39 251 
Fax: +43-1-589 39 265 

Mr. Joop DE HAAN 
Senior Adviser 
E-mail: joop-de.haan@minbuza.nl 

Permanent Representation of the Netherlands to the OSCE
Opernring 5; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-589 39 249 
Fax: +43-1-589 39 266 

POLAND 
Ms. Aleksandra PIATKOWSKA 
Counsellor; Security Policy Department, OSCE Unit 
E-mail: aleksandra.piatkowska@msz.gov.pl 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Aleja Szucha 23; 00-580 Warsaw; Poland 
Tel: +48-22-523 89 99 
Fax: +48-22-628 58 41 

Ms. Katarzyna WENCEL 
Legal Expert 
E-mail: wencel@ms.gov.pl 

Ministry of Justice 
Aleje Ujazdowskie 11; 00-950 Warszawa; Poland 
Tel: +48-22-521 23 98 
Web site: http://www.ms.gov.pl 

Mr. Grzegorz KORCZYNSKI 
First Secretary 
E-mail: g.korczynski@botschaftrp.at 

Mission of Poland to the OSCE 
Hietzinger Hauptstrasse 42c; 1130 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-870 15 320 
Fax: +43-1-870 15 331 

PORTUGAL 
Mr. Jose BARROS 
Jurist 
E-mail: ngradim@mail.telepac.pt 

Comission for Equality and Women's Rights 
Rua Ferreira Borges, 69, 2 C Porto; Portugal 
Tel: +351-22-207 43 70 
Fax: +351-22-207 43 98 
Web site: http://www.cidm.pt 

Dr. Vera REIS LEAL 
E-mail: vreisleal@portdelosce.at 

Permanent Representation of Portugal to the OSCE 
Opernring 3/1; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-585 50 51 57 
Fax: +43-1-585 50 51 66 

ROMANIA 
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Ms. Alina POPESCU 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: popescu@mprom.at 

Permanent Mission of Romania to the OSCE 
Seilerstatte 17/3rd floor, Top 10-11; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-512 85 66 
Fax: +43-1-512 90 57 

RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
Mr. Andrey ERMOLENKO 
Deputy Director of the Department 
E-mail: dgpch@mid.ru 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Dept. for Humanitarian Co-
operation and Human Rights 
32/34, Smolenskaya-Sennaya sq.; 119200 Moscow; Russian 
Federation 
Tel: +7-495-244 30 25 
Fax: +7-495-244 30 45 

Ms. Olga OPANASENKO 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: dgpch@mid.ru 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Dept. for Humanitarian Co-
operation and Human Rights 
32/34, Smolenskaya-Sennaya sq.; 119200 Moscow; Russian 
Federation 
Tel: +7-495-244 30 25 
Fax: +7-495-244 30 45 

Ms. Natalia RAZINKOVA 
Deputy Director of the Department of Constitutional Legislation 
and Legislation on Security 
E-mail: rfosce@yandex.ru 

Ministry of Justice 
Moscow; Russian Federation 
Tel: +7-495-917 88 42 
Fax: +7-495-209 61 79 

Mr. Vladimir BOLYSHOV 
Head of Division 
E-mail: rfosce@yandex.ru 

Office of the Prosecutor-General 
Moscow; Russian Federation 
Tel: +7-495-265 90 43 
Fax: +7-495-265 97 89 

Mr. Alexander ZINEVICH 
Senior Counsellor 
E-mail: rfosce@yandex.ru 

Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the OSCE
Erzherzog Karl Str. 182; 1220 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-280 27 62 
Fax: +43-1-280 31 90 

Ms. Maria KOSTYANAYA 
Third Secretary 
E-mail: mariarfosce@mail.ru 

Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the OSCE
Erzherzog Karl Str. 182; 1220 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-280 27 62 
Fax: +43-1-280 31 90 

Ms. Irina AGAPOVA 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: dos@mid.ru 

Ministry for Foreign Affairs; Department of European Co-
operation 
32-34, Smolenskaya-Sennaya sq. ; 119200 Moscow; Russian 
Federation 
Tel: +7-495-244 42 48 
Fax: +7-495-244 43 38 

SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO 
Ms. Vesna FILIPOVIC-NIKOLIC 
Member of Delegation 
E-mail: vesna.filipovic@smip.sv.gov.yu 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Kneza Milosa 24-26; 11 000 Belgrade; Serbia and Montenegro 
Tel: +381-11-361 80 28 
Fax: +381-11-361 83 66 

SLOVAKIA 
Dr. Drahos NAVRATIL 
E-mail: navratil@vop.gov.sk 

Office of the Public Defender of Rights 
Nevadzova 5; 820 04 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-48 28 76 06 
Fax: +421-2-48 28 72 03 
Web site: http://www.vop.gov.sk 

Dr. Viera MRAZOVA 
Executive Director 
E-mail: mrazova@snslp.sk 

Slovak National Centre for Human Rights 
Kycerskeho 5; 811 05 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-20 85 01 11 14 
Fax: +421-2-20 85 01 35 
Web site: http://www.snslp.sk 

Dr. Daniela GEMERSKA 
Deputy Director 
E-mail: gemerska@snslp.sk 

Slovak National Centre for Human Rights 
Kycerskeho 5; 811 05 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-20 85 01 11 14 
Fax: +421-2-20 85 01 35 
Web site: http://www.snslp.sk 

Ms. Jana TROJANOVA Slovak National Centre for Human Rights 
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Legal Assistant; Section of Legal Services 
E-mail: trojanova@snslp.sk 

Kycerskeho 5; 811 05 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-20 85 01 11 14 
Fax: +421-2-20 85 01 35 
Web site: http://www.snslp.sk 

Dr. Alexandra POLAKOVA 
Legal Assistant; Section of Legal Services 
E-mail: polakova@snslp.sk 

Slovak National Centre for Human Rights 
Kycerskeho 5; 811 05 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-20 85 01 11 14 
Fax: +421-2-20 85 01 35 
Web site: http://www.snslp.sk 

Mr. Tomas HANIGOVSKY 
Legal Assistant; Section of Legal Services 
E-mail: hanigovsky@snslp.sk 

Slovak National Centre for Human Rights 
Kycerskeho 5; 811 05 Bratislava; Slovakia 
Tel: +421-2-20 85 01 11 14 
Fax: +421-2-20 85 01 35 
Web site: http://www.snslp.sk 

Mr. Albin OTRUBA 
First Secretary 
E-mail: Albin_Otruba@mfa.sk 

Permanent Mission of Slovakia to the OSCE 
Blaasstrasse 34; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-368 94 33 303 
Fax: +43-1-368 94 33 333 

SLOVENIA 
Mr. Jernej ROVSEK 
Deputy Ombudsman 
E-mail: J.Rovsek@varuh-rs.si 

Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman 
Dunajska 56; 1109 Ljubljana; Slovenia 
Tel: +386-1-475 00 20 
Fax: +386-1-475 00 40 

Ms. Simona DRENIK 
Human Dimension Officer 
E-mail: simona.drenik@gov.si 

Permanent Mission of the Republic of Slovenia to the 
OSCE 
Gumpendorfer Strasse 11/II/Top 18; 1060 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-581 34 08 25 
Fax: +43-1-581 34 17 

SWEDEN 
Ms. Frida JANGSTEN 
Second Secretary 
E-mail: frida.jangsten@foreign.ministry.se 

Permanent Delegation of Sweden to the OSCE 
Postfach 18; 1025 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-664-225 22 12 

SWITZERLAND 
Mr. Georg STEINER 
Counsellor 
E-mail: georg.steiner@vim.rep.admin.ch 

Swiss Delegation to the OSCE 
Rooseveltplatz 4-5/8; A-1090 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-505 89 25 30 
Fax: +43-1-505 89 255 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
Mr. Petr HNATIK 
Lawyer; Human Rights Department 
E-mail: petr_hnatik@mzv.cz 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Loretanske nam. 5; 118 00 Prague 1; Czech Republic 
Tel: +420-604-57 25 26 
Fax: +420-224-18-2077 

UKRAINE 
Amb. Volodymyr YEL'CHENKO 
Head of Mission 
E-mail: uadel@ukr.at 

Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the OSCE 
Naaffgasse 23; 1180 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-479 71 72 11 
Fax: +43-1-479 71 72 47 

Mr. Yevhen TSYMBALIUK 
Counsellor 

Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the OSCE 
Naaffgasse 23; 1180 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-479 71 72 37 
Fax: +43-1-479 71 72 47 

Mr. Victor CHERNYSH 
First Secretary 
E-mail: uadel@t-online.at 

Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the OSCE 
Naaffgasse 23; 1180 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-479 71 72 38 
Fax: +43-1-479 71 72 47 

 
OSCE Mediterranean Partners for Co-operation 
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EGYPT 
Mr. Reeham KHALIL 
Second Secretary 

Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
Hohe Warte 52; 1190 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-370 81 04 
Fax: +43-1-370 81 04 27 

OSCE Partners for Co-operation 
 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
Mr. Chan Un PARK 
Director of Policy Bureau 
E-mail: chanpark@humanrights.go.kr 

National Human Rights Commission of Korea 
Gumsegi Building,100-842, No. 16, Ulgiro 1-ga; Jung-gu, Seoul; 
Republic of Korea 
Tel: +82-2-2125 97 58 
Web site: http://www.humanrights.go.kr 

Mr. Tae-ick CHO 
First Secretary 
E-mail: ticho90@mofat.go.kr 

Embassy of the Republic of Korea 
Gregor-Mendel-Str. 25; 1180 Vienna; Austria 
Tel: +43-1-478 19 91 

Ms. Kyung-ah LEE 
First Secretary 
E-mail: kalee97@mofat.go.kr 

Embassy of the Republic of Korea 
Gregor-Mendel-Str. 25; 1180 Vienna; Austria 

Ms. Min-jung KIM 
Deputy Director of Women's Rights and Protection Team 
E-mail: annemjkim@mogef.go.kr 

Ministry of Gender Equality and Family 
Sejong-ro 55 (Gov. Complex), Jongno-Gu; Seoul; Republic of 
Korea 
Web site: http://www.mogef.go.kr 

Ms. Joon-Hee MYUNG 
Intern 
E-mail: mcarey21@hanmail.net 

Ministry of Gender Equality and Family 
Sejong-ro 55 (Gov. Complex), Jongno-Gu; Seoul; Republic of 
Korea 
Tel: +82-2-21 00 67 25 
Fax: +82-2-21 00 66 59 
Web site: http://www.mogef.go.kr 

 
International Organizations 

 
1 Council of Europe 

F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex; France 
Web site: http://www.coe.int 

Mr. Gerald DUNN 
Lawyer; Directorate General of Human Rights 
E-mail: gerald.dunn@coe.int 

Tel: +33-388-41 33 29 
Fax: +33-388-41 27 93 

2 European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia 
Rahlgasse 3; A-1060 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://eumc.eu.int 
Ms. Pia TIRRONEN 
Civil Society Cooperation 
E-mail: pia.tirronen@eumc.eu.int 

Tel: +43-1-580 30 43 

3 European Parliament 
Rue Wiertz; 1047 Brussels; Belgium 

Mr. Geoffrey HARRIS 
Head of Human Rights Unit 
E-mail: gharris@europarl.eu.int 

Tel: +32-2-284 36 08 
Fax: +32-2-284 90 70 

4 European Parliament, Office of MEP Els de Groen 
Rue Wiertz 60; 1047 Brussels; Belgium 

Mr. Martin DEMIROVSKI 
Adviser to MEP 
E-mail: edegroen@europarl.eu.int 

Tel: +32-2-284 74 80 
Fax: +32-2-284 94 80 

5 International Committee of the Red Cross 
19, Avenue de la Paix; 1202 Geneva; Switzerland 

Web site: http://www.icrc.org 
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Mr. Stephane J. HANKINS 
Legal Adviser 
E-mail: shankins.gva@icrc.org 

Tel: +41-22-730 24 19 
Fax: +41-22-733 20 57 

6 International Committee of the Red Cross, Regional Delegation for Central Europe 
Kapas ut. 11-15; 1027 Budapest; Hungary 

Web site: http://www.icrc.org 
Mr. Richard DESGAGNE 
Legal Adviser 
E-mail: budapest.bud@icrc.org 

Tel: +36-1-212 11 46 
Fax: +36-1-212 11 47 

7 International Organization for Migration, Austria 
Niebelungengasse 13/4; 1010 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.iom.int 
Mr. David REISENZEIN 
Co-ordinator for the Austrian National Contact Point in the European Migration 
Network 

 

Ms. Livia VEDRASCO 
TCC Counter-trafficking Focal Point/Project Management 
E-mail: lvedrasco@iom.int 

Tel: +43-1-585 33 22 19 
Fax: +43-1-585 33 22 30 

8 Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 
Palais Wilson 3016; CH-1211 Geneva10; Switzerland 

Web site: http://www.unhchr.ch 
Ms. Hina JILANI 
Special Representative of the UN Secretary General on Human Rights 
Defenders 
E-mail: cmarnay-baszanger@ohchr.org 

Tel: +41-33-917 92 93 

Ms. Chloe MARNAY-BASZANGER 
Desk Officer for the Special Representative of the Secretary General on 
Human Rights Defenders 
E-mail: cmarnay-baszanger@ohchr.org 

Tel: +41-33-917 92 93 
Fax: +41-22-917 90 06 

Mr. Orest NOWOSAD 
Co-ordinator of the National Institutions Unit 
E-mail: onowosad@ohchr.org 

Tel: +41-22-917 92 23 
Fax: +41-22-917 90 18 

9 UN Office on Drugs and Crime 
Vienna International Centre; A-1400 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.unodc.org 
Ms. Dolgor SOLONGO 
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Officer 
E-mail: dolgor.solongo@unodc.org 

Tel: +43-1-260 60 55 66 
Fax: +43-1-260 60 59 48 

10 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees; Branch Office in Austria 
P.O. Box 550; A-1400 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.unhcr.at 
Ms. Angela LI ROSI 
Senior Liaison Officer to the OSCE 
E-mail: lirosi@unhcr.ch 

Tel: +43-1-260 60 42 40 
Fax: +43-1-263 41 15 

Ms. Alina CIBEA 
Intern 
E-mail: AUSOSCE@unhcr.ch 

Tel: +43-650-380 87 29 

11 Women's Federation for World Peace International 
4 West 43rd St; New York, NY 10036; U.S.A. 

Web site: http://www.wfwp.org 
Mrs. Elisabeth RIEDL 
European Secretary General, International 
E-mail: wfwpeurope@womenaspeacemakers.org 

Tel: +43-662 62 08 52, 650 885 19 88 

 
OSCE Institutions/Field Missions 

 
1 OSCE Secretariat 

OSCE Conference Services, Hofburg-Heldenplatz; 1010 Vienna; Austria 
Web site: http://www.osce.org 
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Ms. Beatrix ATTINGER COLIJN 
Senior Adviser on Gender Issues 
E-mail: beatrix.attinger-colijn@osce.org 

Tel: +43-1-514 36 275 
Fax: +43-1-514 36 96 

2 OSCE Parliamentary Assembly, OSCE Parliamentary Liaison Office 
Neustiftgasse 3/8; 1070 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.oscepa.org 
Amb. Andreas NOTHELLE 
Special Representative 
E-mail: specialrep@oscepa.dk 

Tel: +43-1-523 30 02 
Fax: +43-1-522 26 84 

Ms. Kathrin QUESADA 
Liaison Officer 
E-mail: kathrin@oscepa.dk 

Tel: +43-1-523 30 02 
Fax: +43-1-522 22 684 

Mr. Aranzazu PAGOAGA 
Research Assistant 
E-mail: aran@oscepa.dk 

Tel: +43-1-523 30 02 
Fax: +43-1-522 22 684 

3 OSCE Centre in Almaty 
Tole Bi 67; 480091 Almaty; Kazakhstan 
Web site: http://www.osce.org/almaty 

Ms. Gulnara YESSIRGEPOVA 
Human Rights Project Assistant 
E-mail: Gulnar.Yessirgepova@osce.org 

Tel: +7-3272-79 37 62 
Fax: +7-3272-79 43 88 

4 OSCE Centre in Bishkek 
139 St. Toktogula; 720001 Bishkek; Kyrgyzstan 

Web site: http://www.osce.org/bishkek 
Mr. Mukhtar IRISOV 
National Assistant Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: Muhtar.Irisov@osce.org 

Tel: +996-3222-593 19 
Fax: +996-3222-594 71 

5 OSCE Mission to Georgia 
Krtsanisi Governmental Residence N5, Krtsanisi Street; 0114 Tbilisi; Georgia,  

Web site: http://www.osce.org/georgia 
Ms. Ia DADUNASHVILI 
National Democratization Officer 
E-mail: ia.dadunashvili@osce.org 

Tel: +995-32-20 32 03 
Fax: +995-32-20 23 05 

Ms. Iris MUTH 
Human Rights Officer 
E-mail: iris.muth@osce.org 

Tel: +995-99-56 63 06 
Fax: +995-32-24 42 02 

Mr. George TUGUSHI 
National Human Rights Officer 
E-mail: george.tugushi@osce.org 

Tel: +995-32-24 42 01 
Fax: +995-32-24 42 02 

Ms. Nino GOGDADZE 
Democratization Assistant 
E-mail: nino.gogdadze@osce.org 

Tel: +995-32-20 23 03 
Fax: +995-32-20 23 05 

6 OSCE Mission in Kosovo 
Beogradska 29; 38000 Pristina, Kosovo; Serbia and Montenegro 

Web site: http://www.osce/kosovo 
Mr. Richard W. LUNDGREN 
ARC Co-ordinator; Human Rights and Rule of Law Dept. 
E-mail: richard.lundgren@osce.org 

Tel: +381-38-50 01 62 
Fax: +381-38-50 01 88 

7 OSCE Mission to Moldova 
Mitropolit Dosoftei 108; Chisinau; Moldova 

Web site: http://www.osce.org/moldova 
Ms. Ludmila SAMOILA 
Human Rights Assistant 
E-mail: ludmila.samoila@osce.org 

Tel: +373-22-87 88 19 
Fax: +373-22-22 34 96 

8 OSCE Mission to Serbia and Montenegro 
Cakorska 1; 11 000 Belgrade; Serbia and Montenegro 

Mr. Livio SARANDREA 
Senior Co-ordinator for Rule of Law 
E-mail: livio.sarandrea@osce.org 

Tel: +381-63-32 63 81 

9 OSCE Spillover Monitor Mission to Skopje 
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QBE Makedonija Building, 11 Oktomvri Str. n.25; MK-1000 Skopje; the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 
Web site: http://www.osce.org/skopje 

Ms. Elena GULMADOVA 
Rule of Law Officer 
E-mail: Elena.Gulmadova@osce.org 

Tel: +389-70-35 90 17 
Fax: +389-31-47 52 00 

Ms. Monika IZYDORCZYK 
Confidence Building Officer 
E-mail: monika.izydorczyk@osce.org 

Tel: +389-2-323 44 80 
Fax: +389-2-323 42 34 

10 OSCE Centre in Tashkent 
12B, Afrosiyob Street, Mirobod District; 700015 Tashkent; Uzbekistan 

Web site: http://www.osce.org/tashkent 
Mr. Ildar FAYZULLIN 
Prison Reform Programme Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: Ildar.Fayzullin@osce.org 

Tel: +998-93-171 34 60 
Fax: +998-71-140 04 66 

11 OSCE Office in Yerevan 
89 Teryan St.; 375009 Yerevan; Armenia 

Web site: http://www.osce.org/yerevan 
Ms. Maria SILVANYAN 
National Assistant Legal Adviser 
E-mail: maria.silvanyan@osce.org 

Tel: +374-10-54 10 62/63/64 
Fax: +374-10-54 10 61 

Mr. Silvia POGOLSA 
HR Officer 
E-mail: silvia.pogolsa@osce.org 

Tel: +374-10-54 10 65-120 
Fax: +374-10-54 10 61 

Mr. Tsovinar HARUTYUNYAN 
Human Dimension Project Assistant 
E-mail: Tsovinar.Harutyunyan@osce.org 

Tel: +374-10-54 10 62 ext. 121 
Fax: +374-10-54 10 61 

 
Non-Governmental Organizations 

 
1 "EZGULIK" Human Rights Society of Uzbekistan 

Navoi str. 24; Tashkent 700000; Uzbekistan 
Web site: http://www.ezgulik.org 

Mr. Sukhrobjon ISMOILOV 
Human Rights Officer 
E-mail: sukhrob.ismoilov@gmail.com 

Tel: +998-71-125 50 16 
Fax: +998-71-241 85 88 

2 Almaty City Collegium of Advocates 
153, Abai Str., office 48; Almaty; Kazakhstan 

Dr. Daniyar KANAFIN 
Lawyer 
E-mail: daniyar_kanafin@mail.ru 

Tel: +7-3272-48 47 10 
Fax: +7-3272-66 56 14 

3 Almaty Helsinki Committee 
85, Str. Al-Farabi, Aprt. 5; Almaty; Kazakhstan 

Web site: http://www.humanrights.kz 
Ms. Ninel FOKINA 
Director 
E-mail: ahc@nursat.kz 

Tel: +7-3272-69 50 65 
Fax: +7-3272-69 50 61 

4 Amnesty International 
International Secretariat; 1 Easton Street; London WCiX ODW; United Kingdom 

Web site: http://www.amnesty.org 
Ms. Cintia LAVANDERA 
Co-ordinator Global HRDs Program 
E-mail: clavande@amnesty.org 

Tel: +44-207-413 59 81 
Fax: +44-207-956 11 57 

5 Armenian Association of Women with University Education 
Sajat Nova 33/41; 375001 Yerevan; Armenia 

Ms. Jemma HASRATYAN 
President 
E-mail: aawue@arminco.com 

Tel: +374-10-52 25 42 
Fax: +374-10-54 15 52 

6 Ashkalia Youth Voice and Balkan Sunflowers 
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Serbia and Montenegro 
Mr. Muhamet ARIFI 
Project Officer 
E-mail: muhamet_arifi@yahoo.com 

Tel: +377-44-41 85 62 
Fax: +381-38-24 62 99 

7 Association "Women Leaders of Jalal Abad" 
Toktogula Str. 7-11; Jalal Abad city, Jalal Abad region; Kyrgyzstan 

Ms. Zhanna SARALAEVA 
E-mail: j_saralaeva@mail.ru 

Tel: +996-3722-550 84 

8 Association for the Prevention of Torture 
Rte de Ferney 10, Case postale 2267; CH-1211 Geneva 2; Switzerland 

Web site: http://www.apt.ch 
Dr. Matthew Kenneth PRINGLE 
Programme Officer Europe 
E-mail: mpringle@apt.ch 

Tel: +41-22-919 21 70 
Fax: +41-22-919 21 80 

9 Association of Roma Refugees 
ul. Fabricka 316; Kosovks Mitrovica; Serbia and Montenegro 

Mr. Skender GUSANI 
Manager of Northern Mitrocica Camps 

Tel: +381-63-857 88 10 

10 Association of Women's NGOs of Uzbekistan "Mehr" 
17/61 Kunaev St.; 700031 Tashkent; Uzbekistan 

Web site: n/a 
Mrs. Zulfiya TUKHTAKHODJAEVA 
Chairperson 
E-mail: zulfiya@imkon.uz 

Tel: +998-71-152 77 85 
Fax: +998-71-152 67 27 

11 Azerbaijan Gender Association "Symmetry" 
Avenue Bul-Bul 29-54; 10014 Baku; Azerbaijan 

Ms. Kamilla DADASHEVA 
President 
E-mail: kdsgender@yahoo.com 

Tel: +994-12-493 40 56 
Fax: +994-12-497 80 00 

12 Belarus Roma Lawyers Group 
8, Dneprovski per.; 220047 Minsk; Belarus 

Web site: http://roma.iatp.by 
Mr. Mikalai KALININ 
Chairman 
E-mail: Niko7777@mail.ru 

Tel: +375-296-57 54 63 

13 Belarusian Helsinki Committee 
68 - 1201, Libkneht Str.; 220036 Minsk; Belarus 

Web site: http://bhc.unibel.by 
Mr. Aleh HULAK 
Executive Director 
E-mail: belhelcom@user.unibel.by 

Tel: +375-17-222 48 00 
Fax: +375-17-222 48 01 

14 Bosfor 
Pr. Magtymguly 201; 744000 Ashgabat; Turkmenistan 

Ms. Gymmatjamal CHOPANOVA 
Lawyer 
E-mail: bosfor@online.tm 

Tel: +993-12-39 04 76 

15 Centre for OSCE Research 
Falkenstein 1; 22587 Hamburg; Germany 

Web site: http://www.core-hamburg.de 
Dr. Frank EVERS 
Deputy Head 
E-mail: eversfrank@lycos.com 

Tel: +49-3362-752 49 
Fax: +49-3362-752 49 

16 Charter for Human Rights 
office 2, 83, Masanchi Str.; 050022 Almaty; Kazakstan 

Ms. Zhemis TURMAGAMBETOVA 
Deputy Director 
E-mail: zhemis@bureau.kz 

Tel: +7-3272-92 41 42 
Fax: +7-3272-92 42 42 

17 Chechen Committee for National Salvation 
38, Mutalieva Str.; 386100 Nazran; Russian Federation 

Mr. Ruslan BADALOV Tel: +7-8732-22 24 00 
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Chairman 
E-mail: chkns@mail.ru 

Fax: +7-8732-22 24 00 

18 Church of Scientology; Human Rights Office 
91 rue de la Loi; 1040 Brussels; Belgium 

Web site: http://www.scientology-europe.org 
Mr. Martin WEIGHTMAN 
Human Rights Director 
E-mail: martinweightman@compuserve.com 

Tel: +32-2-231 15 96 
Fax: +32-2-280 15 40 

19 Committee Against Torture 
11, Kozhevennaya st., of. 303; 603001 Nizhny Novgorod; Russian Federation  

Web site: komitet@pytkam.net 
Mr. Igor KALYAPIN 
Chairman 
E-mail: bunker2004@land.ru 

Tel: +7-8312-33 14 04 
Fax: +7-8312-33 61 01 

20 Democratic Hope 
Obranja Dostojeva bb; Podujevo; Serbia and Montenegro 

Mr. Agim HISENI 
Manager 
E-mail: shpresa_demokratike@yahoo.com 

Tel: +381-637-37 03 17 

21 Durmish Aslano, Prizren 
Kadri Nesho b.b; Prizren; Serbia and Montenegro 

Mr. Daut CULJANDJI 
Vice President 
E-mail: tukidiki@yahoo.com 

Tel: +377-44-22 91 92 
Fax: +381-24 90 75 

22 Equitas - International Centre for Human Rights Education 
1425 Boul. Rene-Levesque West, Suite 407; Montreal, Quebec H3G 1T7; Canada 

Mr. Ian HAMILTON 
Executive Director 
E-mail: ihamilton@equitas.org 

Tel: +1-514-964 03 82 
Fax: +1-514-954 06 59 

23 Eurasian Transition Group 
Praterstr. 66/8; 1020 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.eurasiantransition.org 
Mr. Shahnazar BERDYEV 
Turkmenistan Department 
E-mail: info@eurasiantransition.org 

Tel: +43-699-11 78 85 55 

24 European Roma and Travelers Forum 
K. Rece 1003/II; 337 01 Rokycany; Czech Republic 

Mr. Ondrej GINA 
Member of the Executive Committee` 
E-mail: ondrej.gina@centrum.cz 

Tel: +420-604-34 25 85 

25 FOREF Europe ( Forum for Religious Freedom - Europe) 
Seidengasse 28/4; A-1070 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.religionsfreiheit.at 
Mr. Peter ZOEHRER 
Secretary General 
E-mail: webmaster@religionsfreiheit.at 

Tel: +43-664-523 87 94 
Fax: +43-27-725 16 19 

26 Fleure IBAR/URYD 
88, rue du Gerard Sorreoi; 10600 Le Chapelle St. Luc; France 

Mr. Nedzmedin NEZIRI 
President 
E-mail: nezirinedzo@yahoo.fr 

Tel: +33-325-82 39 32 

27 Foundation For Legal Technologies 
P.B. 77; 220088 Minsk; Belarus 

Web site: http://lawtrend.org 
Ms. Elena TONKACHEVA 
Chair of Board 
E-mail: tonkacheva@infonet.by 

Tel: +375-29-369 89 88 
Fax: +375-17-200 96 42 

28 Front Line, Int'l Foundation for Protection of Human Rights Defenders 
16 Idrone Lane, Blackrock; Dublin; Ireland 
Web site: http://www.frontlinedefenders.org 
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Ms. Mary LAWLOR 
Director 
E-mail: marylawlor@frontlinedefenders.org 

Tel: +353-1-212 37 50 
Fax: +353-1-212 10 01 

29 Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Serbia 
Zmaj Jovina 7; 11 000 Belgrade; Serbia and Montenegro 

Web site: http://www.helsinki.org.yu 
Ms. Izabela KISIC 
E-mail: ikisic@eunet.yu 

Tel: +381-11-303 24 08 

30 Helsinki Committee for Human Rights of the Republic of Macedonia 
Dame Gruev 8/5; 1000 Skopje; the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

Web site: http://www.mhc.org.mk 
Mr. Ibrahim IBRAHIMI 
Board Member 
E-mail: ibrahimi@ecmirom.org 

Tel: +389-23-11 90 73 

31 Helsinki Committee of Armenia 
Pushkin Str. 3a; Yerevan; Armenia 

Mr. Avetik ISHKHANYAN 
Chairman 
E-mail: hca@xter.net 

Tel: +374-10-56 03 79 
Fax: +374-10-56 03 79 

32 House of Responsibility - Austria Association for Service Abroad 
Hutterweg 6; 6020 Innsbruck; Austria 

Web site: http://www.hrb.at 
Mr. Michael PROCHAZKA 
Vice-President 
E-mail: prochazka@hrb.at 

Tel: +43-664-915 58 43 

Mr. Martin POLLAK 
E-mail: pollak@auslandsolienst.at 

Tel: +43-664-153 28 79 

33 Human Rights Center "Memorial", Nazran 
Mutalieva Str. 46; 386100 Nazran; Russian Federation 

Web site: http://www.memo.ru 
Ms. Zina MUKUSHEVA 
E-mail: memorial@southnet.ru 

Tel: +7-8732 22 23 49 
Fax: +7-8732 22 23 49 

Mr. Shamil TANGIEV 
Head of Grozny Office 
E-mail: memorial@southnet.ru 

Tel: +7-8732-22 23 48 
Fax: +7-8732-22 23 48 

34 Human Rights Center "Viasna" 
Fr. Skaryna av. 78A-48; Minsk; Belarus 

Web site: http://www.spring96.org 
Mr. Ales BELIATSKI 
Chairman 
E-mail: viasna@spring96.org 

Tel: +375-17-231 08 44 
Fax: +375-17-231 08 44 

35 Human Rights Centre "Memorial" 
12 Maly Karetny pereulok; Moscow 103051; Russian Federation 

Mr. Sergey KOVALEV  
Mr. Vitaly PONOMAREV 
Director of Central Asian Programme 
E-mail: memhrc@memo.ru 

Tel: +7-495-432 34 77 
Fax: +7-095-432 34 77 

36 Human Rights First 
333 Seventh Avenue, 13th floor; New York, NY 10001-5004; U.S.A. 

Web site: http://www.humanrightsfirst.org 
Mr. Neil HICKS 
Director of International Program 
E-mail: HicksN@humanrightsfirst.org 

Tel: +1-212-845 52 48 
Fax: +1-212-845 52 99 

Mr. Paul LEGENDRE 
Senior Associate 
E-mail: legendrep@humanrightsfirst.org 

Tel: +1-212-845 52 57 
Fax: +1-212-845 52 99 

Ms. Archana PYATI 
Senior Associate, Human Rights Defenders Program 
E-mail: pyatia@humanrightsfirst.org 

Tel: +1-212-845 52 79 
Fax: +1-212-845 52 99 

37 Human Rights House Foundation 
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Tordenskioldsgt. 6b; 0160 Oslo; Norway 
Web site: http://www.humanrightshouse.org 

Ms. Ane Tusvik BONDE 
Project Manager 
E-mail: ane.bonde@humanrightshouse.org 

Tel: +47-22-47 92 42 
Fax: +47-22-47 92 01 

38 Human Rights Watch 
350 5th Avenue, 34th Floor; New York, NY 10118; U.S.A. 

Web site: http://www.hrw.org 
Ms. Holly CARTNER 
Executive Director, Europe and Central Asia Division 
E-mail: cartneh@hrw.org 

Tel: +1-212-216-1288 
Fax: +1-212-736-1300 

39 Humanitarian Law Centre 
Makenzijeva 67; 11110 Belgrade; Serbia and Montenegro 

Web site: http://www.hlc.org.yu 
Ms. Natasa KANDIC 
Executive Director 
E-mail: office@hlc.org.yu 

Tel: +381-11-34 44 43 14 
Fax: +381-11-34 44 43 13 

40 Initiative Group of Independent Human Rights Defenders of Uzbekistan 
apt. 35, house 3V, Fayzibaland Street, Sobir-Rakhimov District; Tashkent 700069; Uzbekistan 

Mr. Surat IKRAMOV 
Chairman 
E-mail: surat.i@rambler.ru 

Tel: +998-71-148 04 14 
Fax: +998-71-398 80 26 

41 Institute for Conflict Research 
North City Business Centre, 2 Duncairn Gardens; Belfast, BT15 2GG; United Kingdom 

Web site: http://www.conflictresearch.org.uk 
Dr. Neil JARMAN 
Director 
E-mail: director@conflictresearch.org.uk 

Tel: +44-28-90 74 26 82 
Fax: +44-28-90 35 66 54 

42 International Center for Not-for-Profit Law 
Turkmenbashy Shaely 15; 744000 Ashgabad; Turkmenistan 

Ms. Elena VASILYEVA 
Legal Consultant 
E-mail: elena@cpart.org 

Tel: +993-12-35 71 20 
Fax: +993-12-34 75 27 

43 International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) 
17, passage de la Main d'Or; 75011 Paris; France 

Web site: http://www.fidh.org 
Mr. Antoine BERNARD 
Executive Director 
E-mail: abernard@fidh.org 

Tel: +33-1-43 55 25 18 
Fax: +33-1-43 55 18 80 

Ms. Sylvie MOSTAERT 
Programme Assistant 
E-mail: smostaert@fidh.org 

Tel: +33-1-43 55 25 18 
Fax: +33-1-43 55 18 80 

44 International Freedom Network 
78 Marylebone High Street; London W1M 4AP; United Kingdom 

Mr. Rachid NOUGMANOV 
General Director 
E-mail: rachid@nougmanov.com 

Tel: +33-6-08 70 12 14 
Fax: +44-870-134 86 57 

45 International Helsinki Federation for Human Rights 
Wickenburggasse 14/7; A-1080 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.ihf-hr.org 
Dr. Aaron RHODES 
Executive Director 
E-mail: office@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 
Fax: +43-1-408 8822-50 

Mr. Joachim FRANK 
Project Coordinator 
E-mail: frank@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 
Fax: +43-1-408 88 22 50 

Ms. Natalia LAZAREVA 
Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: lazareva@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 31 
Fax: +43-1-408 88 22 50 

Ms. Eliza MUSAEVA Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 
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Consultant 
E-mail: moussaeva@ihf-hr.org 

Fax: +43-1-408 88 22 50 

Ms. Lamija MUZUROVIC 
Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: muzurovic@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22-42 
Fax: +43-1-408 88 22-50 

Ms. Maria Luisa BASCUR 
Project Consultant 
E-mail: bascur@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 35 
Fax: +43-1-408 88 22 50 

Ms. Ann-Sofie NYMAN 
Researcher 
E-mail: nyman@ihf-hr.org 

Tel: +43-1-408 88 22 32 
Fax: +43-1-408 8822-50 

46 International Law Association 
H.Zardabi 84/75; Baku; Azerbaijan 

Mr. Vafaddin IBAYEV 
Chairman 
E-mail: ibayev@gmail.com 

Tel: +994-50-347 36 60 

47 International League for Human Rights 
229 East 45th Street, 5th Floor; New York, NY 10017; U.S.A. 

Web site: http://www.ilhr.org 
Mr. Robert ARSENAULT 
President 
E-mail: barsenau@oscltd.com 

Tel: +1-215-735 05 00 x3027 
Fax: +1-215-735 54 54 

Mr. Peter ZALMAYEV 
CIS Program Manager 
E-mail: pzalmayev@ilhr.org 

Tel: +1-212-661 04 80 
Fax: +1-212-661 04 16 

48 International Lesbian and Gay Association-European Region 
Avenue de Tervueren 94; 1040 Brussels; Belgium 

Web site: http://www.ilga-europe.org 
Mr. Maxim ANMEGHICHEAN 
Programmes Director 
E-mail: maxim@ilga-europe.org 

Tel: +32-2-609 54 10 
Fax: +32-2-609 54 19 

49 International Romani Union 
Girip Sander, Vert Lajn 12; 5348 RG Oss; the Netherlands 

Mr. Abdule GJUNLER 
Member 

Tel: +31-41-265 13 46 
Fax: +31-41-265 13 46 

50 International Romani Union 
c/o Romano Centro, Hofmannsthalgasse 2/2; 1030 Vienna; Austria 

Ms. Fevzije BAHAR 
Spokeperson 
E-mail: frauenwelten@chello.at 

Tel: +43-699-10 13 83 60 

Mr. Stizanin NOVICA 
Treasurer 
E-mail: office@romanocentro.org 

Tel: +43-650-521 43 84 

51 International Romani Union, Council of Polish Roma 
ul. Warszawska 43 p. 101; 15-062 Bialystok; Poland 

Mr. Stanislaw STANKIEWICZ 
President 
E-mail: stahiros@polbox.com.pl 

Tel: +48-85-732 74 54 
Fax: +48-85-732 96 07 

52 International Service for Human Rights 
Rue de Varembe 1, P.O. Box 16; CH-1211 Geneva 20 CIC; Switzerland 

Ms. Inmaculada BARCIA 
Manager 
E-mail: macubarcia@yahoo.com 

Tel: +41-22-733 51 23 
Fax: +41-22-733 0826 

53 Kazakhstan International Bureau for Human Rights and Rule of Law 
office 2, 83, Masanchi Str.; 050022 Almaty; Kazakstan 

Web site: http://www.bureau.kz 
Dr. Evgeniy ZHOVTIS 
Director 

 

54 Kosovo Roma and Ashkali Forum - KRAF 
S. Plementina, Kosovo; Serbia and Montenegro 
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Ms. Afrodita BERISA 
Member of KRAF 
E-mail: d_afrodita@yahoo.com 

Tel: +381-638-53 68 28 

55 Kylym Shamy 
ul. Suhamlinova 24-41; Bishkek; Kyrgyzstan 

Ms. Aziza ABDIRASULOVA 
Chairperson 
E-mail: abdirasulova@mail.ru 

Tel: +996-312-66 69 75 

56 Kyrgyz Committee for Human Rights 
Jumabek str. 123/87; 720011; Kyrgyzstan 

Mr. Almaz DYRYLDAEV 
Co-ordinator 
E-mail: kchr@kchr.org 

Tel: +43-1-290 00 62 
Fax: +43-1-290 00 62 

57 Law Initiative 
Partizanski prospect 2/4B; 220033 Minsk; Belarus 

Mr. Boris ZVOZSKAU 
Member of Board 
E-mail: fil@open.by 

Tel: +375-17-221 58 68 
Fax: +375-17-221 58 68 

58 League of Human Rights 
120 00 Prague 2; Czech Republic 

Mr. Ondrej LUKAS 
Co-ordinator 
E-mail: olukas@llp.cz 

Tel: +420-608-71 95 35 
Fax: +420-545-24 00 12 

59 Menschenrechtsbeirat / Human Rights Advisory Board 
Minoritenplatz 9; A-1014 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.menschenrechtsbeirat.at 
Mrs. Maria Caroline PAAR 
Legal Researcher 
E-mail: caroline.paar@bmi.gv.at 

Tel: +43-1-531 26 35 02 
Fax: +43-1-531 26 35 04 

60 Moscow Helsinki Group 
Bol.Golovin per, 22-1; 107045 Moscow; Russian Federation 

Ms. Anastasia ASEYEVA 
Administrative Director 
E-mail: aseyeva@mhg.ru 

Tel: +7-495-207 60 69 
Fax: +7-495-207 60 69 

Ms. Irina SERGEEVA 
Lawyer, Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: isergeeva@mhg.ru 

Tel: +7-495-207 60 69 
Fax: +7-495-207 60 69 

61 Movimiento por la Paz el Desarme y la Libertad (MPDL) 
c/Martos 15; Madrid; Spain 

Web site: http://www.mpdl.org 
Mr. Voces GARCIA 
Economist 
E-mail: voces25@hotmail.com 

Tel: +43-6998-157 23 42 

62 NGO Coalition "All for fair trials", Skopje 
"Makedonija"11/2-10; 1000 Skopje; the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

Web site: http://www.all4fairtrials.org.mk 
Mr. Petar JORDANOSKI 
Project Co-ordinator 
E-mail: petar_jordanoski@yahoo.com 

Tel: +389-70-21 28 42 
Fax: +389-2-321 52 63 

63 National Council of the Roma National Minority of Serbia and Montenegro 
Vidovdanska 2b; 11 000 Belgrade; Serbia and Montenegro 

Ms. Gordana NESOVIC 
Journalist 
E-mail: theendoftheday@hotmail.com 

Tel: +381-64-270 37 85 
Fax: +381-11-324 45 26 

64 Network "Women Can Do It!", Naryn Branch 
60-let Kirgisii Str., 16; Naryn; Kyrgyzstan 

Ms. Gulnaz KASEYEVA 
Chairperson of NGO "Ananke" 
E-mail: kaseevag@mail.ru 

Tel: +996-312-68 20 27 

65 PA "Civil Society Against Corruption" 
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107, Kievskaya street, #510; Bishkek; Kyrgyzstan 
Web site: http://www.anticorruption.kg 

Ms. Tolekan ISMAILOVA 
Executive Director 
E-mail: info@anticorruption.kg 

Tel: +996-312-61 04 10 
Fax: +996-312-61 04 10 

66 PAX CHRISTI 
Im Uhrgang 2; 55270 Ober-Olm; Germany 

Mr. Kadri MUMISI 
E-mail: misaneczvonko@aol.com 

Tel: +49-6136-95 33 14 
Fax: +49-6131-33 83 68 

67 RCC "DROM" 
Done Bozinov 11/5; 1300 Kumanovo; the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

Mr. Asmet ELEZOVSKI 
PR Manager 
E-mail: asmetelezovski@yahoo.com 

Tel: +389-31-42 75 58 
Fax: +389-31-42 75 58 

68 ROLF/FHRL - Federation Humanitarie 
P.O. Box n. 9 - Sondrio Centro; 23100 Sondrio; Italy 

Dr. Francesco ALESSI 
Diplomatic Counsellor 
E-mail: ceskone@email.it 

Tel: +39-034-221 25 19 

69 Republican Bureau on Human Rights and Rule of Law 
32, Shotemura Str., ap. 6; 734000 Dushanbe; Tajikistan 

Ms. Nigina BAKHRIEVA 
Program Director 
E-mail: Nbakhrieva@gmail.com 

Tel: +992-372-27 34 58 
Fax: +992-372-27 34 58 

70 Republican Party of Turkmenistan in exile 
Seisgasse 6; 1040 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.tmrepublican.org 
Mr. Boris SHIKHMURADOV 
Human Rights and Legal Officer 
E-mail: office@tmrepublican.org 

Tel: +7-926-540 90 48 

71 Roma Women's Initiative 
the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

Ms. Enisa EMINOVSKA 
Women's Rights Activist 
E-mail: kashali1@gmail.com 

Tel: +389-70-70 70 71 

72 Romani CRISS-Roma Center for Social Intervention and Studies 
Str. Buzesti nr. 19, sector 1; 011011 Bucharest; Romania 

Web site: http://www.romanicriss.org 
Mr. Marian MANDACHE 
Head of the Human Rights Department 
E-mail: marian@romanicriss.org 

Tel: +40-21-231 41 44 
Fax: +40-21-310 70 70 

73 Romano Centro 
Hofmannsthalg. 2, lokal 2; 1030 Vienna; Austria 

Mr. Dragan JEVREMOVIC 
Chairman 
E-mail: dragan.jevremovic@romano-centro.org 

Tel: +43-1-749 63 36 
Fax: +43-1-749 63 36 11 

74 Romano Phralipe 
Partizanska C12; Maribor; Slovenia 

Mr. Fatmir BECIRI 
President 

Tel: +386-2-421 55 34 

75 Rrom Press News Agency - NEVIPE 
Bernard Shawsingel 142; 1102 VD Amsterdam; the Netherlands 

Mr. Galjus ORHAN 
Editor 
E-mail: orhangaljus@yahoo.com 

Tel: +31-62-713 20 34 

76 Russian-Chechen Friendship Society 
Admiral Vasyunin Str. 2, office 505; 603106 Nizhny Novgorod; Russian Federation 

Ms. Oksana CHELYSHEVA 
Editor of the Information Agency 
E-mail: chelysheva1968@mail.ru 

Tel: +7-8312-17 16 66 
Fax: +7-8312-17 16 66 
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77 Social Chamber of Russian Federation, Institute of Civil Society Problems 
P.O. Box 63; 123100 Moscow; Russian Federation 

Ms. Maria SLOBODSKAYA 
Head of the Committee of Questions of Development of Civil Society 
E-mail: inpgo@aha.ru 

Tel: +7-495-978 46 64 

78 Social Technologies Agency 
107, Kievskaya Str., 313-314; 720001 Bishkek; Kyrgyzstan 

Ms. Gulnara IBRAEVA 
Director 
E-mail: Kas-kg@elcat.kg 

Tel: +996-312-27 29 07 
Fax: +996-312-61 02 97 

79 Ternikano Berno 
7, Avenue de Sevigne; 93 390 Clichy sous Bois; France 

Mr. Brahim MUSIC 
President 
E-mail: rromdayo@free.fr 

Tel: +33-1-45 09 41 84 

80 Turkmenistan Helsinki Initiative 
Mr. Farid TUHBATULLIN 
Chairman 
E-mail: turkmenistan_initiative@yahoo.com 

 

81 UNITED for Intercultural Action 
Postbus 413; 1000 AK Amsterdam; the Netherlands 

Web site: http://www.unitedagainstracism.org 
Mr. Ivan BARISIC 
E-mail: barisic@auslandsdienst.at 

Tel: +43-650-442 72 43 

82 Udruga Roma Istrec-Pula 
Tartinijeva 4; 52100 Pula; Croatia 

Mr. Veli HUSEINI 
President 
E-mail: velihu@yahoo.com 

Tel: +385-98-901 65 86 
Fax: +385-52-50 64 69 

83 University of Vienna 
Dr. Karl-Lueger-Ring 1; A-1010 Vienna; Austria 

Web site: http://www.univie.ac.at 
Mr. Wolfram PERGLER 
PhD candidate 
E-mail: a9801570@unet.univie.ac.at 

Tel: +43-664-578 27 42 

84 Women's Club "PEONI" 
49b, Chavchavadze ave.; 0162 Tbilisi; Georgia 

Ms. Eliso AMIREJIBI 
Network Co-ordinator 
E-mail: eli_amira@yahoo.com 

Tel: +995-32-53 33 03 

85 Women's Information Center 
40, Tsinamdzgvrishvili Str.; 0102 Tbilisi; Georgia 

Ms. Elene RUSETSKAIA 
Co-ordinator 
E-mail: wicmika@caucasus.net 

Tel: +995-32-95 29 34 
Fax: +995-32-94 26 99 

86 World Organisation Against Torture (OMCT) 
8 rue du Vieux Billard, PO Box 21; 1211 Geneva 8; Switzerland 

Web site: http://www.omct.org 
Ms. Delphine RECULEAU 
Programme Manager 
E-mail: omct@omct.org 

Tel: +41-22-809 49 39 
Fax: +41-22-809 49 29 

 
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights 

Aleje Ujazdowskie 19, 00-557 Warsaw, Poland.  
Tel.: +48-22 520 06 00; Fax: +48-22 520 06 05; E-mail: office@odihr.pl 

Web site: http://www.osce.org/odihr/ 
Amb. Christian STROHAL 
Director 
E-mail: office@odihr.pl 

Tel: +48-22-520 06 00 
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Ms. Kirsten MLACAK 
Designated Head of Human Rights Department 

 

Mr. Pavel CHACUK 
Human Rights Adviser 
E-mail: Pavel.Chacuk@odihr.pl 

Ext: 2145 

Ms. Natalya SEITMURATOVA 
Human Rights Officer 
E-mail: Natalya.Seitmuratova@odihr.pl 

Ext: 4141 

Ms. Lydia GRIGOREVA 
Human Rights Officer 
E-mail: Lydia.Grigoreva@odihr.pl 

Ext: 4163 

Mr. Robert-Jan UHL 
Intern 
E-mail: Robert-Jan.Uhl@odihr.pl 

Ext: 4193 

Mr. Dennis VAN DER VEUR 
Programme Officer 
E-mail: Dennis.vanderveur@odihr.pl 

Ext: 1125 

Mr. Nicolae GHEORGHE 
Adviser on Roma and Sinti Issues 
E-mail: Nicolae.Gheorghe@odihr.pl 

Ext: 1143 

Mr. Jakhongir AZIZKHODJAEV 
Conference Services Support Officer 
E-mail: Jakhongir@odihr.pl 

Ext: 4161 
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